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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Adaptive social protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Activities of daily living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTs</td>
<td>Conditional Cash Transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEQ</td>
<td>Commitment to Equity project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPD</td>
<td>Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP</td>
<td>East Asia and the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>Europe and Central Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCV</td>
<td>Fragility, conflict and violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRM</td>
<td>Grievance redress mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>Instrumental activity of daily living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Internally Displaced People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Long-term care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNA</td>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA</td>
<td>Overseas development assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>South Asia region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCTs</td>
<td>Unconditional cash transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UISAs</td>
<td>Unemployment insurance savings accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USP</td>
<td>Universal social protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USP2030</td>
<td>Global Partnership for Universal Social Protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overview

The Social Protection and Jobs (SPJ) Compass\(^1\) puts at its heart the vision of universal social protection. It recognizes that the progressive realization of universal social protection (USP), which ensures access to social protection for all whenever and however they need it, is critical for effectively reducing poverty and boosting shared prosperity. Countries across the globe are increasingly using this vision to guide their policy. Social protection can be defined as policies and programs that help individuals and societies to manage risk and volatility, protect them from poverty and inequality, and help them to access economic opportunity. Social protection aims to achieve this by increasing people’s resilience, equity, and opportunity, the three goals of social protection, by means of a range of instruments in the social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care domains. This set of interventions is collectively referred to in the Compass as social protection.

An update to the World Bank strategy for social protection is urgent amid rapid change both within the sector and beyond. As the world begins to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, both the unprecedented crisis that it caused and the immediate arrival of new global shocks has reinforced the need for social protection in dramatic ways. At the same time, the crisis has highlighted a new and rapidly evolving set of possibilities for design and delivery of social protection. The current Bank strategy, “Resilience, Equity, and Opportunity: The World Bank’s Social Protection and Labor Strategy 2012–2022,” provided an overarching framework for understanding the value of investing in social protection programs and outlined how the World Bank would work with client countries to further develop their social protection programs and systems. The Compass aims to build on that framework in recognition of how fundamentally the global context has changed for the World Bank’s work in the sector.

\(^1\) The World Bank Global Practice that oversees work on Social Protection has the title “Social Protection and Jobs,” and therefore this document uses that terminology in its title. The Compass aims to provide strategic guidance to the Bank’s Social Protection and Jobs Global Practice on the traditional social protection instruments in the domains of social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care. It is nested within a much wider multi-sector agenda that puts jobs at the heart of economic policy, which is guided by other documents.
Before the pandemic, the world had made progress in reducing poverty, but vulnerability and informality remained stubbornly high. In the decade prior to the pandemic, the proportion of people in poverty around the world fell from 39.5 percent to 24.3 percent. As poverty has fallen, there is a rapidly growing “vulnerable” class consisting of those who are not poor but have not achieved the comforts included in most definitions of the middle class. In many countries, the poor and vulnerable face critical risks, but they have few formal ways to protect themselves from those risks as informality remains stubbornly high. Overall, about two-thirds of the labor force in emerging economies remains informal meaning that traditional social insurance associated with a formal labor contract has not been able to support the poor nor the emerging middle class. Access to social assistance and to economic inclusion and labor programs also remains limited in many countries. These gaps highlight the need to rethink critical aspects of social protection.

A number of global trends are reshaping economies and societies with profound implications for how countries organize their social protection sector. While the existential threat of climate change has been understood for decades, its negative effects on human wellbeing and poverty are becoming increasingly visible. In labor markets, technological innovation is disrupting traditional industries and redefining the employee-employer relationship as well as leading to big shifts in the mix of skills required to succeed in the labor market and in the nature of work itself. Ensuring that young people entering the labor market can acquire these skills will be key to harnessing the demographic dividend that some countries are facing. Yet, while some countries are experiencing exponential growth in their youth populations, other countries are aging rapidly. As countries seek to foster growth and shared prosperity, gender disparities continue to be a significant constraint, with women and girls being at a disadvantage in most cases. Other groups such as people with disabilities, indigenous populations, migrants, and the homeless also face significant challenges to empowerment and inclusion. Many of these factors contribute to and are exacerbated by conflict and fragility. As progress was made in reducing poverty globally prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, extreme poverty has begun to be increasingly concentrated in certain locations, including many that suffer from fragility and conflict. Conflict can also have wider regional and global impacts. The invasion of Ukraine has had many negative impacts including greatly exacerbating the growing food and fuel price crisis, with dire effects on the food security of the poorest and most vulnerable in many countries.

COVID-19 has hugely disrupted economies and societies across the globe and underscored the crucial importance of effective social protection. As COVID-19 struck, many countries around the world deployed their social protection systems to help to mitigate the economic impact of the pandemic. This followed years of effort in many low- and middle-income countries to build social protection programs, leveraging innovations in technology to expand them far more rapidly and widely than had previously been thought possible. COVID-19 has undoubtedly proved to be a major catalyst for moving social protection further up the political agenda. As a result of actions taken during the
pandemic as well as of the weaknesses that the response made evident, many countries around the globe are reimagining the design of their social protection systems in ways that they perceived to be impossible prior to the pandemic. Whether this will permanently propel governments towards a deeper commitment to providing more and better social protection will take some years to play out, but the current inflection point created by COVID-19 suggests that it is an opportune time for the World Bank to define new strategic priorities to support this agenda.

Even before the pandemic, evidence of the important role played by social protection in reducing poverty and boosting shared prosperity had grown enormously. Support for building social protection programs and systems at the country level has increased over the last decade as increasing evidence has accrued about the multiple benefits that can come from investing in the sector. Many of these benefits have been demonstrated in multiple country contexts as a result of the strong emphasis on evaluation in the sector. The first and most direct effect of many social protection programs is the effect of providing households with more income. The evidence that social protection does indeed directly boost income and reduce current and future poverty is well established. But beyond this, social protection programs also produce a range of longer-term outcomes, related to building human capital, maximizing its productive use, and protecting it throughout the lifecycle. Beyond the returns to individuals and households, there are also many benefits that accrue at the community and national level, including contributing to economic growth and reducing inequality.

Recognition of the importance of social protection has led to increased global cooperation in the sector. In 2015, the UN Member States adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development that calls upon states to “Implement nationally appropriate social protection systems and measures for all, including floors, and by 2030 achieve substantial coverage of the poor and vulnerable.” This commitment subsequently led to the launching of the Global Partnership for Universal Social Protection (USP2030) under the co-leadership of the World Bank and the International Labour Organization. USP2030 partners work together to increase the number of countries that provide USP by supporting governments in designing and implementing universal and sustainable social protection systems.

There are several factors to consider in order to support the effective achievement of USP at the country level. Universal social protection refers to a nationally defined system of integrated policies and programs that provide equitable access to all people, protecting them throughout their lives against poverty and risks to their livelihoods and well-being and helping them access economic opportunity. When providing coverage to an entire population, not only must people be given direct or contingent support but the financial protection provided must also be adequate to enable recipients to effectively manage a given risk should it materialize. No individual program can protect people from the many different risks that they are likely to face throughout their lifetimes, from poverty to ill health, income losses, unemployment, and old age. People and households
often encounter various risks at the same time. Therefore, comprehensive and effective coverage can only be provided by a suite of programs that span the domains of social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care, ensuring that all people are effectively protected at different points in the lifecycle.

How countries make progress towards USP will necessarily vary according to political and economic factors specific to each country, but in all cases, building fiscal space and institutional capacity are essential prerequisites. How social protection systems evolve in each country depends on a number of factors including the country’s level of income and poverty, its risk profile, the structure of its labor market, and, perhaps most importantly, the political and institutional context as well as the social contract. As a result, there is an enormous diversity among countries in terms of the institutional arrangements governing social protection. Nevertheless, there are two critical needs that must be met in all contexts in order to make progress – fiscal space and institutional capacity. Because the lack of fiscal space continues to be an important impediment to increasing the coverage and adequacy of benefits in many countries, it will be essential for governments to develop long-term national financing strategies to secure full and sustainable funding for USP. These strategies are likely to combine actions designed to increase the efficiency of existing social protection spending with those designed to mobilize more domestic revenues. However, neither of these actions will be fully successful in furthering the achievement of USP if countries lack the institutional capacity to deliver the full range of social protection support.

Charting a Course Towards Universal Social Protection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHAT IT MEANS</th>
<th>HOW TO DELIVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse needs</td>
<td>Country specific trajectories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Through the life cycle</td>
<td>• Will evolve differently in each country based on the social contract, political economy and institutional context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Across the income spectrum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Taking into account specific needs of women and girls, people with disabilities, and others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailored instruments</td>
<td>Progressive realization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct transfers and insurance instruments</td>
<td>• Needs appropriate institutional capacity and strong delivery systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Labor market, economic inclusion, care and other services</td>
<td>• Needs fiscal space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tax financed and privately financed</td>
<td>• Prioritize those most in need and the largest uncovered risks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As countries move towards USP, the progressive realization of USP implies the need to start by prioritizing the poorest and most vulnerable for support. Given that it will take time to create the necessary institutional and fiscal capacity for USP, many countries will move gradually towards achieving that goal and as they do, it is important that they adhere to the principle of prioritizing the poorest and most vulnerable for support. This is particularly crucial in the case of social assistance programs, which can help to ensure that social protection systems maximize both the equity and efficiency of public spending. Therefore, it will be critical for countries to build their capacity to be able to accurately identify those most in need.

Progress towards Achieving USP and the Challenges that Remain

In order to determine future strategic priorities, it is first necessary to assess the progress being made towards achieving USP around the world as well as the challenges that remain. The goals of equity, resilience, and opportunity provide a useful organizing framework for this assessment. Different programs and instruments almost always contribute to more than one of these goals. In the assessment that follows, they are discussed primarily under the goal to which they most contribute. Delivery systems and financing for social protection are identified as two cross-cutting enabling factors that have underpinned recent progress, and therefore, they merit their own discussion.

A. Towards the Goal of Equity

The equity objective is essential for ensuring that the poor and vulnerable are given the support that they need to reach a basic minimum level of consumption and well-being and, thus, for fostering equality of opportunity. Social protection has a role to play in reducing both poverty and inequality. The aim of reducing poverty is particularly pertinent in low-income countries, but all countries have a responsibility to protect their poorer residents. There is long-established evidence that reducing poverty and inequality maximizes the welfare of society as a whole and promotes more efficient economic growth. Almost everywhere around the globe, the political will exists to help those in society who are less fortunate, although preferences for redistribution vary substantially from country to country.

Despite low rates of social assistance coverage around the world, these programs have rapidly expanded in recent years. In developing countries, the coverage of social assistance programs is still partial. On average, just over one-third of the population and one-half of people in the poorest quintile in their country receive some form of social assistance, with poorer countries having even lower coverage. Nevertheless, over the last two decades, social assistance coverage of those in the poorest quintile has grown by 5.8 percentage points in low-income and lower-middle-income countries and by 12.7 percentage points in upper-middle-income and high-income countries. In many countries, the establishment or expansion of non-contributory social pension schemes financed from general
revenue was a key element of this increase. Although the focus of social assistance is often on how many people are covered, the value of the benefits provided is crucial for achieving positive outcomes, but this is often inadequate. On average, social assistance benefits represent around 19 percent of the income of people in the poorest quintile. A particular challenge is that many programs do not automatically adjust their benefits for inflation or regularly review their adequacy.

While much of the expansion in coverage has been driven by cash transfers, in-kind programs continue to be sizable in some countries. Although it is generally recognized that cash-based programs have advantages, in-kind provision can be the preferred instrument when and where markets work poorly, which can be the case in disasters or in remote areas with poor infrastructure. Some countries have historically had large food-related programs, often aiming to meet a mix of food security, agricultural, and social protection objectives. While some have moved towards cash or e-vouchers in recent years (such as Iran and Indonesia), others (such as India and Egypt) are modernizing and improving their food-based programs. A particularly prevalent type of in-kind programming is school feeding, which is the most extensively used social assistance instrument in the world. An estimated 161 countries have school feeding programs, and one in every two schoolchildren globally now receives a school meal.

Social care services are an important element of social protection, but needs are far from being met. The provision of care services supports the human capital, employment, social engagement, and resilience both of those who need care and of those who are employed in the growing industry of care services. Most countries do not provide any long-term care (LTC). Only 5.6 per cent of the global population lives in countries that provide mandated LTC coverage to the whole population. The number of older people in need of long-term care around the world is projected to increase by 100 million between 2015 and 2030. At the other end of the age spectrum, of all children worldwide who are below the age for primary school entry, 350 million children (or 43 percent of the age group) could benefit from childcare but have no access to it. Of the estimated 1 billion people with disabilities in the world, up to 190 million have very significant impairments, which is a lower-bound estimate of those who may need care, but the vast majority of them do not get any.

COVID-19 prompted an enormous expansion of coverage of social assistance aimed at limiting the negative economic impact of the pandemic on the poor and vulnerable. During the pandemic, 166 countries initiated new, mostly temporary social assistance programs. This response approximately doubled coverage in non-fragile countries and increased it ten-fold in some fragile states due to low initial levels. Crises such as the pandemic can accelerate growth in the coverage of social protection, often as a result of an increased appreciation of its importance, lessons learned about the deficiencies in systems revealed by the crisis, and the know-how generated in response. Inspired by their COVID-19 crisis responses, a number of countries are now considering expanding or improving their pre-crisis social assistance programs.
B. Towards the Goal of Resilience

Resilience is a core objective for helping to prevent people from falling into or falling deeper into poverty. This is especially true when a shock can cause negative coping responses such as reducing food consumption, selling productive assets, or withdrawing children from school for their labor as these actions can have permanent or long-lasting negative consequences. Risk management instruments such as social insurance can help people to smooth their consumption during hard times, so they are able to manage impacts of shocks with no significant negative effects on their well-being.

**Strengthening Insurance and Savings Instruments**

Contributory insurance programs are an important tool for managing risk and for smoothing income but are limited in their coverage and equity. Globally, the ILO has estimated that 70 percent of the world’s population lacks any comprehensive social insurance. This is the case despite widespread efforts by countries to increase formal employment and, with it, the coverage of traditional work-related social insurance. Coverage of social insurance tends to be concentrated among people in the upper half of the income distribution, who are more likely to be in formal employment. Entitlements to these insurance benefits often depend on people’s past working trajectories, contributions, and earnings, which puts some individuals at a particular disadvantage, particularly women, young people, and low-skilled workers.

Many contributory pension systems around the world face challenges of sustainability and equity. Many contributory pension systems are dependent on state transfers. In some countries, the government, in addition to employers and workers, pays into the social insurance system. In other countries that have pay-as-you-go defined benefit pension systems, the payouts often exceed revenues, and when this happens, governments have to step in to ensure that pensions are paid. For example, in Latin America, estimates suggest that defined benefit systems require subsidies that on average represent 44 percent of their total costs. These deficits are doubly pernicious. They threaten the sustainability of the pension system, and they are regressive since the deficits must be covered from general revenues, which tax all people, including many who do not benefit from the pension subsidy. Many countries have introduced reforms that changed the parameters of their pension systems (such as the contribution rate, the pension age, or the value of benefits) to counter deficits and the financial burden of demographic change. Between 2010 and 2020, a total of 291 such parametric reforms were announced by governments across the globe. Another tack has been to implement structural reforms to address coverage gaps and fiscal pressures by introducing fully funded defined contribution pension systems. Yet these reforms in many cases did not solve the underlying problems, and many have been fully or partially reversed.

Civil service pension schemes are a huge fiscal burden in many developing countries, but political pressures make them difficult to reform. Spending on civil service pension schemes absorbs a large share of government revenue in many countries. While almost all OECD countries have merged their civil service pension schemes with those for private
sector workers, stand-alone civil service pension arrangements continue in most developing countries. Even in places where reforms have been made, these pensions often offer more generous benefits than those for the private sector, and they can constitute a major fiscal burden that threatens to crowd out other essential spending.

To escape the limits of traditional social insurance, many governments are now working on expanding alternatives. Some governments are experimenting with instruments financed from general revenue such as social pensions. Others are promoting a range of voluntary schemes. For example, a small number of countries have been setting up voluntary pensions savings among formal workers, often using automatic enrollment when workers start new jobs and discouraging opt-outs. Other countries have opened up more traditional contributory schemes to informal sector workers who may wish to join. Some governments are also starting to promote voluntary saving schemes aimed at covering informal workers specifically, which have been enabled by recent advances in FinTech, sometimes with matching government subsidies to incentivize contributions.

While pensions provide security after a person’s working life is over, unemployment protection schemes are critical for insuring working adults against loss of earnings. Across the globe, unemployment insurance programs have low de jure coverage and even lower de facto coverage. Less than half of the global labor force is legally covered by nationally legislated unemployment protection, and coverage tends to be concentrated in higher-income countries. Most low- and middle-income countries rely solely on separation or severance payments to protect workers if they lose their job. These types of payments are problematic. If firms are dismissing their workers, then they are highly likely to have liquidity problems, meaning that the non-payment of these obligations is widespread. As a result, some countries have reformed their severance payment systems and replaced them with alternatives such as unemployment insurance savings accounts, which have often been implemented in combination with traditional unemployment insurance.

Adaptive Programming for Crises and Natural Disasters

Adaptive social protection (ASP) aims to build the resilience of poor and vulnerable households before, during, and after large covariate shocks that affect larger groups of households or communities. While the recent expansion of social assistance has widened coverage significantly, it remains limited in many places, particularly among the poorest. Low social protection coverage of those most vulnerable to covariate shocks inevitably limits the role of social protection in building resilience. However, some countries are seeking to adopt more shock-responsive approaches within the constraints of existing coverage. Considerable progress has been made in the past decade in terms of improving the speed and effectiveness of ASP responses.

Countries are increasingly using climate-related information as part of ASP. The availability of data on weather and natural resources over time with increasing spatial granularity makes planning and preparedness easier to achieve, thus reducing the time needed to
respond when a shock happens. For example, Kenya, Niger, and Uganda use satellite data on crop performance in drought conditions to trigger an increase in the number of people served by ASP programs (horizontal scale-up) or in the level of benefit that they provide (vertical scale-up). Data on how exposed individual households are to risks such as flooding and landslides are now being gathered or piloted in social registries in Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Pakistan, which will facilitate their governments’ response should shocks occur.

Disaster risk financing helps countries to ensure that the necessary resources are available on a timely basis to fund a social protection response at scale. The application of risk financing to the social protection sector can be transformational in improving the timeliness and effectiveness of a country’s response, enabling the rapid disbursement of resources to pre-existing cash transfer programs that can channel resources directly to poor and vulnerable households affected by a crisis. The process of “risk layering” is critical. Risk layering is based on the premise that multiple instruments should be ready to be deployed as part of a comprehensive risk financing strategy that can respond to different risks of different frequencies and severities. For example, it may be better to set aside contingency budgets for smaller, less severe shocks, whereas macro-level insurance may be more appropriate for less frequent, more severe shocks.

Countries need to define institutional responsibilities and emergency rules prior to an emergency to ensure that agencies can respond efficiently. ASP is inherently intersectoral, involving both social protection and a large range of agencies involved in disaster risk management at all levels of government. Often, the role of social protection in responding to shocks is not reflected in relevant policy and legislation, including in the social protection and disaster risk management sectors, meaning that there are no clear mandates for social protection. Beyond high-level policy and legislation, clearly defining institutional responsibilities and data sharing protocols in advance for each stage in a disaster response (including pre-crisis planning, immediate response, and recovery) can increase the effectiveness of that response significantly.

Synergies between humanitarian assistance and social protection systems are becoming more evident as social protection systems become more adaptive. Traditionally, social protection has been used as an instrument to reduce chronic poverty and vulnerability, while humanitarian assistance has focused on providing emergency in-kind benefits. However, this distinction is becoming increasingly blurred as the two approaches converge. Technology is enabling the delivery of social protection even in high-risk and low-capacity environments that might otherwise have been prohibitive, such as Haiti, Somalia, and South Sudan. At the same time, humanitarian assistance has increasingly shifted towards providing cash transfers rather than in-kind support, recognizing that this can often be more efficient and effective in meeting needs. However, globally, an estimated 97.5 percent of humanitarian assistance continues to flow independently of government systems, which means that there is enormous potential for greater coordination and alignment.
C. Towards the Goal of Opportunity

The third goal of social protection is to create opportunity by building human capital and helping men and women to access productive income-earning opportunities. Social protection can enable households to make investments in their future and to use these investments productively. It enables households to take advantage of opportunities to invest that they would otherwise miss—both in the livelihoods of the income earners in the household and also in the human capital of their children. Economic inclusion and labor market programs can help recipients, particularly the most disadvantaged, to optimize their skills and capital investments, access markets, and find appropriate jobs.

Economic inclusion programs aimed at improving the livelihoods of the poor have grown significantly in recent years, particularly in lower-income countries. Economic inclusion programs typically integrate several complementary components, most commonly cash transfers combined with skills training, coaching, links to markets, and access to financial services. A recent survey identified 219 active programs in 75 countries, with more programs being in the planning phase. While there has been a worldwide surge in government-led economic inclusion programs, the scale of these programs remains modest, and the issue of how to scale them up remains unresolved, given their often high per household costs.

Labor market programs continue to be an important mechanism for helping working age individuals to find better jobs and increase their productivity. However, in many developing countries, these programs remain small and fragmented relative to the enormous employment challenges that they face. Average spending on active labor market programs across the globe comes to only 0.3 percent of GDP. Yet in low- and middle-income countries, spending on labor market programs has been rising. Crises such as the 2007-2009 global financial crisis and rising youth unemployment have led policymakers to increase their focus on employment support, on increasing workers' productivity, particularly in the informal economy, and on “activation” strategies. Global trends and COVID-19 both suggest that labor market programs have a greater role to play, but their design and implementation would need to be improved.

The most important lesson from recent experience on labor market programs is that their impacts tend to vary widely between programs and beneficiary groups and over time. This most likely reflects the varying objectives of different types of programs as well as the challenges involved in designing and implementing sound programs for different clients and in varying institutional contexts. The evidence suggests that labor market programs may be more effective at helping certain groups, such as women, than others, which is encouraging given the constraints that women face to participating in the labor market. The evidence also shows that the impact of programs varies over time, making it critical to evaluate their performance beyond the short term.
Over the last decade, there have been some promising innovations in the approach to labor market programs. First, there is an increasing recognition among governments that the private sector is an important client and partner in these programs. Second, programs in lower-income countries have expanded beyond formal labor markets and wage employment to also include programming for the informal sector. Third, given evidence that comprehensive programs tend to achieve better outcomes, programs increasingly are being bundled together to tackle the many constraints that job seekers face in the labor market. Fourth, data and technology are supporting innovation that is increasingly making these programs more efficient and effective, particularly in the area of employment services. Finally, there is a slow shift towards designing programs to focus on results, with a growing number entering into results-based contracts with private providers.

Together with labor market programs, labor regulations shape economic opportunities and can play a significant role in providing workers with protection. These regulations apply to only formal workers, which means that most workers in low- and middle-income countries fall outside of their scope because informality is so widespread. Weak enforcement sometimes also limits the extent to which they apply to even many formal sector workers. While their importance in protecting workers and shaping firms’ decisions is widely recognized, the exact shape that labor regulations should take remains contentious. Evidence suggests that, particularly in cases where labor regulations avoid “extremes,” or when only modest changes are made, they have little impact on employment levels. However, the literature also makes clear that regulations can have complex and heterogeneous effects in terms of employment. Over the past decade, labor regulations in a number of countries have become more flexible in some key respects, allowing for contractual diversity or reducing severance pay to better adjust to changing labor markets, while also increasing protections associated with leave and working conditions. Nevertheless, the political economy considerations involved in trying to reform labor regulations remain as difficult as ever.

D. Systems for Social Protection

To effectively contribute to the goals of equity, resilience, and opportunity, social protection programs need to work together as a system of complementary initiatives. Social protection systems are “portfolios” of programs that work together at three levels. At the policy level, the entire portfolio of programs should be coherently aligned to support national goals and social contracts. At the program level, there is a focus on design and implementation issues, for a given program, and across programs, with the aim of promoting harmonization and/or integration of similar programs, and coordination among programs aimed at similar groups. At the administration level, delivery systems should be designed with the necessary capacity to facilitate programs’ core business processes. These often enable the systems approach being promoted at higher levels.
Many countries are taking a range of different actions to improve their systems. The majority of countries now have social protection policies or strategies in place, with a large number adopting such frameworks in recent years. This is much needed as the challenge of fitting together programs of different sorts (assistance, insurance, services, regulation), for different risks (poverty, employment, health, natural disaster and climate change), for different kinds of people (age, gender, level of welfare, varied social identities and vulnerabilities), at different scales (idiosyncratic, covariate), to meet the different objectives of social protection (equity, resilience, and opportunity) is inherently a multi-dimensional problem.

Ensuring that different programs cover different aspects of household need can increase the coherence of the overall system. Programs can be layered together in ways that provide differentiated support for households across the income distribution. This layering of benefits is now routine in places where a single social registry of potential beneficiaries exists that can be used to determine eligibility to various programs with different thresholds for different needs and vulnerabilities. Although less common, some countries have moved past providing separate but complementary programs to providing bundled services. Programs such as Chile Solidario, Puente in Costa Rica, and Unidos in Colombia have adopted this approach. In these bundled programs, social workers help families to develop a plan of action, provide them with psycho-social support, help them to obtain basic paperwork (such as IDs), and access the programs for which the family qualify. Income support and labor market activation measures are also often provided together in higher-income countries that have more formal labor markets and more developed social protection systems.

Delivery systems constitute the operating environment for implementing social protection benefits and services. In recent years, delivery systems have been improved by the rapid development and deployment of three types of digital tools: (i) identification systems; (ii) social registries; and (iii) payment systems. All three tools serve broader functions of government, not just the social protection system. Each has proven critical for improving the delivery of social protection benefits and services. In many countries, social protection programs are not only the biggest users of these tools but have driven innovation as well as helping to ensure their widespread adoption.

Beyond digital innovation, the capacity of social protection systems around the world has been growing. Their growing coverage has required increases in staffing, equipment, and facilities. Many flagship programs have moved from being donor or ministerial initiatives to being established in law. Also, it is now possible to measure program results and disclose them so that the public can track social protection expenditures, processes, and outcomes. The global social protection sector has a strong track record of conducting program evaluations, with more than 10,000 studies having been produced since 2000.

The COVID-19 pandemic underscored the importance of having robust and adaptive social protection delivery systems in place that make good use of digital technology. On the one hand, the investments that many countries had already made in their social
registries significantly shortened the time needed to roll out their pandemic response packages (in countries such as Brazil, Jordan, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Senegal, and Türkiye). However, even in some countries with comparatively mature social protection systems, weaknesses in their social registries and payment systems undermined their ability to respond rapidly to the crisis. While digital solutions are essential to ensure dynamic and inclusive social protection delivery systems, there is still the problem of the digital divide between and within countries and the critical challenge of ensuring data security and privacy.

**E. Financing for Social Protection**

The amount spent on social protection globally is significant, though much more is spent on pensions than on social assistance or labor market programs, with considerable variation between countries in each category. On average, World Bank client countries spend 3.7 percent of their GDP on pensions, 1.3 percent on social assistance, and 0.3 percent on labor programs. In each category, spending tends to increase with country income. Average spending in upper-middle-income countries is nearly seven times higher on pensions, twice as high on social assistance, and three times as high on labor market programs than in low-income countries.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, countries implemented very significant but mostly temporary increases in social assistance spending. Spending on pandemic-related social assistance averaged 1.11 percent of GDP in low- and middle-income countries, with external financing playing an important role in the case of lower-income countries. In those countries where domestic resources were used, the most common approach was to restructure the budget to accommodate these unexpected expenditures, but nearly half of them incurred domestic debt and deficit spending, while others tapped different types of reserves and contingent funds.

Beyond the pandemic, there is pressure in almost all countries to raise social protection spending over the medium to long term. Achieving USP will require substantial increases in the effective coverage of social assistance and labor market programs, covering pension deficits, and, in some cases, the provision of additional subsidies to promote social insurance. Different studies have come up with different visions of what comprehensive social protection might cost, but all suggest that the cost would be well in excess of current spending, and sometimes several times higher. In the case of social insurance, a substantial part of the fiscal pressure is inherent as populations age, and the long-term fiscal pressure from pension financing pertains broadly across the globe.

The ability to finance social protection depends to a great extent on the mobilization of domestic revenues. Overall, increases in tax revenue have been modest since the turn of the century. The IMF considers that increasing the tax-to-GDP ratio by 5 percentage points of GDP over the next decade is an ambitious but reasonable target in many developing
countries. However, given the many additional pressing needs in these countries, this suggests that it will be a battle to win sufficient fiscal space for social protection. And the difficulties are much more acute in the wake of pandemic, with both government deficits and debt having significantly increased.

Because the objectives of social protection include reducing poverty and inequality, the distribution of transfers and the taxes that support them must be considered together. The tax revenues of advanced economies are equivalent to around 25 percent of GDP. However, in developing countries, this percentage is significantly lower, averaging considerably less than 20 percent. The mix of taxes that generate these revenues is often much less progressive than in advanced economies, and these countries also tend to spend less on redistributive spending as well. As a result, the redistributive effect of the tax transfer system of many developing countries is negligible. In a study of 42 developing countries, the authors found that only seven of them had managed to reduce inequality by five Gini points or more, with the average reduction being less than three. In contrast, the average for the OECD is 18 Gini points. Their impact on reducing poverty was even more modest.

Payroll taxes are the main method used to fund contributory insurance, but as countries seek to expand coverage, few have room to increase them. Because the state can rely on employers to observe wages and collect contributions, policymakers see the payroll tax as a relatively secure revenue source. Workers see the link between their contributions and their eventual benefits as an acquired right. Both these factors create a powerful force for stability. However, there are some disadvantages to payroll taxes. One is the risk of making labor more expensive relative to capital. Another is the unbreakable link that they create between the provision of social insurance benefits and the nature of the worker’s engagement in the labor market. This inherently limits the potential to cover informal sector workers. Also, there is the risk of creating incentives for workers to remain in the informal sector, particularly when the link between contributions and benefits is not viewed favorably by workers. This is especially relevant for women whose interrupted careers may make it difficult to reach the minimum requirements to qualify for a pension but who nevertheless make contributions.

Reducing inefficient expenditures is always desirable, and general subsidies, especially those for fossil fuels, are a common target for reform. Globally, budgetary subsidies for fossil fuel and related products in 2017 were estimated at US$296 billion, or nearly 0.37 percent of global GDP, and in a quarter of developing countries, they cost more than social assistance. This is despite the fact that energy subsidies are markedly regressive and contribute to pollution, congestion, and, ultimately, climate change. When countries abolish their energy subsidies, they often have to provide poorer households with compensation through the social assistance sector. Other subsidies can also be problematic. Subsidies on fertilizer and other agricultural inputs were largely phased out in Africa in the 1980s and 1990s as they produced limited improvements in yield, were not pro-poor, and crowded out other expenditures. In recent years, however, they have been re-established in several countries in the continent.
Because of limited domestic revenue to fund the range of social protection needed by their populations, many countries, especially low-income countries, rely on external financing. This is particularly true in Africa, but even in middle-income countries, it is not unusual for new programs to be initially financed externally. Overseas development aid (ODA) for social protection almost doubled between 2007 and 2008 at the time of the global financial crisis (rising from US$1.2 billion to US$2.3 billion). After peaking in 2010, funding has been broadly stable but at a significantly higher level than before. In 2019, the amount of ODA allocated to social protection came to US$2.4 billion, which constituted 1.2 percent of total ODA. However, this amounts to only about US$3 for each person in extreme poverty around the world.

In conclusion, constraints on fiscal space explain many of the phenomena touched on in the previous sub-sections. The low coverage and adequacy of social assistance can result from a limited consensus about the role that it should play in the social contract, but even governments who wish to expand such programming are confronted with the prosaic realities of limited fiscal space. Parametric pension reforms and energy pricing reforms are often necessary in their own right but can also be driven, at least in part, by a desire to reduce fiscal subsidies. The strong emphasis on evaluation in the social protection sector grew in part to inform innovations but also reflected the need to show concrete results in the battle for fiscal space. While strategic priorities for moving towards universal social protection abound, creating the necessary fiscal space for doing so will remain a *sine qua non* for achieving progress.

**Strategic Priorities**

The World Bank’s work over the last decade has provided much valuable experience to inform our future work. The World Bank currently provides social protection support in the form of lending, analytical work, or both to over 118 countries in all regions of the world and at all income levels and has a strong track record of delivering results. The World Bank has a current portfolio of almost US$29.5 billion in social protection financing, covering an estimated 880 million people. Driven by the urgent needs created by the pandemic but also reflecting the broad global dialogue, new World Bank commitments for social protection and jobs reached as high as US$9.6 billion in FY2021, up from US$3 billion annually between FY2016 and FY2018.

Working in partnership and collaboration with others is essential for the World Bank to support countries effectively. To deliver results to its clients, the World Bank works closely with external partners to leverage knowledge, technical assistance, and implementation support, both at the country level and in global knowledge and advocacy. The World Bank has coordinated efforts through the Global Partnership for Universal Social Protection (USP2030) and the Social Protection Inter Agency Cooperation Board (SPIAC-B), which are platforms for coordinating global action and developing tools to assess social protection systems, programs, and delivery mechanisms and for exchanging knowledge.
The World Bank will also continue to work to improve analysis, spur innovation, pilot new programs, and support the scaling-up of social protection activities globally in partnership with a large number of international and national partners.

Following the discussion above, several broad areas have emerged as priorities for World Bank support to countries for social protection. The framework for achieving USP as well as evidence on the progress and remaining challenges, as presented in the previous sections, provide guidance for the World Bank’s social protection work in the years ahead. Five key areas have been identified that are summarized in the table below and presented in more detail in the discussion that follows. Women’s and girls’ empowerment and climate change are also identified as important cross-cutting issues.

**SPJ Compass: Strategic Priorities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Build Strong Foundational Social Protection Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Develop a clear, coherent vision to guide the development of the social protection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Design programs that work together to support individuals and households effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure strong institutional arrangements and client-facing capacity for delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leverage common digital delivery systems to enable the broader systems agenda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Address the Coverage Gap: <em>Increase Coverage and Promote Greater Inclusion</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Expand coverage, while ensuring adequate support for the different risks faced throughout the lifecycle and across the income spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop new social insurance instruments to support the “missed middle”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Continue to expand coverage in fragile, conflict-affected, and vulnerable contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Account for the specific needs of groups that face barriers to accessing social protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Address the Flexibility Gap: <em>Build More Resilient, Adaptive, and Dynamic Programming</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Promote adaptive social protection systems and programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure dynamic entry into and exit from social protection programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthen unemployment benefit systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D. Address the Opportunity Gap: <em>Scale-Up More Effective Economic Inclusion and Labor Systems</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Increase the scale and quality of labor market and economic inclusion programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tailor labor and economic inclusion programs to meet the specific needs of program participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leverage labor and economic inclusion programs to support green, resilient, inclusive development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthen social protection programs and collective bargaining processes to foster regulatory reforms that will better balance the needs of workers and those of firms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. Address the Fiscal Gap: Create More Fiscal Space for Universal Social Protection

- Develop the empirics for evidence-based spending
- Continue to innovate, monitor, and evaluate
- Reform pension systems and reduce regressive subsidies to promote fiscal sustainability
- Strengthen financing though appropriate tax reforms, domestic resource mobilization, and the harmonization of donor funding

A. Build Strong Foundational Social Protection Systems

- **Develop a clear, coherent vision to guide the development of the social protection system.** To develop fiscally and politically sustainable USP systems that are fit for purpose, an important step will be to establish a longer-term vision for the social protection sector that serves to guide the necessary institutional and program development. Having clarity of vision can help governments to move towards USP in a coherent, incremental fashion and to avoid taking any steps that might undermine its achievement.

- **Design programs that work together to support individuals and households effectively.** Social protection systems should constitute a coordinated suite of programs to support individuals and households effectively throughout the lifecycle and across the income spectrum. Government intervention often needs to consist of layered instruments that provide protection in different ways to different population groups. Ideally, the social protection system should offer pathways for individuals and households to connect with the different benefits and services that they need and to adjust that program mix over time as their needs change and evolve. Particular attention needs to be paid to the incentives or disincentives that are created when strengthening the links across social protection programs with an eye to supporting households to move from low-productivity jobs to more productive, often formal, jobs.

- **Ensure strong institutional arrangements and client-facing capacity for delivery.** The institutional arrangements for delivering social protection are highly context-specific, but within this context it is important for policymakers to understand the available “space” to devise the optimal arrangements for social protection. Separation of responsibilities for financing and implementation across levels of government or between the public and private sectors, which often occurs, requires that duties, capacities, financing, and information flows are clear and address institutional incentives to ensure that service providers deliver. An adequate network for physical client interface is vital for a successful delivery system and so the quality of delivery depends critically on the capacity of those directly in charge of providing services.

- **Leverage common digital delivery systems to enable the broader systems agenda.** Before the pandemic, many countries had made sustained investments in basic digital infrastructure such as national ID systems, digital payment systems, and integrated
management information systems and social registries. This infrastructure proved to be invaluable in the responses to COVID-19 in many countries as well foreshadowing further widespread and rapid innovation as countries scaled-up. Looking ahead, this capacity for rapid, system-wide response will be increasingly important within the context of climate change and the need for adaptive social protection systems. However, the critical challenges of the digital divide and issues of data privacy will need to be resolved.

B. Address the Coverage Gap: Increase Coverage and Promote Greater Inclusion

- **Expand coverage, with adequate support for the different risks faced throughout the lifecycle and across the income spectrum.** Given the very significant gaps that exist, expanding effective coverage of social protection programs to address the different needs of the entire population remains paramount in order to progressively achieve USP. However, while the priorities for expanding coverage will vary depending on the type of program and on several other factors including the political economy and the nature of the social contract, in almost all developing countries limitations in terms of fiscal and institutional capacity mean that a number of trade-offs will need to be resolved to define priorities.

- **Develop new social insurance instruments to support the “missed middle.”** Providing support to the “missed middle”—in other words, workers in the informal sector and to those whose forms of work do not provide them with adequate insurance (such as the self-employed or those on temporary contracts) — remains a challenge. If this population could access formal jobs, they would receive coverage through social insurance, but the expansion of formal employment, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, is unlikely to occur at the necessary speed or scale. However, three alternative complementary approaches have potential. First, policymakers should ensure that the social assistance system provides both adequate coverage of the poor as well as scope for dynamic inclusion, meaning that anyone who needs assistance can access it. Second, governments should support the scaling up and broader adoption of savings schemes within the informal sector. Third, it might be possible to develop alternatives to the traditional social insurance model that could be expanded to cover informal workers.

- **Continue to expand coverage in fragile, conflict-affected, and vulnerable contexts.** Given both the increasing concentration of extreme poverty in fragile and conflict-affected countries as well as the very acute needs of the populations affected by fragility, conflict, and Violence (FCV), the extension of social protection coverage to those in FCV countries should remain a high priority. However, it is exactly in FCV contexts that the capacity to provide effective social protection programming is most limited. Due to the complexity and intersectoral nature of crises, partnerships are key. Partnerships between providers of humanitarian assistance and of longer-term social protection
programs are promising and offer multiple potential benefits. There will need to be a balance between ensuring the delivery of vital support in the short term while working to put in place the necessary components so that long-term programming is viable. Additionally, traditional social protection programming will often need to be made more flexible or be adapted to respond to the particular vulnerabilities that exist in FCV contexts.

- **Account for the specific needs of groups who face barriers to access.** Social protection programs are all too often designed with a one size fits all approach and take too little account of the barriers to access faced by various groups. These groups include (i) children, youth, women, and the elderly; (ii) groups defined according to their socioeconomic status, such as the poor, people living in remote areas, the homeless, refugees, immigrants, IDPs (internally displaced people), and indigenous people; (iii) people with disabilities; (iv) the illiterate and low-skilled; and (v) vulnerable individuals and families facing social risks. When planning to extend coverage, policymakers must recognize that specific adaptations to the delivery chain or additional interventions will be needed for groups such as these to ensure their effective access to social protection.

C. Address the Flexibility Gap: Build More Resilient, Adaptive, and Dynamic Programming

- **Promote adaptive social protection systems and programs.** Adaptive social protection programs can help to build household resiliency so households themselves are better able to cope with and adapt to shocks. This will become increasingly important as countries try to support household capacity in the face of threats from climate change. Social protection programs will also be needed once a shock has occurred to help households to cope. The type of response that is needed will vary enormously depending on the scale and scope of the shock. Broad coverage of the poor and vulnerable provides the foundation from which programs can be scaled up. To ensure that programs can mount a timely response, they need to be designed with the operational capacity to flexibly respond when a shock occurs. Carefully coordinated contingency planning, early warning systems, and risk financing will also all be necessary to ensure a timely and adequate response.

- **Ensure dynamic entry into and exit from social protection programs.** Additional to the ability to respond to covariate shocks, programs need the ability to respond to the idiosyncratic shocks of individual households. Dynamic inclusion—the principle that anyone who needs assistance can access it at any time—is a core tenet of USP and should be increasingly adopted. This requires a permanent and extensive network for client interface and sufficient flexibility in financing to serve new beneficiaries as soon as they become eligible. Another aspect of dynamic inclusion is the portability of benefits. Social protection programs should be able to continue to support people who are moving from one location to another, or in the case of pensions from one
employer to another by ensuring that their benefits move with them. Dynamic eligibility assessment, known as recertification, can be increasingly undertaken on a regular basis for those enrolled in programs. This allows for those who may have exceeded program thresholds for eligibility to exit, as appropriate, and if budgets are binding, allows space for those who need to be enrolled based on need.

- **Strengthen unemployment benefit systems.** In most countries, workers have little or no protection against the risk of unemployment. Countries with no unemployment protection schemes should gradually start building their national unemployment schemes. In some countries, the appropriate approach would be to rely solely or mainly on unemployment insurance savings accounts that could extend income protection to both formal and informal workers. These unemployment benefit schemes would need to be complemented with instruments that would provide support to workers in the case of large covariate shocks. In countries where national unemployment protection schemes already exist, the primary goal should be to increase their coverage, which may require adjusting any parameters of schemes that are limiting take-up. To increase efficiency, the design of income protection schemes needs to balance protection for workers with incentives for them to search for and find adequate employment. This is particularly important when the government subsidizes contributions or payouts.

D. Address the Opportunity Gap: Scale-up More Effective Economic Inclusion and Labor Systems

- **Increase the scale and quality of labor market and economic inclusion programs.** Increasing the coverage and improving the quality of labor market programs will require policymakers to take action in four areas. First, it will be necessary to prioritize increasing coverage for those who are most in need of support. For the millions of working poor, those who are not poor but work in low-productivity jobs with few protections, and those outside of the labor market altogether, economic inclusion and labor market programs can help them to access better economic opportunities and increase their earnings. Second, expanding labor market programs may mean rebalancing the attention paid to the differentiated needs of the formal versus the informal economy. Third, the design of programs can be improved by building the evidence base of the most effective approaches and embracing promising innovations such as involving the private sector in designing, implementing, and monitoring programs, particularly in the area of skills training. Finally, in order to scale up labor market support, it will be necessary to build more integrated delivery systems.

- **Tailor labor and economic inclusion programs to the needs of the participants.** One of the important lessons from the past decade is that the needs of program participants—whether individuals, households, or firms—are many and varied, which explains at least partly why many labor and economic inclusion programs fail to meet their objectives. In many countries, increased attention needs to be paid to the needs
of women, older workers, people with disabilities, and the unskilled. Tailoring labor and economic inclusion support to the specific, but multiple, needs of different clients will require significant investments in delivery systems, with a focus on case management approaches that allow program staff to get to know their clients, triage them to different interventions, and tailor packages of support. This will require greater investment in labor market services, although technology has the potential to reduce costs and boost the returns to these investments.

- **Leverage labor and economic inclusion programs to support green, resilient, inclusive development.** Countries need to invest in foundational skills and gradual upskilling to support a green economic transformation with a focus on the development of skills needed in new emerging sectors. To achieve this goal, countries need to invest in building the necessary tools and data to identify and anticipate green skills needs and invest in training programs that meet these needs. At the same time, decarbonization will reduce employment and earnings in certain sectors and locations for a very heterogeneous group of workers. This means that investments will also be needed in programs that support transitions, job search, and mobility to connect workers with earning opportunities in the emerging green sectors or in less climate-affected regions or countries.

- **Strengthen social protection programs and collective bargaining processes to foster regulatory reforms that will better balance the needs of workers and those of firms.** In countries where there is either under-regulation or over-regulation, governments need to consider regulatory reforms. The changing nature of work adds urgency to the need for reforms in some areas and is an opportunity to better protect more workers while helping firms to adapt to evolving labor markets. Policymakers need to prioritize establishing enforceable laws that provide fundamental protections against abuse, discrimination, and child labor and that enshrine the right to organize and collective bargaining. The aim should be to expand these rights to all workers, regardless of who they are, where or how they work.

### E. Address the Fiscal Gap: Create More Fiscal Space for Universal Social Protection

- **Develop the empirics for evidence-based spending.** The social protection sector suffers in many cases from fragmentation, with expenditure taking place across several different ministries, agencies, and levels of government. It is often not jointly assessed and evaluated, leading policymakers to have a weak understanding of both the scale and scope of the social protection system as a whole, and its efficiency and effectiveness. Developing strategies to increase coverage of social protection systems needs to start from a sound understanding of what is currently being spent, and what that spending is achieving. Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of existing spending should be a key component of any strategy for increasing fiscal space for social protection.
• **Continue to innovate, monitor, and evaluate.** Generating data on program performance is important not only for understanding if programs are working, but also for understanding at what cost, and for identifying where opportunities may exist for increasing efficiency. This can help maximize the impact of limited fiscal resources. Moreover, being able to demonstrate that resources are being well spent is vital for making a case for increased financing. Therefore, the existing focus on program evaluation is well justified and should be continued. Monitoring the implementation of programs throughout the entire delivery chain should be a priority as this can help program administrators to discover where limited capacity, error, fraud and corruption, or other challenges might be undermining outcomes or reducing efficiency. Establishing the cost-effectiveness of programs should be a central goal of the monitoring and evaluation system.

• **Reform pension systems and reduce regressive subsidies to promote fiscal sustainability.** Since fiscal space is limited, it is important for all programs to meet their stated objectives as efficiently and effectively as possible. Within social protection, two significant items of spending need to be given particular scrutiny. First, some countries provide large subsidies from general revenues to fill deficits in pay-as-you-go pension systems, which constitute a growing contingent liability. Second, some countries provide price subsidies, which are not considered routinely a part of the social protection system but are often justified on the grounds that they meet social protection objectives. Spending on both kinds of subsidies has tended to grow over time, can be highly regressive in impact, and is often not transparent. The amount spent on these subsidies can often crowd out other important programs, so they should be considered strong candidates for reform to allow those resources to be reallocated to more effective alternatives.

• **Strengthen financing through appropriate tax reforms, domestic resource mobilization, and the harmonization of donor funding.** Although there has been some progress in the coverage and adequacy of social protection programs, significant gaps remain, which means that most countries still have a long road to travel to achieve USP. Almost all countries will need to mobilize more domestic resources in order to be able to increase social protection spending. In countries where fiscal capacity is particularly limited or where needs have significantly increased in the short term due to various types of shocks, external financial resources should continue to complement domestic spending. Where appropriate and in line with their international commitments, development partners should aim to harmonize their approaches in each country and bring their financing within the government budget and government systems.
The World Bank stands ready to help our country clients in defining priorities in moving progressively towards the realization of the USP vision. As countries seek to achieve USP, relative emphasis across the strategic priorities highlighted above will differ significantly. In most countries, much still needs to be done in multiple areas in order to make progress towards USP. In others, where programs and systems are already more developed, the social protection system must still be continually adjusted to meet the changing needs of the population in an ever-evolving global and national context. In determining its own priorities for providing support at the country level, the World Bank will be guided primarily by the country context, by client demand, and by evidence. Social protection programs and systems need to be country-led, and country-implemented, with a strong focus on the necessary capacity. The World Bank will continue to work with governments and other stakeholders to build both the “architecture” as well as the “engineering” of country-specific social protection systems—from diagnostic analysis and evaluation to strategy formulation to advice on policy, financing, and the design and delivery of programs.

The response to the COVID-19 pandemic has created the potential for a step change in the development of social protection programs and systems. As discussed throughout the Compass, COVID-19 has undoubtedly proved to be a major catalyst for moving social protection further up the political agenda. There is an increased appreciation of the importance of the sector, significant lessons learned about the deficiencies in programs and systems, and much know-how generated on what worked in the crisis response. Looking forward, countries have the opportunity to leverage this experience to reach a new equilibrium; one that represents a deeper commitment to more and better social protection based on a long-term, evidence-based vision for the sector.
The Social Protection and Jobs (SPJ) Compass\(^2\) puts at its heart the vision of universal social protection. It recognizes that the progressive realization of universal social protection (USP), which ensures access to social protection for all whenever and however they need it, is critical for effectively reducing poverty and boosting shared prosperity. Countries across the globe are increasingly using this vision to guide their policy. Social protection can be defined as policies and programs that help individuals and societies to manage risk and volatility, protect them from poverty and inequality, and help them to access economic opportunity. Social protection aims to achieve this by increasing people’s resilience, equity, and opportunity, the three goals of social protection, by means of a range of instruments in the social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care domains. This set of interventions is collectively referred to in the Compass as social protection.\(^3\)

An update to the World Bank strategy for social protection is urgent amid rapid change both within the sector and beyond. As the world begins to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, both the unprecedented crisis that it caused and the immediate arrival of new global shocks has reinforced the need for social protection in dramatic ways. At the same time, the crisis has highlighted a new and rapidly evolving set of possibilities for design and delivery of social protection. The current Bank strategy, “Resilience, Equity, and Opportunity: The World Bank’s Social Protection and Labor Strategy 2012–2022,” provided an overarching framework for understanding the value of investing in social protection programs and outlined how the World Bank would work with client countries to further develop their social protection programs and systems. The Compass aims to build on that framework, recognizing how fundamentally the global context has changed for the World Bank’s work in the sector.

\(^2\) The World Bank Global Practice that oversees work on Social Protection has the title “Social Protection and Jobs,” and therefore this document uses that terminology in its title. The Compass aims to provide strategic guidance to the Bank’s Social Protection and Jobs Global Practice on the traditional social protection instruments in the domains of social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care. It is nested within a much wider multi-sector agenda that puts jobs at the heart of economic policy, which is guided by other documents.

\(^3\) For a full discussion of the different conceptual frameworks and sectoral definitions of social protection, see Jorgensen and Siegel (2019).
The Compass sets out future priorities based on a detailed assessment of global progress over recent years. Section I will present some of the major global and regional trends that are shaping the need for social protection. It will then present the World Bank’s overarching framework for social protection and discuss the myriad contributions made by social protection to reducing poverty and promoting growth. It will then outline the actions that will be needed to achieve USP and explore the implications of this for countries. Section II will review the progress that countries have made over the last decade in achieving USP as well as the challenges that they have continued to face. Section III outlines the World Bank’s strategic priorities going forward.
A. Social Protection in a Rapidly Changing World

As countries begin to recover and rebuild from the pandemic, it is clear that COVID-19 has hugely disrupted economic and social development across the globe, underscoring the crucial importance of effective social protection and thrusting it to the forefront of public policy debates. As COVID-19 struck, many countries around the world deployed their social protection systems to help to mitigate the impact of the pandemic (Gentilini et al, 2022 and de la Flor, 2021). This followed years of effort in many low- and middle-income countries to build social protection programs from the ground up, leveraging innovations in technology to expand them far more rapidly and widely than had previously been thought possible. As a result, the scale of social protection used in response to the pandemic has been unparalleled (Razavi et al, 2020), and, to a great extent, these investments in social protection programs and delivery systems have paid off. While the pandemic has taken a terrible toll across the globe, leading to significantly increased poverty and probably inequality, its impact would have been far greater and far more enduring if it were not for these efforts (World Bank, 2021e). At the same time, the crisis highlighted the many gaps that still exist. There is a need to expand the still limited coverage of social protection programs and to ensure that these programs are better able to respond to shocks. It will also be necessary to strengthen core delivery systems, and coordinate the patchwork of social protection programming at the national level so that it effectively works as a system that protects all people and families, irrespective of their income, working status, or age.

Prior to the pandemic, the world had made progress in reducing poverty, but vulnerability and informality remained stubbornly high. In the decade prior to the pandemic, the proportion of people in poverty across the world fell from 39.5 to 24.3 percent. Underpinning this progress in reducing poverty before the pandemic were significant increases in labor market income, which in turn had been underpinned by rapid economic growth, structural transformation, and rural-urban migration in many parts of the world.

---

4 Based on the last available decade for which data are available (2007 to 2017) and using the US$3.20 poverty line.
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(ILO, 2019b). However, significant structural challenges remain in labor markets, particularly in low and middle-income countries that keep most workers in low-productivity jobs or out of work all together, leading to persistent poverty. In some areas, relatively little progress has been made in the past decade. In 2018, more than one in five young people were not in employment, education, or training, a rate that had only decreased by 2 percentage points since 2005 (ILO, 2019b). Even though poverty has fallen, there is a rapidly growing “vulnerable” class that consists of those who are not poor but have not achieved the comforts included in most definitions of the middle class (see Figure 1). In many countries, these groups face critical risks, but they have few instruments to manage those risks, as has been made clear by the impacts of COVID-19. Efforts to design and deliver social protection instruments to serve this population have run into the persistent challenge that the rates of labor market informality across the globe remain stubbornly high. Overall, about two-thirds of the labor force in emerging economies continues to operate in the informal sector despite improvements in the business regulatory environment in recent years (Ohnsorge and Yu, 2021). Consequently, it has not been possible to use traditional social insurance associated with a formal labor contract to support this emerging middle class, which has highlighted the need for alternative social protection instruments that are not tied to labor contracts (Packard et al, 2019).

**Figure 1.** Distribution of the World Population Across Income Thresholds
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While the existential threat of climate change has been generally understood for decades, its negative effects on human wellbeing and poverty are becoming increasingly visible. Unchecked, climate change will push 132 million people into poverty over the next 10 years, undoing hard-won development gains (Jafino et al, 2020), and will cause as many
as 216 million people to migrate within their own countries away from areas with declining water availability and crop productivity and from areas affected by sea-level rise and storm surges (Clement et al, 2021). This has led to new agreements at the global level that commit countries to investing in the transition to environmentally and socially sustainable jobs and economies. If this effort is to be successful, social protection will need to play a critical role in supporting the measures needed to mitigate the extent of global warming and helping populations to adapt to living in a warming world. The increasing focus on adaptive social protection, which helps to build the resilience of poor and vulnerable households by investing in their capacity to prepare for, cope with, and adapt to shocks, so that they do not fall into or deeper into poverty has proved promising, but much more needs to be done to incorporate adaptation and mitigation measures into the design of social protection programs. Moreover, the necessary decarbonization of the global economy, implies the need to further expand social protection to protect and prepare workers for transitions into greener, post-carbon jobs.

Technological innovation is leading to profound changes in the way in which labor markets are structured, disrupting traditional industries and redefining the employee-employer relationship. Beyond the potential for technological innovation to boost productivity and raise incomes, technological change is leading to big shifts in the mix of skills required to succeed in the labor market and in the nature of work itself, with broader implications for the social protection system. First, technology is changing production processes and the relationship between capital and labor, reducing demand for some skills and increasing demand for others, including more advanced, non-routine, skills. These changes are currently more marked in advanced economies but are also emerging in the rest of the world in various forms (IADB, 2019 and Arias et al, 2019). Second, the scale-up of digital platforms and the disruption of production processes is challenging the traditional boundaries of firms, while also redefining global value chains and the geography of jobs. Among other impacts, this has led to the emergence of the so-called “gig economy,” in which organizations contract workers for short-term engagements instead of hiring them as wage workers, as well as to the increasing adoption of hybrid forms of work (Saliola 2020). While this diversity in forms of work may have long been a feature of labor markets in low- and middle-income countries, these changes highlight the limitations of the traditional model of social insurance, which is based on a long-term stable employer-employee relationship. As a result of these rapid labor market shifts associated with technological change, it becomes necessary for workers to continuously build and adapt their skills over their lifetimes to be successful in the global marketplace.

Demographic challenges and opportunities abound. While the youth populations in some countries are growing exponentially, other countries are aging rapidly. Since 2010, the youth population in Sub-Saharan Africa has increased by over 30 percent and is projected to increase by almost another 40 percent over the next decade (UNDESA, 2019). The accompanying increase in the working age population creates a window of opportunity, which, if properly harnessed, could translate into higher growth and yield a
demographic dividend. Therefore, it will be vital for emerging social protection systems to help young people to finish school and/or training and to transition effectively from school to work with the necessary skills and assets to be productive in the workforce. There are additional implications. For example, it will be difficult for some economies to create jobs of the necessary quality to absorb this growing workforce. As a result, migration between countries is likely to become increasingly prevalent in the future. Social protection has a role to play by creating the institutions to support safe and productive labor mobility. Meanwhile, the populations of other regions, most notably Europe and Central Asia, East Asia, and Latin America, have begun to age, a process that will accelerate significantly in the coming years. For example, it will take Latin American countries 25 years to reach the old age dependency ratios that Europe is experiencing today, a process that took Europe more than 70 years to complete (Rofman and Apella, 2020). A vibrant old age population creates the potential for extending the productive life of the workforce, but achieving this potential will require a number of policies to support healthy aging including a focus on preventive health care, lifelong learning, and making work pay. However, having a rapidly aging population also presents governments with various structural challenges related to the sustainability and equity of care and pension systems that will need to be carefully managed.

**Gender disparities continue to undermine economic and social progress.** Gender gaps in opportunities (particularly in education, and in access to health care and formal sector jobs) and outcomes (such as earnings and poverty) persist, with women being at a disadvantage in most cases (WEF, 2019, ). Three main factors are responsible for inhibiting women's empowerment (Van Eerdewijk et al, 2017). First, women usually have less physical, financial, digital, and human capital than men. Second, institutions that set the rules and practices that govern male and female rights, behaviors, and access to resources often do not work to women's and girls' benefit. For example, traditional gender roles in many countries dictate that men are the decision-makers in public, economic, and family life, often supported by customary and statutory legislation (Kabeer, 1999). This social context leads to an unequal distribution of public and private resources that constrains the potential contributions of women and girls and perpetuates the gender imbalance across generations (BMGF, 2017). Third, women's and girls' agency – the ability to set goals, act on, and achieve those goals – is curtailed when women do not have the decision-making power or resources to achieve their goals (Klugman et al, 2014) In short, the lack of empowerment – namely the resources, institutions, and agency to make choices and achieve goals – underpins women's economic vulnerability and their often disproportionate employment within the informal sector. The implication for social protection is that programming must also take into account social contexts that prevent women and girls from achieving their potential (BMGF, 2017).

Many of these broad global trends contribute to, and are exacerbated by, conflict and fragility. As progress was made in reducing poverty globally in the decade prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, extreme poverty has begun to be increasingly concentrated in certain locations, including many that suffer from fragility and conflict. The long-term trends discussed above
are likely to be not only contributing to fragility and conflict but also risk being exacerbated by them. The number of people in the world who live in proximity to conflict has doubled since 2007, and as of 2020, there were more extremely poor people (those with incomes below US$1.90 a day) in fragile and conflict-affected states than in all other countries (Corral et al, 2020). Fragility and conflict have impacts that go far beyond their immediate geography. Worldwide, the population forcibly displaced by conflict reached a new high of 74.4 million in 2020, driven in recent years by rapidly increasing levels of both refugees and internally displaced populations (UNHCR, 2021). The invasion of Ukraine has had many negative impacts, including greatly exacerbating the growing food and fuel price crisis, with dire effects on the food security of the poorest and most vulnerable in many countries. Social protection has an important role to play in mitigating both the risk of conflict and its impact, but it is in those very contexts where deploying social protection programs can be most challenging.

International recognition of the importance of social protection for reducing poverty and promoting growth has grown enormously. This has led to several global initiatives to coordinate and promote work on social protection among multilateral, bilateral, and civil society partners. The Social Protection Inter-Agency Cooperation Board (SPIAC-B) was launched in 2012 in response to a request from the G20 and has led to a step-change in technical cooperation on social protection issues in recent years. In 2015, the UN Member States adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. As part of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 1 (“to end poverty in all its forms, everywhere”), Target 1.3 calls upon states to “Implement nationally appropriate social protection systems and measures for all, including floors, and by 2030 achieve substantial coverage of the poor and vulnerable.” This commitment subsequently led to the launching of the Global Partnership for Universal Social Protection (USP2030) under the co-leadership of the World Bank and the International Labour Organization (ILO). USP2030 partners work together to increase the number of countries that provide USP by supporting governments in designing and implementing universal and sustainable social protection systems, in line with the 2030 Agenda.

COVID-19, one of the most significant economic and social shocks in recent human history, has likely created a step change in the development of social protection programs and systems. COVID-19 has undoubtedly proven to be a major catalyst for moving social protection further up the world’s political agenda. As a result of actions taken during the pandemic as well as weaknesses that the response made evident, many countries around the globe are reimagining the design of their social protection systems in ways that they had previously regarded as impossible, building on the heightened expectations of social protection among both policymakers and the population. Crises often accelerate advances in the coverage of social protection as a result of an increased appreciation of its importance, lessons learned about the deficiencies in systems revealed by the crisis, and the know-how generated in the response. However, crises can also lead to backsliding. The increasing use of inefficient and often regressive price subsidies in response to the current food and fuel price crisis is a concerning trend. Whether the events of the last few years will permanently propel countries towards a deeper commitment to providing more
and better social protection will depend on an array of critical factors, such as the state of their political economy, the nature of their evolving social contract, and their fiscal and institutional capacity. The full extent of these dynamics will take some years to play out country by country, but the current inflection point created by COVID-19 suggests that it is an opportune time for the World Bank to define new strategic priorities.

B. The Goals of Social Protection: Equity, Resilience, and Opportunity

Social protection aims to achieve three goals: equity, resilience, and opportunity. As discussed above, social protection helps individuals and societies to manage risk and volatility, protects them from poverty and destitution, and helps them to access economic opportunity through instruments that increase equity, resilience, and opportunity (see Figure 2). In order to achieve these three goals, it is essential to harness social protection to enable people to build, protect, and use their human capital throughout their entire lifecycle from infancy to old age. A range of instruments in the social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care domains can be used to achieve these goals with many instruments contributing to more than one goal.

The first goal of social protection is to foster equity by reducing poverty and inequality, promoting equality of opportunity, and minimizing exclusion. The aim of many social assistance programs, including cash and in-kind transfers, is to directly reduce immediate poverty. They are also designed to help poor individuals and families to access basic nutrition, health, and education, thereby building their human capital and contributing to equality of opportunity. Labor programs and institutions, by facilitating access to more productive opportunities, also directly support livelihoods and can help overcome the barriers to employment and productivity that are faced by the more disadvantaged. Programs can be specifically designed to promote equity by reducing gender gaps and helping to reduce the exclusion that certain groups experience, such as people with disabilities, indigenous people, and migrants. By supporting more people than just the absolute poor, programs can leverage the redistribution function that social protection can play, with an eye to reducing inequality and promoting fairness and social cohesion.

The second goal of social protection is to build the resilience of individuals and households by providing them with insurance against shocks and helping them to build their capacity to manage them. Social insurance and social assistance programs can build the resilience of individuals and families by reducing the negative impact of certain types of shocks or events, thus helping them to protect their human capital. These types of programs include unemployment and disability insurance, old age pensions, and adaptable and scalable social assistance programs. Many labor regulations are aimed at managing the risks faced by workers, for example, by providing worker safety rules, sick leave, parental leave, and severance pay.
Economic inclusion programs\(^5\) can support resilience by helping people to diversify their livelihoods, and training programs can increase the capacity of workers to move between jobs and acquire new skills. Other labor programs that have been used to support resilience, as was notable during the COVID-19 pandemic, have included wage subsidies for formal workers and business grants for micro and small enterprises. Building resilience is particularly important for those who have the least ability to absorb a shock and for those most likely to experience shocks or large losses. The increasing impacts of climate change are highlighting the critical importance of investing in social protection programs that build resilience and help people to adapt to changing livelihoods and the increasing risk of natural disasters.

**Figure 2. The Three Goals of Social Protection; Instruments Through the Life-Cycle**

---

\(^5\) Economic inclusion programs are coordinated, multidimensional interventions that support individuals, households, and communities in increasing their incomes and assets. The term “economic inclusion” is sometimes used interchangeably with the term “productive inclusion” (Andrews et al, 2021).
The third goal of social protection is to promote opportunity by supporting household investments in human capital and helping men and women to access more productive employment. By providing income support to individuals and households living in poverty, social assistance promotes demand for education, health, and nutrition services, all of which build human capital. Labor programs help beneficiaries to build their skills and acquire work experience to enhance their productivity and job prospects as well as helping them to find better employment opportunities. They also help micro and small enterprises to expand and grow. Economic inclusion programs provide their beneficiaries with cash support while also helping them to build more productive livelihoods. Social protection programs can be designed in ways that either directly support or incentivize labor force participation and increased productivity, while the actions of firms as they create jobs are similarly influenced by labor regulations. Enhancing opportunity is particularly important for the poor, the low-skilled, young people, and women but is important to everyone across the income spectrum and throughout the lifecycle. Programs that enhance opportunity will become all the more important as economies are transformed by the long-term trends of technology, demography, and climate change.

In order to achieve these three goals, fragmented approaches will need to be replaced by integrated social protection systems. The goals of equity, resilience, opportunity cannot be achieved by individual programs, within a single sector, or through public mandates alone. Achieving them will require appropriate policy, legal, and institutional frameworks, as well as a portfolio of instruments that work effectively together. In many countries, social protection programs simply do not exist at scale. Instead, smaller unconnected initiatives focus on distinct regions, discrete groups, or specific objectives with no reference to each other. In some contexts, larger-scale programs may exist but may not be cost-effective, may not create coherent incentives, or may not be effective in supporting individuals or households as they move through the lifecycle, between jobs, or across the income spectrum. Experience has shown that it has been particularly challenging to integrate programs across the domains of social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care, which has meant that many opportunities for complementarities and synergies have been lost.

Because of the tendency towards fragmentation, the World Bank places a systems approach to social protection at the center of its work, aiming to strengthen coordination and integration at all levels. The World Bank focuses on promoting this systems approach at three key levels (see Figure 3). First, at the policy level, the aim must be to ensure overall coherence between programs, institutions, and levels of government, as well as ensuring a financing system for social protection that is equitable, incentive-compatible, and sustainable across the system as a whole. Second, at the program level, the aim should be to improve the design of existing programs and harmonize their objectives, with a view to reducing fragmentation and maximizing coordination. Finally, at the delivery level, the aim of the systems approach should be to create mechanisms that support the broader systems agenda and enable the efficient and effective provision of individual social protection programs. The systems approach is and will continue to be key to making further progress towards achieving USP.
C. The Returns to Investing in Social Protection

There is now overwhelming evidence that social protection can deliver real results in terms of helping to reduce present and future poverty. A strong evaluation culture in the sector has produced increasingly robust evidence of the multiple benefits to investing in social protection that manifest at the individual, household, and community levels over different timeframes. Many of the benefits of investing in social protection have been established empirically in multiple country contexts. In the case of other benefits, robust evidence is still emerging, or studies have found much more heterogeneous impacts. A single program may affect many outcomes, with the strength of impact varying by context, design, target group, or the quality of the program’s implementation. This sub-section presents a synopsis of the evidence that exists of the broad range of positive impacts that have emerged from social protection programs, while recognizing that the literature on which it draws includes important details about how and why these outcomes may vary.

The first-order impact of many social protection programs is the direct effect of providing households with more income. When a household receives a transfer, either in-kind or cash, total household expenditure increases, which in turn reduces the likelihood of the household being poor. Many social insurance programs work in a similar fashion, with some focusing on preventing any reductions in a household’s current income as a result of a shock. Other types of social protection, particularly labor market and economic inclusion programs are designed to strengthen recipients’ future earnings potential as well as
increasing their current income. The evidence that social protection does indeed directly boost income and reduce current and future poverty is well established in the literature (World Bank, 2018d; Moffitt, 2014; and Bastagli et al, 2016).

Social protection programs also aim to produce a range of longer-term outcomes, often related to building human capital, particularly in childhood and adolescence. Social protection helps to build human capital both directly by facilitating beneficiaries’ access to critical social services and indirectly by improving intermediate outcomes (for example, by freeing up time) that then have a beneficial impact on their human capital (Moroz, 2020). Social assistance can increase the use of health services by beneficiaries and diversify their diet and in some cases improve their health and nutrition outcomes (Bastagli et al, 2016; De Walque et al, 2017; and Arriagada et al 2018). Social assistance can also increase school enrollment and attendance and, in some cases, improve learning and cognitive development outcomes (Baird et al, 2014; Bastagli et al, 2016; and Grosh et al, 2018). These positive impacts on schooling have been found to persist over the long term (Millán et al, 2019). Social assistance has also been found to reduce maternal depression and stress, improve sexual and reproductive health, and reduce rates of child labor (de Walque et al, 2017 and Bastagli et al, 2016). Importantly, the impact of social protection has usually been greatest for those whose outcomes are the worst, including the poorest, women and girls, minorities, and people living in rural areas (Grosh et al, 2018). These positive outcomes have been found for a wide range of programs, including in-kind support, unconditional cash transfers, conditional cash transfers, and social pensions.

Moreover, social protection can enable families to prevent and mitigate the impact of shocks on their welfare. This can enable them to continue building their human capital and reduce the intergenerational transmission of poverty. Social protection also plays a vital protective function by providing households with steady income support or insurance when shocks materialize. This is particularly important given that shocks often disproportionately impact poorer households, who tend to be more exposed to these shocks and more affected by their impacts (Hallegatte et al, 2016). Social protection can help households to avoid having to adopt costly negative coping strategies such as cutting their consumption, selling their productive assets, or removing their children from school (Laws, 2016 and Hill et al, 2019). Social assistance programs have been found to increase household food security (Hidrobo et al, 2018). Unemployment insurance not only has critical consumption smoothing effects, as demonstrated during the pandemic (Ganong et al, 2021), but additional evidence suggests that this averts loss of human capital, such as negative health outcomes (Cylus and Avendano, 2017). Labor programs can also protect human capital by helping workers to avoid potentially long periods of unemployment (de la Flor, 2021) as well as supporting workers displaced for economic reasons or as a result of conflict or climate change by helping them find jobs more quickly in new locations (Caria et al, 2021 and Gaikwad et al, 2022). Labor programs, in the form of business grants, for example, can protect the earnings of micro and
small-scale entrepreneurs in times of shocks (Domenella et al, 2022). Recent evaluations of cash transfer programs have found that they have had a significant positive impact on measures of household resilience such as increased savings, improved creditworthiness, and reduced debt (Ralston et al, 2017; Bastagli et al, 2016; Hidrobo et al, 2018; and Ulrichs and Slater, 2016). Thus, social protection can build resilience not only by providing ex-post support but also by supporting households ex-ante. This is one of the most important ways that social protection can prepare people for, and protect them from, the impacts of climate change (Györi, 2021).

As young people move into their working lives and beyond, social protection programs can be critical for building their skills and assets and helping them to find productive employment. Evidence from evaluations of many different social assistance programs has confirmed that, by providing households with a stable source of income, these programs can enable poor households to accumulate productive assets and improve their labor market prospects. They do this by helping households to overcome the savings and credit constraints that prevent them from making greater investments in their livelihoods and that hinder their search for better employment. There is also evidence that these investments can result in households increasing their entrepreneurial activities, adopting higher risk strategies with the potential of higher rewards, and diversifying their livelihoods, leading to increased productivity (Mathers and Slater, 2014; Handa et al, 2016; and Alderman and Yemtsov, 2014). Importantly, little evidence has been found to support the concerns that are sometimes cited that receiving social assistance creates significant labor market disincentives among recipients (Banerjee et al, 2016 and Bastagli et al, 2016).

There is increasing evidence that economic inclusion programs can effectively boost the income and assets of the poorest. Economic inclusion programs usually bundle together a combination of cash or in-kind transfers, skills training or coaching, access to finance, and programs to support market access. A recent review of 80 quantitative and qualitative evaluations in 37 countries showed that a bundle of coordinated and multidimensional interventions has a greater positive impact on household income, assets, and savings than stand-alone interventions (Andrews et al, 2021). The synergies between the different components of the bundle seem to increase its positive impact. These economic inclusion programs can be critical in helping households to overcome some of the factors that would otherwise keep them trapped in poverty (Bossuyt et al, 2022). The Partnership for Economic Inclusion Landscape Survey 2020 revealed that these programs around the world have tended to have a strong focus on protecting the most vulnerable groups, including children (25 percent of programs surveyed), women (90 percent of programs surveyed), people with disabilities (27 percent of programs surveyed), and displaced populations (33 percent of programs surveyed). They often also had a strong rural focus (87 percent of all programs), an emphasis on addressing fragility (25 percent of programs surveyed), and a focus on climate change mitigation (55 percent of all programs surveyed).
Labor programs also have a role to play in increasing recipients’ employment and productivity in the formal and informal sectors, particularly when tailored to the needs of clients and to broader economic conditions. Active labor market programs such as training, apprenticeships, public works, wage subsidies, entrepreneurship support, and intermediation services are all part of the labor toolkit. While these programs are often difficult to get right (McKenzie, 2017) and depend on many external factors such as labor demand, they can support skills building, increased productivity in self-employment or household enterprises, and the creation of wage employment, while improving the overall functioning of the labor market through effective intermediation and labor market institutions (Escudero et al, 2019 and Kluve et al, 2019).

In terms of labor supply, well-designed training programs can build trainees’ cognitive, technical, and socio-emotional skills that can benefit both workers and firms. Training programs can help job seekers to overcome the various credit, externalities, and information failures that exist in labor markets in low- and middle-income countries (Attanasio et al, 2017; Escudero et al, 2019; McKenzie, 2020; Kluve et al, 2019; and Campos et al, 2017), and these benefits can even extend to other family members through the household’s increased human capital investments (Kugler et al, 2020). There is also some evidence suggesting that the benefits of training programs grow or are maintained over time (Ibarraran et al, 2019 and Attanasio et al, 2017). Labor programs can further support the building of human capital on-the-job, through apprenticeships for example, particularly important for early school leavers and, more broadly, in a rapidly changing world of work (Ibarraran et al, 2019 and Crepon and Premand 2019).

With regard to labor demand, wage subsidies and entrepreneurship programs can help generate employment, particularly for the most disadvantaged. When well-targeted, well-timed and set at the right level, wage subsidies can help young people to find a first job or help disadvantaged groups to overcome information constraints or externalities (Armand, 2020 and Bruhn, 2020). Recent studies have shown that entrepreneurship programs that offer stand-alone or combined interventions providing financial support, business advice, and access to markets are increasing recipients’ profits, improving their business practices, and expanding the lives of their businesses, even among micro-entrepreneurs (Jayachandran, 2020). Also, those programs that support female entrepreneurs in switching to male-dominated sectors have been found to increase earnings (World Bank, 2022a).

Support to labor intermediation, often coupled with unemployment insurance, can make transitions between jobs quicker and better for workers, thus increasing the efficiency of the labor market. This kind of support is designed to “intermediate” between labor supply and demand, matching job seekers with training and appropriate jobs efficiently, especially with the use of digital technologies (Carranza et al, 2020 and Dammert et al, 2015). Programs that help job seekers to access different labor markets, including those in countries other than their own, can also improve employment outcomes (McKenzie, 2017 and Gibson and McKenzie, 2014). To complement such “active” labor market programs,
unemployment insurance is provided to tide workers over periods of unemployment so that they can avoid resorting to negative coping strategies and can find jobs that are well-matched to their skills and aspirations, thus reducing the risk of them falling back into unemployment in the future (OECD, 2019 and Kuddo et al, 2015).

Social protection can empower poor individuals and households to make their own decisions to improve their lives, particularly women and girls. When cash transfer programs designate women as the main recipients of transfers, this has often empowered them within their households by increasing their control over resources, their labor force participation, and their ability to save and reinvest (Camilletti, 2020). In some contexts, these programs have been shown to lead to delayed marriage, increased use of contraception, decreased and delayed fertility (Bastagli et al, 2016 and Peterman, 2021), and, importantly, a reduction in intimate partner violence (Buller et al, 2018). Labor and economic inclusion programs can also empower women by increasing their economic opportunities and assets (Andrews et al, 2021). Often, the positive effects of labor programs are greater for women than for men, most notably in the case of training programs (Escudero et al, 2019 and Bergemann and Van den Berg, 2006). Social pensions can be particularly vital for women, who may not have had the opportunity to accrue a basic contributory pension because of their lower labor force participation and their unequal burden of unpaid care work.

Finally, pension systems can play a crucial role in supporting the wellbeing of the elderly and protecting their human capital. The evidence is consistent in finding that social pensions increase household spending, particularly on food (Bastagli et al, 2016). As a result, they have reduced old age poverty in a large number of countries (Martinez et al, 2015). There is also evidence that social pensions have increased access to healthcare services and medication (Riumallo-Herl and Aguila, 2019) and, as a result, led to better physical health, cognitive function, and psychological well-being as well as lower mortality among the elderly (Cheng et al, 2016 and Galiani et al, 2015). Finally, there is evidence that social pensions have enabled the elderly to reduce the amount of their time spent on paid work (Bastagli et al, 2016).

Beyond returns to the individual, social protection programs can create productive assets at the community level and stimulate the local economy. One of the most direct ways in which social protection can impact communities is through productive public works programs (Subbarao et al, 2013). Many public works programs not only provide temporary employment to local people but also create productive assets such as roads and social infrastructure. In rural areas, public works have increasingly focused on land management, which includes environmental and agricultural projects involving irrigation, afforestation, soil conservation, and watershed development. These types of works can help to reduce and mitigate the risks of climate change and, thus, increase community resilience. Public works have been frequently deployed in reconstruction efforts after natural disasters. Social protection programs can also yield secondary positive economic impacts. For example, when cash transfers are implemented at scale, they can have multiplier effects in the local economy resulting from the recipients’ increased spending,
consumption, and production. This is particularly the case for social protection targeted to poor households in small, self-contained local economies who tend to spend locally and on locally produced products. Some evidence indicates that these spillovers can be quite significant for non-beneficiaries as well (Thome et al, 2016 and Egger et al, 2019).

At the national level, there are various ways in which social protection programs can support economic growth. Analogous to the case of cash transfers having a local economic multiplier effect, social protection can help to stimulate aggregate demand at the national level and, as in the case of unemployment insurance in particular, provide countercyclical spending during downturns. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, cash transfers were deployed at least in some countries with this objective in mind. Social insurance schemes have also been found to increase aggregate growth through participants increased savings and, thus, the potential deepening of capital markets. Beyond this, there is significant evidence that social protection can help governments to facilitate other economic reforms that reduce inefficient and inequitable government spending (such as fuel subsidies) by providing low-income households with some compensation to offset the costs of these reforms (Alderman and Yemtsov, 2012 and Grosh et al, 2008). When labor programs are well designed and implemented, they can improve the overall functioning of labor markets, thus increasing the utilization of human capital and overall productivity (Card et al, 2018 and Escudero et al, 2019). In the same vein, training and reskilling programs can facilitate the growth of new sectors and industries, such as the new green economy. Social protection has been identified as a critical ingredient for promoting a “just transition” as part of the decarbonization of economies, which is needed to reduce the impact of climate change (ILO, 2019a and Rigolini, 2021).

Well-designed social protection programs can reduce inequality, which can in turn contribute to economic growth. It is now well established in the literature that high levels of inequality can be bad for economic growth (World Bank, 2006). Social protection programs, particularly social assistance and economic inclusion programs but also labor programs, are often explicitly designed to reduce inequalities by promoting equality of opportunities throughout the lifecycle. There is a strong consensus that doing this has a positive effect on economic growth (Ravallion, 2005; Barro, 2008; and Arjona et al, 2002). This is because the poor and near poor have more and better opportunities to benefit from growth processes (Grosh et al, 2008), while reducing inequality also improves economic and political institutions (World Bank, 2006). At the national level, there is also evidence that social protection can reduce inequalities (UNDESA, 2018). A study of the incidence of tax and spending across the globe has produced country by country estimates of the extent to which they do this (Lustig 2019).

Social protection programs can also increase social cohesion and social stability. There are many ways in which social protection can foster increased social cohesion (Babajanian, 2012). While there is still limited empirical evidence for this, country-level experience has shown that, if carefully designed, social protection programs can contribute to peacebuilding
and stability in post-conflict societies by diffusing tension and grievances and, thus, preventing social unrest and violent conflict (Schjødt 2021). Public works programs have been used in several post-conflict countries to foster the reintegration into society of ex-combatants (Subbarao et al, 2013). Several countries are turning to economic inclusion and labor programs to support refugees and displaced populations. There is also evidence that the provision of cash transfers can reduce the incidence of crime (Chioda et al, 2012 and Acosta and Monsalve, 2018). Social accountability mechanisms that are incorporated in social protection programs can improve both service delivery and state-citizen relations, although the extent to which they do this is still under-researched (Ayliffe et al, 2017). The role that they can play in promoting social cohesion is all the more important in circumstances of rapid structural change or large shocks (World Bank, 2012b). Indeed, social protection programs are increasingly being recognized and promoted as mechanisms for strengthening the social contract (Kidd, 2020 and Cloutier et al, 2021), and the role that social protection has played in mitigating the impact of COVID-19 on inequality and poverty has highlighted its potential for fulfilling and renewing the social contract in many countries (Razavi et al, 2020).

While social protection can have myriad positive impacts, these can only materialize when programs are well designed and implemented. The importance of sound design and strong implementation capacity cannot be underestimated (McKenzie, 2017 and Grosh et al, 2018). To achieve their goals, programs need to reach their intended population and respond to the needs of the population by providing adequate and timely benefits and services. Moreover, programs need to be designed with an understanding of the constraints and challenges faced by beneficiaries. An important area of innovation in this regard is the application of behavioral science to the design of programs. The evidence is growing in many fields, including in social protection, that such approaches are a cost-effective way to improve outcomes (Somville et al, 2018; Benhassine et al, 2015; Bernard et al, 2014; Ideas42, 2019; and World Bank, 2015c).

Finally, while social assistance is often provided with the aim of improving recipients’ outcomes in other sectors such as health and education, it can only go as far as to support individuals and households in connecting with the available supply of services. It cannot increase the supply of services itself or improve their quality, which are often serious impediments to improved outcomes. Similar limitations apply to labor programs that mostly address labor supply or intermediation constraints but whose impact depends on labor demand and overall economic conditions. Moreover, these programs are often limited in what they can achieve in the short term because they are trying to remedy long-lasting deficiencies in skills or in financial or social capital that are hard if not impossible to completely overcome in a single, frequently short-lived intervention.

D. The Path Towards Universal Social Protection

All people face risk, but few have enough tools at their disposal to manage that risk. Risk is a pervasive element of life for all. People are exposed to the risk of myriad shocks including those related to health, livelihood, labor markets, violence and crime, and
economic and natural disasters. The kind of risks, their magnitude, and the capacities that each person has to manage them vary based on many factors including geography, income and assets, age, skills, and gender. In order to mitigate these risks and cope with the shocks that occur, individuals and communities have traditionally adopted informal risk management strategies as well as used credit, savings, insurance, or labor market programs where these have been available (Holzmann and Jorgensen, 1999). However, in low- and middle-income countries, access to these market-based tools is limited, leaving most people underinsured (Dercon, 2002). Even in contexts where credit and insurance markets exist, they are often inadequate in the face of the growing pervasiveness and degree of risks in the modern world (Packard et al, 2019). Therefore, the rationale for government intervention to help people to manage risks is well established and broadly accepted (Norton et al, 2002).

Governments therefore have played a role in increasing access to risk management tools, but only in limited ways. They have traditionally done so in three ways. First, they provide social assistance to a limited portion of the population who are either income-poor or vulnerable, such as children and the elderly. This is done with the aim of helping them to avoid impoverishment and destitution. Second, and on a similarly small scale, they fund economic inclusion and labor market programs aimed at increasing employability, supporting entrepreneurship and productivity, and strengthening the links between job seekers and economic opportunities through intermediation services. Third, they support social insurance and labor institutions that particularly in low- and middle-income countries also serve a small percentage of the population, usually those at the higher end of the income spectrum, through formal employment-based instruments aimed at managing risks linked to employment. While these three types of interventions are vital, they have tended, by design or practice, to leave large swaths of the population either with no coverage at all or with coverage for only a limited set of risks or with only limited support should shocks occur. In supporting USP, the international community recognizes that many countries are not responding effectively to the varied and changing needs of the entire population and is, therefore, calling for new ways to design social protection systems that can provide effective coverage for the whole population.

The path towards USP starts from the understanding that coverage has several different dimensions. When thinking about how to provide coverage to an entire population, it is critical to recognize not only that people must be given direct or contingent support but also that the financial protection provided must be adequate to enable recipients to effectively manage a given risk should it materialize. While the coverage of social protection programs has been increasing in recent decades, their adequacy, or quality, remains a significant challenge, too often a residual design decision after considerations of budget and nominal coverage of populations. As a result, programs that provide only meagre or low-quality benefits or services do not yield the many positive impacts that can result from well-designed social protection programs. Another issue is that no individual program can protect people from all of the different risks that they are likely to
face throughout their lifetimes, including poverty, ill health, unemployment, and old age. People and households often encounter several different risks at the same time. Therefore, comprehensive and effective protection can only be provided by a suite of programs that span the domains of social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care, ensuring that individuals are effectively protected at all points of the lifecycle (see Figure 4).

**FIGURE 4. Achieving Effective Social Protection Coverage**

USP refers to a nationally defined system of integrated policies and programs that provide equitable access to all people, protecting them throughout their lives against poverty and risks to their livelihoods and well-being and helping them to access economic opportunity. In this context, “integrated” refers to the need to ensure that the portfolio of necessary programs is coordinated effectively between the social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care domains for different groups in recognition of their diverse needs. This integrated approach is particularly salient for the poor and disadvantaged who tend to encounter a more complex, multifaceted set of risks. Making this integration a reality will also require a high degree of coordination between the social protection sector and a range of complementary social (health, nutrition, education, and care services) and economic policies and services (including financial, trade, investment, and private sector development). All of these are vital for achieving progress towards the goal of USP, but many are managed primarily by other sectors. Experience shows that achieving this integration will require both careful design and strong institutional coordination.
How countries make progress towards establishing USP will necessarily vary based on political and economic factors specific to each country. How social protection systems evolve in each country depends on a number of factors including the country’s level of income and poverty, its risk profile, the structure of its labor market, and, perhaps most importantly, the political and institutional context and, with it, the social contract. As a result, there is an enormous diversity between countries in the institutional arrangements governing social protection. This necessary diversity of approaches has been clearly recognized in international agreements related to social protection. Therefore, the nature of the support that the World Bank provides continues to be defined through country-led dialogue that identifies the priorities for progress towards USP in each particular country context (see Figure 5).

**FIGURE 5. Charting a Course Towards Universal Social Protection**
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- **WHAT IT MEANS**
  - Diverse needs
    - Through the life cycle
    - Across the income spectrum
    - Taking into account specific needs of women and girls, people with disabilities, and others
  - Tailored instruments
    - Direct transfers and insurance instruments
    - Labor market, economic inclusion, care and other services
    - Tax financed and privately financed

- **HOW TO DELIVER**
  - Country specific trajectories
    - Will evolve differently in each country based on the social contract, political economy and institutional context
  - Progressive realization
    - Needs appropriate institutional capacity and strong delivery systems
    - Needs fiscal space
    - Prioritize those most in need and the largest uncovered risks
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6 Social contracts can be understood as the implicit, mutual bargaining over what citizens expect from the state, and what the state can legitimately demand of citizens in return (World Bank, 2019d).

7 For example, Article 9 of ILO Recommendation 202 states that “In providing the basic social security guarantees, Members should consider different approaches with a view to implementing the most effective and efficient combination of benefits and schemes in the national context”.
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There are two critical issues that must be addressed in order to advance towards USP in any country – limited fiscal space and institutional capacity. At current rates of progress, it will take many years to achieve USP in most countries (Gentilini, 2019). As will be discussed in Section II, effective coverage in many low- and middle-income countries and even in some high-income countries remains quite low (World Bank, 2018d). At a minimum, two ingredients are essential to make further progress. First, because the lack of fiscal space continues to be an important impediment to increasing adequate coverage in many countries, it will be essential to develop long-term national financing strategies to secure full and sustainable funding for USP. These are likely to combine increasing the efficiency of existing social protection spending while also mobilizing more domestic revenues. Second, this spending will need to be channeled through systems that have the capacity to deliver the full range of social protection support. The institutional architecture of delivery will vary significantly in each country and by type of program, but all countries will need to ensure that they have the basic minimum delivery capacity in place. The impetus for achieving these two goals will have to come from the highest political level and will need to include a strong legal and policy framework to set out objectives and guide the roles and responsibilities of the different actors involved in designing, administering, and delivering social protection programming.

As countries move towards the progressive realization of USP,8 it is important to adhere to the principle of prioritizing the poorest and most vulnerable for support. This is particularly relevant for social assistance programs, helping ensure that social protection systems maximize both the equity and efficiency of public spending. Therefore, it will be critical for countries to build their capacity to accurately identify those most in need. All eligibility criteria for social protection benefits must ensure equality of access and non-discrimination, which are particularly important principles guiding the World Bank’s work.9 They must also be objective, reasonable, and transparent, and efforts must be made to avoid stigmatizing beneficiaries (Sepulveda and Nyst, 2012).

A sound social protection system is more than just a collection of programs. Both the individual programs and the system as a whole need to be built on certain key attributes. In order to contribute meaningfully to the effort to achieve USP, they must be:

- **Adequate.** The overall social protection system should provide effective coverage to all of the various groups in need of support and individual programs should provide adequate benefits and quality services to whichever subset of the population they are designed to serve.

---

8 The concept of “progressive realization” describes how states are expected to bring to fruition the economic, social, and cultural rights that are enshrined in international human rights treaties. Most pertinent for social protection, this phrase is used in the UN’s International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (art. 2 (1)). Many national constitutions also refer to the progressive realization of some economic, social, and cultural rights (OHCHR, 2008).

9 See for example, the World Bank’s Environmental and Social Framework (World Bank, 2017a).
• **Tailored.** Different population groups and individuals have different needs, so programs need to be designed accordingly. There is no single blueprint. In recognition of these diverse needs, the social protection system should offer different integrated bundles of benefits and services, offering pathways across social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care domains for different groups. This is particularly necessary for the poor and disadvantaged who are likely to face a more complex, multifaceted set of risks than others, as well as to find it more challenging to access social protection programs.

• **Dynamic.** The specific people that programs need to serve will change day by day and month by month. Therefore, individual programs should be designed to be scaled up and down in response to the evolving needs of the population as they confront both idiosyncratic and covariate shocks. Programs should also be dynamic in the sense that they are adapted in response to lessons learned during their implementation. The appropriate balance of different kinds of programs within the overall social protection system will also slowly evolve as economies grow and government policy changes.

• **Efficient.** There should be no undue fragmentation across the social protection system so as to minimize administrative waste and to realize economies of scale. This means that social protection programs should be run using only the resources needed to carry out all program functions well and to achieve the desired impact. Programs should also seek to minimize any unnecessary transaction costs that beneficiaries may incur as part of accessing the program.

• **Sustainable.** Investments in social protection programs should be both financially and politically sustainable. This will help avoid any stop/start cycles that result in enormous lost opportunities for efficient administration and the achievement of positive long-term outcomes. Any programs, such as public works, that build community assets should ensure that these maximize contributions to environmental sustainability. Programs that build individual assets and livelihoods, such as those in the domain of economic inclusion and labor, should take into account relevant environmental and climate change considerations.

• **Incentive compatible.** Social protection can change the behavior of households and firms in both positive and negative ways. Programs must be designed in ways that on balance, create positive incentives for people to work, save, and contribute to social insurance, and for employers to register workers in the social protection system and pay their required contributions.

• **Inclusive.** The social protection system must recognize the special needs of people with different characteristics, circumstances, and vulnerabilities who, for a variety of reasons, may face structural barriers or discrimination in accessing and taking full advantage of whatever social protection is available to them.
SECTION II

Progress towards Achieving USP and the Challenges that Remain

In order to determine future strategic priorities, it is first necessary to assess the progress being made towards achieving USP around the world as well as the challenges that remain. Section I discussed the overarching framework for USP and the implications for country-level social protection programs and systems. Before moving on to explore how countries might gradually achieve USP, in this section, we assess the extent of the progress that they have made in recent years as well as the various challenges that they have faced in the process. This assessment can be used as a foundation for countries to plan their future actions and for the World Bank to define how best to support countries in this endeavor, which is discussed in Section III.

The goals of equity, resilience, and opportunity provide a useful organizing framework for this assessment. Section II discusses progress towards the goals of equity, resilience, and opportunity in turn. Different programs and instruments almost always contribute to more than one of these goals. In the assessment that follows they are mainly discussed under the goal with which they are most aligned, recognizing these multiple pathways and that the goals themselves are mutually reinforcing. Delivery systems and financing for social protection have been identified as two cross-cutting enabling factors that have underpinned recent progress and are discussed at the end of the section.

A. Towards the Goal of Equity

Equity is a goal of social protection because it is essential to ensure that the poor and vulnerable are supported to reach a basic minimum level of consumption and well-being and to promote equality of opportunity. Social protection has a role to play in reducing both poverty and inequality. The aim of reducing poverty is particularly pertinent in low-income countries, but all countries have a responsibility to protect their poorer residents. Also, there is long-established evidence that reducing poverty and promoting equity maximizes the welfare of society as a whole and promotes more efficient economic growth (Barr, 2004). Almost everywhere around the globe, the political will exists to help those in society who are less fortunate, although preferences for redistribution vary substantially from country to country.
Social assistance, or non-contributory social protection, is a key tool for mitigating poverty and vulnerability and, if well-designed, can also foster resilience and equality of opportunity. Social assistance programs include a range of interventions that apply throughout the lifecycle from child allowances to social pensions as well as covering specific needs such as income support for the poor or benefits for people with disabilities. They include transfers either in cash or in kind such as school feeding and food assistance benefits. They can also include waivers or reductions in fees for publicly provided services such as health care, electricity, or water. The main aim of social assistance programs is to provide income support to households to enable them to invest in food, shelter, health care, education, and livelihoods. Often, but not necessarily, these programs are combined with interventions that provide information, behavioral nudges, and/or links to and incentives to use other services such as child development, health, education, or financial services, the use of which could amplify the positive effects of the income support. Figure 6 shows the share of social assistance expenditure going to the various classes of instruments in the regions of the world. All regions use a mix of instruments, as do individual countries. Cash-based programs dominate overall but are used more extensively in some regions than others. Unconditional cash transfers (UCTs) take up the largest share of spending in Europe and Central Asia (ECA) and the Middle East and North Africa (MNA), while social pensions predominate in East Asia and the Pacific (EAP), South Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC).

Globally, the coverage of social assistance programs is still incomplete. Just over one-third of all people and one-half of people in the poorest quintile of their country receive some form of social assistance, with poorer countries having even lower coverage. In low-income countries, on average only 23 percent of those in the poorest quintile receive some sort of social assistance. The corresponding figure in the World Bank’s high-income client countries is 73 percent (see Figure 7). As countries move up the income ladder and as coverage increases, policymakers tend to increasingly focus resources on the poorest, meaning that coverage of the poorest households in wealthier countries becomes relatively greater than coverage of the population as a whole. Globally, coverage of social assistance is somewhat higher in rural areas than urban areas – 43 versus 32 percent for the whole population and 53 versus 46 percent for those in the poorest quintile – with slightly larger differences in LAC and EAP than in the other regions.\(^\text{10}\) Having higher coverage in rural areas is consistent with rural areas usually having higher rates of poverty, but this may mean that there is a need to bolster urban social assistance (Gentilini, 2015 and 2021).

\(^{10}\) These estimates are based on publicly available data as of December 2021 from the ASPIRE database (www.worldbank.org/aspire). These are the most recent values for each country within the time period 2014 to 2019. The number of countries considered for the analysis were as follows: World (rural n=68, urban n=70), Sub-Saharan Africa (rural n=25, urban n=26), East Asia & Pacific (rural and urban n=7), Europe & Central Asia (rural and urban n=15), Latin America & Caribbean (rural n=16, urban n=17), Middle East & North Africa (rural and urban n=1), and SAR (rural and urban n=4).
Despite low rates of social assistance coverage around the world, these programs have rapidly expanded in recent years, and a strong focus on documenting results has led to a growing international consensus that they are effective. Over the last two decades, social assistance coverage of the poorest quintile has grown by 5.8 percentage points in low-income and lower-middle-income countries and by 12.7 percentage points in upper-middle-income and high-income countries. This increase in coverage has tended to start later in low- and lower-middle-income countries than in higher-income countries. Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, India, Indonesia, and China were among the most influential early adopters of social assistance programming in the 1990s and early 2000s, with large domestically financed programs for which several credible impact evaluations were carried out. Consensus about the value of social assistance has gradually emerged in the development community as reflected, for example, in the African Union’s Livingstone Call for Action in 2006 (see Hanlon et al, 2010). Many countries have followed suit, and some form of social assistance now exists in virtually every country of the world. While certain regions have longer traditions of social assistance
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**FIGURE 6. Social Assistance Spending Across Regions, by Instrument**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>UCT</th>
<th>CCT</th>
<th>Social Pension</th>
<th>School Feeding</th>
<th>Public Works</th>
<th>Fee Waivers</th>
<th>Other Social Assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin America &amp; Caribbean</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia &amp; Pacific</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East &amp; North Africa</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe &amp; Central Asia</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: Data publicly available as of December 2021 based on administrative data from 2015-2019. The number of countries is as follows: Total (114); SSA (40); ECA (27); LAC (20); EAP (14); SAR (7); MNA (6). Social assistance expenditure refers to spending on benefits and administrative costs. Total expenditure for a country is calculated by aggregating program-level data for the most recent available year. Regional composition for spending is calculated using simple averages of country-level expenditure by type of program.
programming, such as LAC and ECA, progress has been far more widespread. The Africa region started from very low levels of programming despite high poverty and low human development indicators, but more than 45 African countries (out of 48) now have social assistance programs in place (Beegle et al, 2018). East Asia has long been known for its productivist approach to poverty reduction and for its relatively small social protection sector, but now China has a well-established social assistance system, while solid systems are emerging in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam (World Bank and DFAT, forthcoming). Although the Middle East and North Africa has long been known for its reliance on fuel and food subsidies, there are now well-established cash transfer programs in a number of countries, including Egypt, Jordan, West Bank-Gaza, and Yemen.

**Figure 7. Social Assistance Coverage**

In the last decade, not only have new programs been created but also flagship poverty-targeted programs have been expanded in several countries, particularly in Africa and Asia. Some examples of these flagship programs are the National Program of Family Security Transfers (Programme National de Bourses de Sécurité Familiale) in Senegal, the
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**Source:** ASPIRE database - www.worldbank.org/aspire.

**Notes:** Data publicly available as of December 2021. Most recent value for each country with data in the time period 2014-2019. The number of countries per region is as follows: World (n = 73), low-income countries (n = 9), lower-middle-income countries (n = 28), upper-middle-income countries (n = 32), high-income countries (n = 4). Aggregated indicators are calculated using simple averages of country-level social assistance coverage rates across regions. Coverage is: (number of individuals in a given group [i.e., total population or poorest quintile] who live in a household where at least one member receives any social assistance program) / (number of individuals in the group). This figure underestimates total social assistance coverage because household surveys do not include all programs existing in each country. The poorest quintile is calculated using per capita pre-transfer welfare (income or consumption). The box and whisker plot represents from bottom to top: the minimum, first quartile (bottom of the box), median, third quartile (top of the box), and maximum values for social assistance coverage by country income group.
coverage of which expanded from 3 percent to 16 percent of the population in 2016. The coverage of the Productive Social Safety Net Program in Tanzania expanded from less than 1 percent to 10 percent of the population between 2013 and 2016. Indonesia increased the coverage of its Keluarga Harapan Program from 1 to 12 percent of the population between 2009 and 2018. In the Philippines, the flagship conditional cash transfer program Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps) increased its coverage from 4 to 20 percent of the population between 2009 and 2015. Finally, Pakistan scaled up coverage of its BISP/Kafalaat UCT from 7 to 17 percent of the population between 2008 and 2017.12

In many countries, the establishment or expansion of non-contributory social pension schemes financed from general revenue was an important element in the extension of coverage. Nearly 100 countries now have various versions of such programs, some combined with contribution-based schemes. Twenty countries provide universal social pensions to all people above the defined age threshold, 28 countries grant social pensions only to those who receive no contributory pensions, and 55 use some type of welfare assessment or means test to assign social pensions (Help Age, 2018). This trend has underpinned the progress in extending effective pension coverage in recent years (which will be discussed further below). Whereas in 2000 only 34 countries had reached effective pension coverage of more than 90 percent of the population above the statutory pensionable age, this rose to 78 countries between 2015 and 2020 (ILO, 2020). In many countries, social pensions account for a significant share of total social assistance spending. In some countries, the high fiscal cost of social pensions is at least partially driven by particularly high levels of benefits (for example, South Africa, Lesotho, and Mauritius). In other countries, benefit levels are much lower, even under 50 percent of the national poverty line in some countries (such as Colombia, Bangladesh, Thailand, and Türkiye), and as a result, the pension is not sufficient on its own to prevent old age poverty (Guven, 2019 and ILO, 2021).

While much of the expansion in coverage has been driven by cash transfers, some countries continue to have sizeable in-kind programs. It is widely recognized that cash-based programs have advantages in terms of respecting consumer choice and having lower administrative costs than in-kind programs, which involve the procurement, storage, and distribution of specific goods. Notwithstanding, in-kind provision can be the preferred instrument at times when and in places where markets work poorly, which is often the case in disasters and sometimes in remote areas with poor infrastructure (Gentilini, 2021 and Alderman et al, 2018). Although spending on food and in-kind assistance (other than school feeding) generally accounts for a smaller share of social assistance spending than cash-based programs (as can be seen in Figure 6), these programs are still widely used, existing in more than half of all countries.13 Some have historically had large food-related programs, often aiming to meet a mix of national food security, agricultural, and social protection objectives. While some have moved towards cash or e-vouchers in recent years (such as
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Iran and Indonesia), others are modernizing and improving their food-based programs but are not switching to cash. India’s Public Distribution System covers about 75 percent of the rural population and 50 percent of the urban population with tiered benefits that enable poorer households to buy seven times as much subsidized food grain per month as other claimants (Dreze et al, 2018). Recent reform initiatives have increased its efficiency, especially by reducing fraud along the supply chain (Bhattacharya et al, 2018). Egypt’s food subsidies, which date back as far as World War II, are quasi-universal. Egypt has been reforming its supply chain to reduce waste and leakages and is increasingly using digital technologies for both supply chain monitoring and beneficiary rosters (EL-Gaafarawi, 2021 and Abdalla and Al-Shawarby, 2018). Social protection responses to the COVID-19 crisis included in-kind assistance in 115 countries. Three-quarters of these countries provided food baskets containing dry rations and other basic food items such as rice, flour, beans, cereals, oil, salt, sugar, and dairy products to various target groups such as the elderly, people with disabilities, and informal sector workers (Gentilini et al, 2022). In-kind programming is also used in the education sector, with some countries supporting the distribution of school supplies such as uniforms, textbooks, or school materials at the beginning of the year to help poorer families to overcome barriers to their children’s attendance and learning. For example, in Africa, almost half the expenditures that households incur to send their children to school—related to items such as school supplies, learning materials, and transportation—are required in addition to formal fees (World Bank, 2018e).

A particularly prevalent type of in-kind programming is school feeding, which is the most extensively used social assistance instrument in the world. An estimated 161 countries have some type of school feeding program, and one in every two schoolchildren around the globe now receives a school meal. Since 2013, there has been a 9 percent increase in the number of children receiving school feeding. There has been a considerable scaling-up of such programs in low-income countries (a 36 percent increase) and in lower middle-income countries (an 86 percent increase), especially in places where the number of children receiving school feeding was low in 2013 and particularly in Africa (WFP, 2020). Despite this growth, the coverage of school feeding programs remains lowest in countries where the need is greatest. School feeding programs in low-income countries cover only 20 percent of schoolchildren, whereas in high-income countries, 78 percent of schoolchildren are covered. The COVID-19 pandemic brought an end to the long trend of growth in school feeding programs. As schools across the globe shut in response to the pandemic, around 370 million children are estimated to have lost access to school meals. A number of countries explored alternatives to on-site school feeding, including the provision of take-home rations or home delivery and the substitution of cash or vouchers (WFP, 2020).

As countries grapple with the need to reduce energy subsidies, they are increasingly using cash transfers to compensate those who are losing their subsidies. In recent years, energy subsidy reform has become increasingly urgent not only because of the high fiscal costs involved but also as a way to combat climate change. International experience has shown that removing energy subsidies can be politically difficult, not least because of the large
numbers of people who rely on them. Many countries have tried and failed to remove subsidies or increase energy prices. Even though these subsidies are economically inefficient, they are a high-profile and popular way to transfer some income to poor, vulnerable, and even middle-class households. Thus, an increasing number of countries have used cash transfers to compensate part of the population for the increase in energy prices associated with the removal of subsidies and thus, to reduce opposition to reforms. A recent global assessment of recent energy subsidy reforms noted that coverage of compensation programs varies enormously (Mukherjee et al, 2022). Iran’s program in 2010 had the largest coverage, initially covering all the population though it was later “downsized” but still benefited 95 percent of the population. India’s cash compensation program for the removal of its liquified petroleum gas (LPG) subsidy, which is the largest in the world, is also quasi-universal, covering 265 million beneficiaries – almost 20 percent of the population (effectively covering 90 percent of all households). Even though they are quasi-universal, these programs are still more progressive than the largely regressive energy subsidies that they replaced. Other countries introduced more targeted compensatory cash transfer programs, with coverage ranging from less than 1 percent of the population to up to 50 percent.

COVID-19 provoked an enormous expansion of coverage of social assistance aimed at limiting the negative economic impact of the pandemic on the poor and vulnerable. During the pandemic, 166 countries initiated new, mostly temporary social assistance programs that provided support for an average of four months. In many countries, COVID-19 responses were more broad-based than their existing social assistance programs and their responses to previous crises. In a few headline-grabbing cases, the programs had universal, or near universal coverage (for example, Mongolia, Timor-Leste, and Tuvalu). Several more reached two-thirds or more of their populations (such as El Salvador and Morocco) or very large absolute numbers of people (such as Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, and the Philippines). A study that looked at countries where comparable data are available found that the COVID-19 response approximately doubled coverage in non-fragile countries and increased it ten-fold in some fragile states due to their low initial coverage prior to the pandemic (Gentilini et al, 2022). Some governments are building on the heightened expectations of social protection among both policymakers and the population to expand the coverage and programming of their permanent programs (for example, Brazil, Morocco, Nigeria, and Pakistan), and several others are changing their procedures and rules to increase coverage and flexibility (for example, India, Sierra Leone, and Togo).

Although the focus is often on how many people are covered, the value of the benefits provided is crucial for achieving positive outcomes, but this is often inadequate. Effective coverage of the population requires not only that enough people receive benefits, but that those benefits are adequate in terms of the support that they provide. On average, social assistance benefits represent around 19 percent of the income of people in the poorest quintile. Transfers as a share of base individual’s income and their impact on poverty both tend to be greater as country income increases (see Figure 8). Although social assistance benefits are often too low to lift participants above the poverty line and thus reduce the
number of poor, they do raise recipients’ living standards. A particular challenge is that many programs do not automatically adjust their benefits for inflation or regularly review their adequacy. As a result, there is a gradual, or sometimes rapid, erosion of the purchasing power of benefits as a result of inflation (Grosh et al, 2008).

**Figure 8. Value of Social Assistance Transfers and Impact on Reducing the Poverty Gap**

Notes: Data publicly available as of December 2021. Most recent surveys per country are used for the period 2014-2019. The number of countries per income group with monetary values for social assistance is as follows: World (n=65), low income (n=8), lower middle income (n=22), upper middle income (n=31) and high income (n=4) countries. Aggregated indicators are calculated using simple average of country-level social assistance indicators across income groups. Social assistance adequacy and poverty gap reduction may be underestimated because ASPIRE does not include data for every country in each of the income groups, and even for a given country the survey does not include the universe of social assistance programs. The poorest quintile is calculated using per capita pre-transfer welfare (income or consumption). Using simple averages of country-level rates.

There is growing recognition that, to achieve certain health and education outcomes, particularly in the earliest years, cash transfers need to be combined with other services. Evidence of the impact of cash transfers on child nutrition is especially mixed (Bastagli et al, 2016), which suggests that barriers other than a lack of cash continue to undermine children’s nutritional outcomes. Therefore, countries are increasingly implementing additional interventions alongside cash transfer programs to further boost their positive impact. Such interventions have included the provision of nutrition information to parents (for example, through behavior change communication or sensitization meetings in Colombia and Peru), the provision of additional benefits and support (such as supplementary feeding in Mexico and Niger or psycho-social support in Chile), the provision of or the facilitation of access to services (for example, through health insurance in the case of Ghana), or the implementation of case management approaches (as in Ethiopia and Mozambique). These programs have had encouraging results in a number of different country contexts (see, for example, Arriagada et al, 2018 on how Colombia, Mexico, Niger, and Peru have combined cash with
parenting programs). However, in many countries, there are few existing services of ade-
quate quality that can be linked to cash transfer programs, and this can make it difficult to
scale up successful pilot schemes (Roelen et al., 2017).

Social care services are an important element of social protection but are complex to
deliver. Although social assistance, social insurance, labor and economic inclusion pro-
grams constitute a large share of social protection programs, the sector also encompasses
a range of care services that people rely on for their own quality of life and for their families.
These care services support the human capital, employment, social engagement, and resil-
ience both of those who need care and of those who are employed in the growing indus-
try of care services. However, care services are also among the most complex elements of
social protection to deliver (see Box 1).

Moreover, needs for care are far from being met by existing services. Most countries do
not provide any long-term care (LTC). Only 5.6 percent of the global population live in coun-
tries that provide nationally mandated LTC coverage to the whole population (Scheil-Adlung,
2015). Half of all people aged 65 and over in OECD countries who live at home and have lim-
itations in at least one activity of daily living (ADL) or instrumental activity of daily living (IADL)
have reported that they do not receive sufficient formal or informal LTC support. This is also
the case for nearly two in five people living with three or more limitations (OECD, 2021a).
There have been similar findings of high unmet need in Latin America (Rofman and Apella,
2020). Moreover, due to the aging of populations, the number of older people in need of long-
term care around the world is projected to increase by 100 million between 2015 and 2030
(ILO and OECD, 2019). At the other end of the age spectrum, of all children worldwide who
are below the age for entering primary school, 350 million (or 43 percent of the age group)
could benefit from childcare but have no access to it (Deverecceli and Beaton-Day, 2020). The
2011 World Report on Disability estimated that, of the 1 billion people with disabilities in the
world, between 110 and 190 million had very significant impairments, suggesting that this is
the very lowest number who may need some support (WHO and World Bank, 2011).

Box 1. Social Care Services – an Agenda of Rising Importance

A wide range of care services is offered within social protection. While the content of
these services differs significantly there are some commonalities that are important
for policymaking purposes.

An increasing role to play for the market, the state, and communities. Traditionally,
caregiving has been arranged within families for those who need it, including the very
young, the elderly, and people with disabilities. This is becoming less feasible due to
trends related to demography, migration, and gender as discussed in Section I. It is less
common for extended families to be large and to live in close proximity to be able to help
out with daily care needs. In Latin America for example, the proportion of older people
living on their own increased between 2006 and 2015 in all 17 countries for which data are available (Rofman and Apella, 2020). Traditionally, in-home caregiving has been provided mostly by women, but their growing rates of enrollment in education and participation in the labor force has meant that many girls and women are away from the home during the day, reducing their ability to provide care without impacting their own life trajectories or losing income. As families struggle to provide enough care, markets and governments are taking on greater roles in social care services.

The state plays a mixed role as regulator, financier, and provider of private care services. Some families are able to pay for help from domestic workers or trained carers or from for-profit or non-profit providers. Because not all families can afford such expenditure, there is an issue of equity and universality that calls for the government to provide financing for those who are deemed to be in need but cannot afford to pay for care. The government can choose to provide this financing from the general budget or organize it through social insurance, as in the case of pensions or health. The government also has a role to play in fostering growth of the care services market by providing information and by assuring the quality of care through the setting, monitoring, and enforcement of standards. Governments may also choose to enter the market directly as care providers for some segments of needs.

A range of options for care arrangements. Care may be provided in-home, in day centers, in group settings, or in large institutions. Each fills a need appropriate for some individuals. However, there is a strong consensus that large institutions have been overused in many countries, particularly in ECA, and that deinstitutionalization is often desirable (UNICEF, 2003; WHO and World Bank, 2011; and Hillis et al 2021). However, the availability of in-home services and community-based services has not kept pace with the growing consensus about their desirability. Among the OECD23 countries, for example, between 2009 and 2019, the proportion of long-term care (LTC) recipients who received care at home rose only marginally, from 67 percent to 68 percent (OECD, 2021a).

Complex issues involved in assuring the quality of services. Financing or providing services involves the need to define quality standards. There are natural tensions between what is desirable and what is affordable to families or governments or what it is feasible to deliver with the currently available workforce and conditions of employment. Moreover, at least a subset of clients (infants and young children and more severely impaired adults) has limited or no agency to advocate on their own behalf, and their family members may not directly observe the quality of care provided. Thus, quality assurance relies heavily on ex-ante (sometimes voluntary) certifications, reporting by providers, and inspections. The limited ability to monitor quality makes writing and enforcing fair contracts between the financier and the provider difficult. Moreover, in many places, there are not enough providers of services to give individuals and their families meaningful options for switching should they be dissatisfied.

A growing source of employment, though with challenges for training and quality of jobs. As well as its essential role in improving the lives of the people receiving care, the care sector offers significant potential for the creation of employment in the years
B. Towards the Goal of Resilience

**Resilience is a core objective of social protection.** It helps to prevent people from falling into or falling deeper into poverty, especially important when this involves negative coping responses that can have permanent or long-lasting consequences such as child malnutrition, withdrawal from school, early marriage, or loss of productive assets. It also helps people to smooth their consumption during hard times, so they are able to manage the impacts of a shock without their well-being being significantly damaged.

**Social protection must protect people against multiple dimensions of risk to ensure that shocks do not take a catastrophic toll on their welfare and productivity.** Individuals and households are subject to a variety of different risks, from shocks affecting individual households (idiosyncratic shocks) to shocks affecting larger communities or whole nations (covariate shocks). As noted earlier, the three goals of social protection are highly interrelated. By increasing investments in equity and opportunity, social protection programs make significant contributions towards increasing the resilience of their beneficiaries.

Social protection programs and systems build resilience in two ways, first, though social insurance and second, by building shock-responsive capacity. Social insurance includes programs that cover unemployment, work injury, disability, sickness, maternity, child benefits, retirement, and survivorship. Other insurance tools can also be provided by other sectors, such as health insurance, agricultural insurance, and insurance for buildings or weather or even vehicles. Savings instruments can also mitigate loss of income or assets, though they lack a risk-pooling element. When households have insufficient insurance or savings to mitigate risks, they may fall into poverty when affected by shocks and need social assistance. As for building shock-responsive capacity, when large covariate shocks hit (such as economic crises, pandemics, or natural disasters), the number of people and the level of their needs may exceed the capacity of both long-term insurance and regular social assistance. In these cases, emergency measures will be needed, including both emergency modifications of ongoing programs and the introduction of some shock-specific programs. The remainder of this section explores what progress is being made in deploying these two approaches to building resilience.

**Strengthening Insurance and Savings Instruments**

Contributory insurance programs are an important tool for managing risk and for smoothing incomes but are limited in their coverage and equity. Globally, the ILO estimates that 70 percent of the world’s population lacks comprehensive social insurance (ILO, 2021). Figure 9 illustrates both the low coverage of social insurance and the persistence of this low coverage over time. This is the case despite widespread efforts to increase the formality of employment around the world and, with it, the coverage of traditional social insurance. In addition to being low, coverage of social insurance is usually concentrated among people in the upper half of the income distribution, among whom formal employment is more common. For example, among all countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, the percentage of households in the first and second income quintiles that have no members in formal employment averages 77 and 55 percent respectively, whereas there are only 23 percent in the highest (Busso et al, 2020). Benefit entitlements often depend on a person’s past working trajectory, contributions, and earnings, putting individuals who do not have a long work history or who receive lower wages at a disadvantage. Women, young people, and low-skilled workers are often least likely to meet the necessary requirements to qualify for benefits. In the case of women, their lower labor force participation rates and lower earnings and periods of childbirth and maternity mean that they often have lower contributions than men. In sum, social insurance was designed with a very particular type of employment history in mind, one that does not often fit the typical experience in low-and middle-income countries, particularly among the most vulnerable.

Many contributory pension systems around the world are dependent on state transfers as they incur running deficits as their covered population ages. In some countries, the government pays into the social insurance system as well as employers and workers. In other
countries that have pay-as-you-go defined benefit pension systems, payouts often exceed revenues, and governments have to step in to ensure that retirees receive their pensions. For example, estimates suggest that defined benefit systems in Latin America require subsidies that average 44 percent of their total costs (Bosch et al, 2018). One study of European countries has calculated that current retirees receive lifetime benefits that are worth more than twice as much as their lifetime contributions (Foujeu et al, 2021). In East Asia’s relatively mature defined benefit schemes (in China, the Philippines, and Thailand), contribution rates are only half or less of the amount needed for the schemes to maintain a positive balance (OECD, 2013). As a result, many pension systems globally are dependent on substantial state transfers. These deficits are doubly pernicious. They threaten the sustainability of the pension system, and they are regressive since the deficits must be covered from general revenues, which tax all people, including informal workers, who are often poor and who do not benefit from the contributory pension. More recently, in response to the pandemic, 57 countries initiated social insurance contribution holidays, and several allowed early withdrawals (for example, Chile, Malaysia, Peru, and Uganda). These actions may have provided immediate emergency relief, but they will increase system deficits or reduce pensions unless additional measures are taken (de Marco and Stewart, 2020 and Gentilini et al, 2022).

**Figure 9. Limited Progress in Extending Coverage of Employment-Based Social Insurance**

Many countries have introduced parametric reforms to counter pension deficits and the financial burden of rapid demographic change. Between 2010 and 2019, a total of 291 such parametric reform measures were announced by governments across the globe (ILO Social Protection Monitor, 2019). Of these, 150 measures were related to extending working
life, with 100 of these measures raising the retirement age. Other reforms eliminated early retirement, introduced or increased penalties on early retirement and incentives for late retirement, and increased the eligibility period or tightened eligibility criteria. Moreover, 39 measures decreased pension benefits, modified the calculation formula, eliminated or reduced subsidies on benefits, or decreased subsidies on contributions, while 18 measures reformed the indexation method, froze pension indexation, and introduced or increased taxes on benefits (ILO, 2021).

**Structural reforms to address coverage gaps and fiscal pressures did not solve these problems at scale.** To address the challenges of both low coverage and fiscal sustainability there was a wave of reforms in recent decades to introduce fully funded defined contribution schemes. Unfortunately, the introduction of these structural reforms did not lead to the expansion in coverage that early reformers envisioned, and the systems are also increasingly failing to deliver adequate pensions from a consumption smoothing perspective given low contribution densities (de la Torre and Rudolph, 2018; Rofman et al, 2015; and Gill et al, 2005). Structural reforms have also brought with them transition costs that countries need to finance. The 2009 financial crisis exacerbated existing financial imbalances in public pension systems by reducing contribution revenues sharply while expenditures remained constant or even increased. The crisis also resulted in a sharp drop in the value of financial assets, which affected the pensions provided by funded pillars. As a result of these problems, many of the reforms were fully or partially reversed, particularly in ECA (World Bank, 2009 and Schwarz and Arias, 2014). Similar reversals were initiated in LAC, although it is not clear that these were driven by fiscal challenges. Nonetheless, the introduction of funded defined contribution pension systems remains a policy option, with several countries introducing such systems in recent years while others are considering adopting them on a mandatory or voluntary basis, particularly in ECA.

**Civil service pension schemes are a huge fiscal burden in many developing countries, but they have yet to be reformed.** While almost all OECD countries have merged their civil service pension schemes with those for private sector workers, civil service pension arrangements continue to be stand-alone in most developing countries (OECD, 2020). Even in places where parametric reforms have been made, these pensions often offer more generous benefits than those for the private sector. They often constitute a major fiscal burden that threatens to crowd out other essential government spending, especially in low-income countries with a limited tax base. In Asia, Pakistan, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Vietnam all allocate between 10 and 16 percent of their tax revenues to civil service pensions alone (Jain and Palacios, forthcoming). In LAC, Brazil’s civil service pension schemes will continue to further strain subnational finances until at least 2040 (World Bank, 2022b). Even in Africa, despite its young population, civil service pensions represent a fiscal challenge in most countries. Some countries (such as China, India, Kenya, the Maldives, and Mauritius) have moved to either a multi-pillar or fully funded defined contribution system for civil servants with the objective of minimizing
fiscal liabilities. As these reforms are often limited only to new entrants to the system or to younger cohorts, these governments will need to continue to pay transition costs for many years to come.

To escape the limits of traditional pensions linked to formal sector employment, many governments are working to expand alternatives. Some governments are experimenting with instruments financed from general revenue such as social pensions, while others are promoting voluntary contribution instruments that can also include matching subsidies by governments to incentivize contributions. Each has different pros and cons and, so far, very different reach in terms of coverage.

To provide a basic level of benefits and thereby help individuals avoid poverty and destitution, governments have been expanding pensions funded from general revenues rather than contribution-based schemes. The most common move has been to use social pensions to fill in gaps in the coverage of pension and survivorship insurance (already discussed above in Section IIA). These general revenue-financed instruments have a role to play as one component within a broader system (see, for example, Packard et al, 2019). There is a similar but less advanced complement for non-contributory disability benefit schemes, which cover 17 percent of those with severe disabilities (ILO, 2021).

To increase the potential for smoothing income and the adequacy of a full pension package, some countries have been promoting voluntary pensions, though coverage is still low. While social pensions can reduce poverty for those not covered by contributory schemes, many workers have wages well above the benefit level of social pensions and so may wish to save for a pension that will provide a higher replacement rate. To support this, governments have been working on two different approaches. First, a small number of countries have been setting up voluntary pensions savings among formal workers, often using automatic enrollment when workers start new jobs and discouraging opt-outs. The most well-known of these programs are New Zealand’s Kiwi Saver launched in 2007 and the UK’s NEST in 2012, but there are also several other such schemes in Brazil, Chile, China, Korea, Malaysia, Poland, Russia, Singapore, Thailand, and Türkiye (Rudolph, 2019 and World Bank and DFAT, forthcoming). Second, some countries have opened up fairly traditional contributory schemes to any informal sector workers who may wish to join. To date, only China’s scheme has achieved high coverage of informal workers, perhaps partly because of its substantial government subsidy (World Bank and DFAT, forthcoming).

Governments are also starting to promote voluntary saving schemes to cover informal workers by taking advantage of lower transaction costs enabled by advances in FinTech. Several current voluntary savings schemes offer clients flexibility in terms of how often and how much they contribute to accommodate the variability in earnings of informal economy workers and allow them shorter-term withdrawals of some or all of their assets than formal pensions accounts allow. Some such schemes benefit from behavioral nudges or
fiscal incentives from the public sector. Rwanda’s *Ejo Heza* Long Term Savings Scheme has all of these features and, in the three years up to 2021, increased its coverage to 1.8 million individuals (or about 23 percent of the working age population). Similar initiatives that are at different stages of development and have different design features have been launched or are being developed in Colombia, Ghana, India, Kenya, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Thailand (Guven et al., 2021).

While pensions provide security after working life, unemployment protection schemes are critical for insuring working adults against loss of earnings, but again, coverage of these schemes remains low. Across the globe, unemployment insurance programs have low *de jure* coverage and even lower *de facto* coverage. What coverage does exist tends to be concentrated in high-income countries. Less than half of the global labor force is legally covered by nationally legislated unemployment protection through contributory (either mandatory or voluntary) and non-contributory schemes. Only around 19 percent of unemployed people globally receive unemployment benefits, with wide variations between regions (ILO, 2021). A handful of middle-income countries have recently introduced unemployment insurance schemes including Cabo Verde, Indonesia, Malaysia, Oman, the Philippines, and Tanzania. Most low- and middle-income countries still tend to rely solely on separation or severance payments to protect workers when they lose their jobs. These types of payments are problematic since, if firms are dismissing their workers, then they are highly likely to have liquidity problems, meaning that non-payment of these obligations is quite widespread (Asenjo and Pignatti, 2019; Kuddo et al, 2015; and Peyron Bista and Carter, 2017).

As part of the move away from severance payments, some countries have introduced unemployment insurance savings accounts (UISA). UISA can be helpful to counter moral hazard in contexts with high levels of informal employment and are a better option than severance pay for the formal sector since they enable workers to pre-finance dedicated accounts as a hedge against unemployment. However, they usually lack a risk-pooling element, and thus often yield inadequate pay-outs. As a result, they are more commonly used in combination with traditional unemployment insurance (Robalino et al 2009 and Robalino and Weber, 2013). Latin America has the highest prevalence of UISA, with programs existing in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Honduras, and Peru, but several other countries elsewhere have introduced them as well, including most recently Jordan (ILO, 2021).

Unemployment insurance systems are not only protective in cases of individual unemployment but can also be used to mitigate more systemic shocks. By definition, the number of people drawing unemployment insurance increases during economic downturns. Moreover, unemployment insurance programs have often been expanded during crises, as happened in Korea in response to the East Asian financial crisis. During the global financial crisis, countries with unemployment insurance programs generally liberalized their conditions by extending the benefit period, reducing prior requirements for affiliation, or increasing coverage (see
Grosh et al, 2014 for Latin America; Isik-Dikmelik, 2012 for Eastern Europe; and Robalino et al, 2013 for the global experience. In response to COVID-19, a third of low- and middle-income countries adapted their existing unemployment benefits or introduced new programs. The most common adaptations included adjusting the amount and duration of existing benefits and relaxing the eligibility requirements to include those who previously did not qualify. Albania temporarily doubled the amount of its unemployment assistance, while the Government of Eswatini established its first national unemployment insurance fund. Jordan launched an unemployment allowance program, Tadamon 2, that targeted uninsured businesses not registered with the Social Security Corporation as well as workers who had been contributing for less than a year. Employees of eligible businesses could receive a monthly unemployment allowance for three months on the condition that their employers retained them and partially funded the allowance (de la Flor et al, 2021 and IMF, 2021c).

With regard to disability insurance, there has been uneven progress over the last decade. The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disability (CRPD) was ratified in 2006, and WHO and the World Bank produced the World Disability Report in 2011 (WHO and World Bank, 2011). Together, these documents spell out the obligations of signatory states to ensure adequate living standards for people with disabilities, including providing assistance to cover disability-related expenses, moving towards functional rather than medical assessments of disability, and basing benefits on inclusion, capacity, and work rather than on withdrawal from the labor force. Although every country around the world provides some form of disability support, the ILO has calculated that only 33.5 percent of people with severe disabilities receive an insurance-based disability benefit. This is similarly related to the same issue that impedes the coverage of other types of contributory insurance – the widespread prevalence of informal employment. Coverage of disability insurance in Central Asia is over 80 percent, but in Africa and the Arab States, it is below 10 percent (ILO, 2021). In assessing eligibility for disability benefits, even though many countries are committed though the CRPD to moving to functional assessments, only a handful of countries have done so (Argentina, Brazil, Cyprus, Egypt, and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia). In the global social protection responses to COVID-19, disability-related benefits have been treated similarly to other social assistance. Within three months of the declaration of the pandemic, 98 countries had announced emergency measures in the form of temporary top-ups of existing benefits, expanded coverage, or automatic extensions of disability certificates (UNPRPD and ILO, 2021).

Adaptive Programming for Crises and Natural Disasters

The aim of adaptive social protection is to build the resilience of poor and vulnerable households – before, during, and after large covariate shocks (Bowen et al, 2020). Adaptive social protection (ASP) is a broad concept, with implications for many parts of the social protection sector, and therefore parts of it are covered in other sub-sections of this paper. For example, basic social assistance (covered in Section IIA) mitigates poverty and can help households to build a basis of stability. Social insurance (covered above) helps households to smooth their income in the face of idiosyncratic shocks. Increasing
labor earnings (covered in Section IIC) helps households to build their own resources. This section discusses some of the other elements of ASP, using illustrations mostly related to climate change and natural disasters. ASP is equally vital in responses to economic crises, as has been amply and graphically shown by COVID-19.

There is an increasingly strong international consensus among governments and development partners on the importance of investing in ASP as a means of safeguarding the poor and vulnerable from shocks. International calls for investment in ASP have grown out of theoretical studies (for example, Davies et al, 2009) and innovative country programming (such as the Ethiopia Productive Safety Net Program) that, over a decade ago, began linking social protection, disaster risk reduction, and climate change adaptation as mutually reinforcing approaches to reducing household vulnerability and building household resilience. Since that time, the approach has entered the mainstream of international development discourse and has been reflected in a number of international frameworks (for example, the Sendai Framework for Natural Disaster Risk Reduction, the World Humanitarian Summit, and the resulting Grand Bargain in 2016), and within the strategies of various bilateral and multilateral development agencies. For example, the ILO includes environmental risks and climate change among the challenges to achieving Universal Social Floors, and the World Bank’s recent IDA20 replenishment commits to financing at least 20 IDA countries in building ASP systems. Indeed, interest in using ASP to respond to shocks has never been higher as a result of the unprecedented number of global social protection responses to the COVID-19 pandemic, the vast majority of which were ad hoc but critical to minimizing the socioeconomic impact of the crisis. Concurrently, governments, multilateral agencies, donor partners, and humanitarian agencies are thinking about how social protection can contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation by helping poor and vulnerable households to manage both the physical impacts of climate change and the socioeconomic risks from transition policies (see Box 2).

A number of countries are taking steps to make their social protection systems more responsive to shocks and climate change. While the global expansion of social assistance has been significant, as noted in the previous section, coverage remains limited, particularly among the poorest who are those most vulnerable to covariate shocks, which inevitably limits the extent to which social protection can build resilience (Bastagli and Holmes, 2014). Nevertheless, some countries are seeking to adopt more shock-responsive approaches within the constraints of existing coverage (O’Brien et al, 2018). In order to be shock responsive, programs need not only robust basic delivery systems but also data and information, flexible financing, and clear institutional arrangements and partnerships to ensure a timely response (see Bowen et al, 2020 and Barca and Beazley, 2019). Several countries have made considerable progress over the past decade in terms of investing in the delivery systems needed to increase the speed and effectiveness of their ASP responses, including Kenya, the Philippines, Sierra Leone, and those in the Sahel region.
Countries are increasingly using climate-related information in their ASP program planning and responses. The availability of data on weather and natural resources over time and of detailed projections of sea level rise and local temperature ranges facilitates planning and preparedness. Knowing how often and how severely storms, floods, or droughts may occur helps policymakers to plan the scale up of programs in response, thus front-loading decision-making and reducing the time needed to get assistance into the hands of those that need it (Bodewig et al., 2021 and Skoufias et al., 2019). Countries such as Kenya and Niger are using satellite data to assess the performance of crops as a trigger for the expansion of ASP programs in terms of the numbers of people served (referred to as horizontal scale-up) or of the benefit level (referred to as vertical scale-up) (see, for example, Brunelin et al., 2022). Information on the exposure of individual households to risks such as flooding and landslides is now being gathered or piloted in social registries in Colombia, the Dominican Republic, and Pakistan, which will greatly facilitate their response should shocks occur.

Box 2. The Challenge of Climate Change and the Contribution of Social Protection to Adaptation and Mitigation

Climate change is profoundly affecting the lives and livelihoods of billions of people around the world, especially the poor and vulnerable. Each year, increasingly frequent and intense natural disasters such as floods, wind storms, earthquakes, and tsunamis are causing more than US$300 billion in damages and generating more than US$500 billion in welfare and consumption losses. Climate change is also affecting human capital and labor productivity, especially in the more than 1.2 billion jobs that depend on natural systems, agriculture, and the environment (Montt and Fraga, 2018). The suffering caused by losses due to climate change are not equitably distributed. It mostly falls on poor and vulnerable households, which are less prepared to face natural disasters and suffer more from their impacts. Up to 130 million more people may fall into extreme poverty by 2030 due to the impacts of climate change which lead to rising food prices, lost incomes, and the changing nature of diseases, while climate change will also force hundreds of millions of people to migrate in search of viable livelihoods. In most countries, women are more vulnerable to the effects of climate change than men as they are more dependent on natural resources that are threatened by climate change for their livelihoods and also face social, economic, and political barriers that limit their ability to cope with shocks. The climate crisis is also rapidly “urbanizing,” as cities in low- and middle-income countries expand exponentially, with the poorest living in densely populated, high-hazard risk areas such as riverbanks or zones prone to mudslides and floods (Rana and Ilina, 2021).

Social protection programs can protect and prepare people for a changing climate and are an essential pillar of climate change and green transition policies in many countries. Social protection makes a critical contribution to climate change adaptation through programs that build resilience and help people to cope with the impact of climate shocks. There is also scope for social protection programs to contribute to mitigation activities by providing support to the economic transitions needed to reduce
Disaster risk financing helps countries to ensure that the necessary resources are available on a timely basis to fund a social protection response at scale if a large covariate shock should occur. Risk finance is part of a shift from seeing disasters as unpredictable humanitarian crises to seeing them as risks that can be planned for and managed to minimize their

greenhouse gas emissions, supporting investment in the new green economy, and ensuring a just transition. The table below provides examples of how social protection can contribute to each of these goals. However, the development of climate-sensitive social protection is quite recent, and there is a need to review and evaluate existing initiatives and innovative approaches and to mainstream them into ongoing programs and systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Protection Instrument</th>
<th>ADAPT to a warmer world</th>
<th>MITIGATE warming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash Transfers</td>
<td>Adaptive Social Protection (ASP)</td>
<td>Payments for Environmental Services (PES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Helps households build resilience and cope with shocks by facilitating savings, food security and livelihood adaptation, and diversification.</td>
<td>• Help manage critical ecosystems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provides post-shock support to mitigate impacts and avoid damaging coping strategies.</td>
<td>• Can reduce deforestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public Works</td>
<td>• Are also a central element of just transition policies and post-carbon/energy subsidy reforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Promote food security, shock coping and livelihood diversification at the household level.</td>
<td>Livelihood/Economic Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Promote the creation of adaptive assets at the community level through better management of land and natural resources.</td>
<td>• Multidimensional programs with livelihoods and economic inclusion components support medium and long-term resilience building through food security, higher productivity, savings, and diversification of livelihoods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Support post-disaster reconstruction efforts.</td>
<td>• Support policies that enhance resilience to labor market disruptions caused by green transitions in both rural and urban settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livelihood/Economic Inclusion</td>
<td>Training and other Labor Market Programs</td>
<td>Training and other Labor Market Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Support reskilling and job transitions in urban and rural areas for households whose livelihoods are affected by climate shocks.</td>
<td>• Support post-carbon just transitions in energy, coal, agriculture, transport, and other sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Support post-carbon or greener jobs.</td>
<td>• Prepare the workforce for new post-carbon or greener jobs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Rigolini, 2021.
impact. This shift helps governments to move away from a wait and see approach that relies on post-disaster assessments and lengthy financial appeals processes towards proactive risk management with financing plans that can be swiftly put into practice (Clarke and Dercon, 2021). The application of risk financing to the social protection sector can be transformational in increasing the timeliness and effectiveness of a response, enabling the rapid disbursement of resources to pre-existing cash transfer programs that can channel resources directly to poor and vulnerable households affected by a crisis (Calcutt et al, 2021). Indeed, several studies have demonstrated that a lack of sufficient, available financing is a key determinant of delayed ASP responses (Barca and Beazley, 2019). However, dedicating financing ex-ante for potential shocks is particularly hard given that many social protection systems have to ration assistance even in normal times. Therefore, the process of “risk layering” is critical for optimizing the use of different risk financing instruments (Figure 10). Risk layering is based on the premise that no single financial instrument is enough on its own. Instead, multiple instruments should be pre-positioned as part of a comprehensive strategy to address different risks of different frequencies and severities. For example, it may be better to have a contingency budget for smaller, less severe shocks and to rely on macro-level insurance for less frequent, more severe shocks. In the Philippines, the government uses a combination of a reserve fund, contingency finance, budget reallocations, and donor finance in its risk layering strategy. Recently, Kenya adopted a risk-layering approach in its Hunger Safety Net program to cover the cost of transfers in 98 percent of potential drought years using an emergency transfer fund and a sovereign insurance policy. In collaboration with the World Food Programme (WFP), Dominica has planned to channel a share of the insurance payouts from the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF-SPC) into the social protection system.

**Figure 10. Risk Layering**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAZARD TYPE</th>
<th>FINANCING INSTRUMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Frequency &amp; Low Severity</td>
<td><strong>Budgetary Instruments</strong>&lt;br&gt;Contingency Credits&lt;br&gt;Financial instruments that provide access to liquidity immediately after an exogenous shock&lt;br&gt;Budget Reserves/Reallocations&lt;br&gt;Reserve funds specifically designated for financing disaster losses or diverted from other government programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Frequency &amp; High Severity</td>
<td><strong>Market-Based Instruments</strong>&lt;br&gt;Sovereign Risk Transfer&lt;br&gt;Including catastrophic risk pools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Institutional responsibilities and emergency rules need to be defined before an emergency occurs to ensure that agencies can respond efficiently. ASP is inherently intersectoral, involving both social protection and a large range of agencies involved in disaster risk management at all levels of government. Often, the role of social protection in responding to shocks is not reflected in relevant policy and legislation, meaning that there is no clear mandate for the social protection ministry to prepare for or respond to shocks. Therefore, defining clear ex-ante institutional responsibilities and data sharing protocols for each stage in a response (pre-crisis planning, immediate response, and recovery) can increase the effectiveness of that response significantly. For example, in Chile, a whole of government review was carried out, as a result of which responsibilities were reallocated and delivery systems were changed. This allowed the social protection response to the 2015 Coquimbo earthquake to be implemented in 27 days, in contrast to the previous earthquake in 2014 when the response took 115 days.

Synergies between humanitarian assistance and social protection systems are becoming more evident as social protection systems become more adaptive, but the scope for this varies depending on the country context and the circumstances on the ground. Traditionally, social protection has been an instrument used to address chronic poverty and vulnerability, while humanitarian assistance has been used to provide emergency in-kind benefits in the event of shocks occurring. However, this distinction is becoming increasingly blurred as the two approaches are beginning to converge. For example, technology is enabling the development of social protection delivery systems that can be deployed even in very high-risk and low-capacity environments that might otherwise have been prohibitive, such as Haiti, Somalia, and South Sudan. At the same time, humanitarian assistance has increasingly shifted towards the kinds of approaches used in social protection, most notably the provision of cash transfers, in recognition that they can often be more efficient and effective in meeting beneficiaries’ needs (McCord et al, 2021). An interesting example of this convergence is in Ethiopia where there is increasing coordination between the Productive Safety Net Program and Humanitarian Food Assistance. All implementing stakeholders use a common set of core procedures and structures to deliver both core Productive Safety Net Program transfers and Humanitarian Food Assistance. This includes procedures for targeting, software to keep track of beneficiary lists and transfers, and common delivery structures at the district and community levels. The value of the transfers is set for non-crisis periods and is increased to Sphere standards, a global standard for humanitarian response, when an emergency occurs. However, the vast majority of humanitarian assistance in the world continues to flow outside of government systems – an estimated 97.5 percent in 2017 (ALNAP, 2018) – which highlights the potential for significantly more coordination and alignment.

C. Towards the Goal of Opportunity

The third goal of social protection is to create opportunity by building the human capital of children and adults and helping men and women to access productive income-earning opportunities. Social protection can enable households to make sound investments
in their future and to use these investments productively. They act to lessen credit market
failures, allowing households to take up investment opportunities that they would other-
wise miss, not only in the livelihoods of income earners in the household but also in the
human capital of their children. Economic inclusion and labor market programs can pro-
vide recipients, particularly the most disadvantaged, with the information that they need
to optimize their skills and capital investments, to access markets, and to find appropriate
jobs. They can also help to ensure that governments make investments with significant
externalities, be it in skills that are not firm-specific or in programs that support employ-
ment for women, youth or disadvantaged groups, where the societal gains go beyond the
benefits to firms, individuals and their families (World Bank, 2012a and Robalino, 2020).

The goal of opportunity is tightly integrated with the goal of resilience. As discussed
above, social protection helps households to manage risk and avoid irreversible losses,
thus enabling them to maintain the household and business assets on which their liveli-
hoods are based and to adequately nourish and educate their children. Social assistance in
particular provides the necessary stabilizing foundation on which other social protection
and broader social and economic interventions can then be built with the aim of achiev-
ing the goal of opportunity, especially for the poor. Economic inclusion and labor market
programs can prepare people for the labor market and connect them with better jobs as
well as support their livelihoods and promote productivity. However, all of these programs
need to be carefully designed to ensure that the social protection system as a whole pro-
vides both the incentives and the tools to achieve the goal of opportunity.

Economic inclusion programs aimed at improving the livelihoods of the poor have
grown significantly in recent years, particularly in lower-income countries. Economic
inclusion programs typically integrate several complementary components, most com-
monly using cash transfers as the main component to which skills training, coaching,
links to markets, and access to financial services are added. The most iconic of these pro-
grams is the “graduation” program run by BRAC in Bangladesh, which uses livelihoods
promotion, financial inclusion, social protection, and social empowerment to help peo-
ple to “graduate” out of extreme poverty. Since 2002, it has reached over 2 million house-
holds and has accepted approximately 100,000 female heads of household into the pro-
gram each year. Similarly, the Sahel Adaptive Social Protection Program complements
national social assistance programs in Burkina Faso, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal with
productive inclusion interventions such as community savings and loan groups and
training in life skills and entrepreneurship. More than 50,000 beneficiaries to date, 90
percent of whom are women, have received a comprehensive package of products and
services designed to lift their households out of poverty. There has been a worldwide
surge in government-led economic inclusion programs. A recent survey identified 219
active programs in 75 countries that are reaching nearly 92 million individuals, and more
programs are in the planning phase. They have tended to be heavily concentrated in Sub-
Saharan Africa and South Asia, and almost 70 percent of the surveyed programs were in
low-income countries (Andrews et al 2021).
Notwithstanding the progress that has been made, it is also clear that the scale of economic inclusion programs remains modest in comparison with the extent of the global poverty challenge. Moreover, there is the unresolved issue of how to take these programs to scale given the relatively high per household costs of some programs. For large-scale programs, especially those led by government, there are clear trade-offs between the adequacy of support and customization provided to beneficiaries on the one hand and the program’s cost, complexity, and coverage on the other (Andrews et al, 2021). Scaling up the program by leveraging existing government systems can bring down delivery costs. Another way to optimize costs can be to modify the program’s design or delivery by changing the size and degree of cost recovery of cash grants or the modality, frequency, and content of training and coaching, shifting from individual to group-based interventions, or adopting digital delivery solutions (Paul et al, 2021).

Labor market programs continue to be an important mechanism for helping working age individuals, particularly youth and vulnerable groups, to find better jobs and increase their productivity. Labor market services are provided by public institutions (often public employment services), by private providers, or a combination of both. These programs work with clients (both firms and workers) across a range of incomes and skill levels and in both the formal and informal sectors. In cases where these programs focus on the poor, they often overlap with economic inclusion programs.

Labor market programs are very common but are often fragmented and small relative to the scale of employment challenges that developing countries face. While it is difficult to get a comprehensive picture, the available data suggest that average spending on active labor market programs across the globe comes to only 0.3 percent of GDP, and this drops to as low as 0.1 percent in low-income countries and even further to only 0.08 percent in lower-middle-income countries (ASPIRE, 2021). There is variation in the scale and role of labor market programs consistent with the very different nature of labor markets across the globe as well as countries’ varying fiscal and implementation capacities. It probably also reflects high fragmentation in spending that makes it difficult to get an accurate aggregate picture. High-income countries spend more on training programs, subsidized employment, and public employment services, while spending is more equally distributed across different kinds of labor market interventions in middle-income countries. In lower-income countries in regions such as South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, there is a much stronger focus on direct job creation, through programs such as public works and entrepreneurship promotion. This may reflect the lack of wage employment opportunities and higher levels of self-employment in these countries (ILO, 2022b and World Bank, 2019c).

In low- and middle-income countries, the prevalence and size of labor market programs have been rising in the last decade, albeit from very low levels, as policymakers’ interest in these types of programs has grown. Crises such as the 2007-2009 global financial crisis and rising youth unemployment in many parts of the world have arguably led policymakers
to increase their focus on employment support, on increasing workers’ productivity, particularly in the informal economy, and on “activation” or “graduation” strategies. There has also been considerable growth in the evidence base on these policies. While the consensus view of labor market programs has become more nuanced over time, the impact of programs on the average beneficiary often continues to be zero or, if positive, modest. Yet, this probably should not be surprising given the limited scope of many of the interventions, the fact that they are remedial and often try to correct for years of underinvestment, and the fact that their success is heavily dependent on the overall job creation and economic environment. In some cases, there is also evidence of displacement effects (Crepon et al, 2013) while in others, encouragingly, the impact of labor market programs on direct beneficiaries does not come at the cost of employment or earnings for others (Crepon and Premand 2019 and Anderson et al, 2018).

The most important lesson from recent experience on economic inclusion and labor market programs is that their impacts tend to vary widely between programs and beneficiary groups and over time. This is likely to reflect the varying objectives of different types of programs as well as the challenges involved in designing and implementing sound programs for different clients and in varying institutional contexts (see, for example, Andrews et al, 2021; Jayachandran, 2020; McKenzie, 2017; and Escudero et al, 2019).

The evidence suggests that labor market programs may be more effective at helping certain groups, such as women for example, than others. This is encouraging given the challenges that women face when trying to participate in the labor market (see Box 3). The evidence also shows that the impact of programs varies over time. Overall, labor market programs tend to have had minimal impact within a year of the end of the program but larger effects in the medium and longer runs. The effects of training programs, on average, tend to increase over time, while job search assistance has positive effects in both the short and long runs, and employment subsidies tend to have small or even negative effects at all times (Card et al, 2018).

There have been some innovations in economic inclusion and labor market programs in the last decade and several promising strategies have emerged. First, there is an increasing, albeit still insufficient, recognition that the private sector is an important client and partner for governments in these programs. Most jobs are created by the private sector, which means that these firms understand the skills that are needed, how to provide workers with meaningful work experience, and what additional services or support may be needed to make wage or self-employment programs more successful (Kluve et al, 2019 and Hoftijzer and Cunningham, forthcoming). This is reflected, for example, in the growing number of publicly funded skills training and apprenticeship programs that put the private sector in charge of, for example, the design of the curriculum, the provision of services, or their quality assurance. For example, the highly successful Jovenes programs in Latin America (comprehensive youth employment programs that combine in-classroom and on-the-job training) have played a major part in this paradigm shift over the last decade (Escudero et al, 2019).
Box 3. Women’s Economic Opportunity is Constrained by Low Labor Force Participation

Women still face significant barriers to achieving the goal of opportunity, particularly as regards their inclusion in the labor force. As of 2018, the global labor force participation rate for women was close to 49 percent, whereas for men, it was 75 percent. This overall difference of 26 percentage points was even greater in some regions, where the gap was over 50 percentage points. Even when women do participate in the labor market, they are more likely to be unemployed or to work in the informal sector, often in jobs with lower earnings than men. In low-income countries, more than 80 percent of women’s employment is in the informal sector. Over the last decade, limited progress has been made across the globe in closing these significant gaps. Low labor force participation, unemployment, and informality continue to limit women’s economic and social empowerment in a variety of ways:

- Women globally are 9 percent less likely than men to have a bank account or access to mobile banking, with the gap being even larger in poorer countries.
- They bear a significant burden of unpaid care work, three times more than men, which reinforces gender stereotypes.
- Even when in the labor market, women earn substantially less than men by an average of 23 percent. This is due to gender discrimination, the over-representation of women in sectors and jobs that pay less, and the penalties in pay and career progression that result from stopping work to have and care for children.
- Women also have lower or no retirement savings, which increases the risk of old-age poverty. Nearly 65 percent of people above retirement age without any kind of regular pension are women.

Social protection can help to correct these imbalances. Many cash transfer programs provide the transfers directly to women with the aim of increasing their role in decision-making within the household, and in many cases this has been helpful in promoting their financial inclusion (ODI, 2017). Cash transfers can also facilitate investment in the human capital of the next generation and often directly incentivize increased investments in girls who may otherwise, for social or cultural reasons, be left behind. Many labor market programs prioritize programming for women and organize their design and implementation to address women-specific constraints, and these programs often yield better outcomes for women than for other groups (Card et al, 2017). Similarly, the economic empowerment of women is a key driver of the design of economic inclusion programs. A recent survey found that 90 percent of programs globally have a gender focus (Andrews et al, 2021). Policymakers are increasingly linking social protection programs with other complementary services such as childcare which, by reducing the burden of care on women, can enable women to enter the labor market, including doing more productive jobs. Ensuring that pension systems recognize the different labor market trajectories of women can give women more opportunities to save for old age (World Bank, 2017). Finally, reforming labor regulations to guarantee women the same rights and protections as those afforded to men is critical. Almost 2.5 billion women of working age worldwide do not have the legal right to equal
Second, programs in low- and middle-income countries have expanded to workers who are not in formal wage employment. As in other policy areas, labor programs in low- and middle-income countries tended to often mimic programs in more advanced economies. The result was programs that were often disproportionately focused on either private or public formal wage employment. However, this is changing. Today, there is arguably a better balance between programs that support high productivity, formal wage work and those aimed at improving the quality of work among low-productivity workers or micro-enterprises, often in the informal sector. This is reflected, for example, in the increased emphasis on improving the quality of informal apprenticeships in South Asia and Africa (in Bangladesh, Kenya, and Senegal) where this is often the main way for low-skilled youth who leave the school system early to acquire skills (Arias et al, 2019). The COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the fore the need to maintain an appropriate balance between the support provided to formal workers with support for informal workers as, during the pandemic, most countries provided a combination of job retention or wage subsidy support for the former and income support for the latter (Gentilini et al, 2021 and de la Flor et al, 2021). Providing labor market support to informal workers is complex as the sector is less organized and more fragmented than the formal sector, and there is still a lot that needs to be learned about how to cost-effectively engage with employers and workers in this sector. However, some of the evidence, particularly from comprehensive programs, is promising.

Third, economic inclusion and labor market programs are increasingly being conceived as a bundle of interventions that together tackle the many constraints that clients face in the labor market. The evidence suggests that comprehensive programs tend to achieve better outcomes, even when taking costs into account (Andrews et al, 2021 and Kluve et al, 2019). This bundling can be achieved by implementing one program with many different interventions (for example, the Kenya Youth Employment and Opportunities program or economic opportunity, and 178 countries have legal barriers that prevent women’s full economic participation in terms of mobility, workplace, pay, marriage, parenthood, entrepreneurship, assets, or pensions (World Bank, 2022c).

The role played by social protection in increasing opportunity for women is all the more pressing because the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated these pre-existing challenges. While women made up 39 percent of global employment as of 2020, they accounted for 54 percent of all job losses as a result of the pandemic (McKinsey, 2021). This is because the pandemic significantly increased the need for caregivers and unpaid working roles given the COVID-19-induced school closures and lockdowns, thereby leading many women to have to leave the labor market, possibly permanently. Moreover, women were also overrepresented in the hardest hit occupations such as retail, travel, leisure, and hospitality. Without well-informed and timely policy responses, the COVID-19 crisis threatens to further widen the gender opportunity gap.
the Bangladesh Recovery and Advancement of Informal Sector Employment Project) or by coordinating several different programs (as is done in public employment services in more advanced economies and, increasingly, in middle-income countries). Ensuring that social assistance programs are a part of the mix is also critical for the poor.

At the same time as programs are being bundled together, they are also becoming more customized. One area where this is happening is in entrepreneurial skills training, which is very relevant for labor markets in low- and middle-income countries. Economic inclusion and labor market programs in a large number of countries are acknowledging the multiplicity of skills needed by entrepreneurs by including complementary actions tailored to specific groups. For example, Kenya and Vietnam are providing training for women not only in business skills but also in how to manage overlapping household and business demands, enter new sectors, bargain better, and overcome stereotypes. In Benin, Indonesia, and Kenya, programs have been customized in accordance with local conditions and have used peers or mentors to complement or substitute for formal classroom training. In the Dominican Republic and Ecuador, programs have simplified training, particularly for lower-skilled entrepreneurs, through heuristics and rules of thumb rather than teaching a full range of general business practices (McKenzie, 2020 and McKenzie et al, 2021). However, as with other innovations, making programs more comprehensive and at the same time more customized can be a complex task.

Fourth, data and technology have enabled several innovations in economic inclusion and labor market programs and have the potential to increase their efficiency and effectiveness, particularly of employment services. It has become an increasingly common practice to use profiling to tailor services to different populations such as young people, older workers, the low-skilled, and the long-term unemployed who often face very specific barriers preventing them from accessing jobs and opportunities (Loxha and Morgandi, 2014). While some countries use formal or informal assessments carried out by case workers or relevant public employees for this profiling, statistical approaches are increasingly used to aid the process. Governments are deploying online job search platforms and using big data and data analytics to learn more about labor market dynamics, job search, and job matching (World Bank, 2019c), which can lower cost for both workers and firms. While these practices began in OECD countries, they are also being used in other countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, and South Africa, which have begun to invest significantly in real-time labor market information techniques to help policymakers to gain a better understanding of their country’s skills needs (Granata et al, 2021 and CSC, 2019). Some of these innovations are aimed at improving information flows and increasing the efficiency of international labor migration (IOM, 2013). Other technological innovations cater to a broader segment of the workforce. Some examples include Kenya’s Duma Works, a mobile-based platform for connecting job seekers with employers without the need for advanced (smartphone) technology, and Peru’s use of mobile phones to provide job seekers with information on job vacancies, which reduced the amount of time needed for them to find jobs (Dammert et al, 2015).
Finally, there is a slow shift in economic inclusion and labor market programs away from focusing on inputs towards a focus on results. For example, more labor market programs are entering into results-based contracts with private providers of services such as training. Of course, establishing such contracts is complex as the impact of such programs depends on broader economic conditions outside of the control of the program or the provider. Also, there are inherent failures, such as information asymmetries, that mean the objectives and interests of individuals, the government, and providers may not be fully aligned (World Bank, 2020b). Some examples of these contracts in the context of skills programs include the governments of Kenya and Mozambique using results-based contracting with private and non-governmental training providers, in which the governments cover some of the initial costs and make some payments to the providers conditional on them achieving certain milestones or outputs but reserve a significant part of the payment until the participants, particularly disadvantaged groups, have completed the program and achieved positive outcomes in terms of employment or earnings. In most cases, the emphasis on results is important because it recognizes that it is harder for some groups than others to complete programs or improve their labor market outcomes, and, therefore, results-based contracts often include incentives to encourage providers to serve the most disadvantaged.

The focus on results has also been accompanied in some countries by investments in labor market monitoring and evaluation systems, although still mostly at the program level rather than system-wide. Similarly, there has been progress, albeit still insufficient, in measuring programs’ costs to try to assess their cost-effectiveness. The PEI Quick Costing Tool, for example, is being used to systematically collect operational cost data on economic inclusion programs in some countries (Andrews et al, 2021). Efforts are also being made to evaluate low-cost interventions that add behavioral nudges or include simple information components to economic inclusion and labor programs to assess their impact and cost-effectiveness.

Given global trends and the lessons of COVID-19, it seems likely that economic inclusion and labor market programs will become even more important, but sustained improvements will be needed in their design and implementation. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a proliferation of economic inclusion and labor market programs to help people to re-enter or stay in the labor market, to make up for income losses, and to lay the foundations for their economic recovery (de la Flor et al, 2021). The long-term trends explored in Section I (demographic shifts, technological change, climate change, and global integration) are changing the skills needed in the labor market and are likely to produce more frequent and possibly more difficult labor market transitions for workers and job seekers, both within countries and across country borders. Economic inclusion and labor market programs will increasingly be needed to manage this process. The scale of the challenge is enormous, and the evidence suggests that programs are often not fit for purpose. Therefore, there is a pressing need to improve the design and implementation of these interventions. Specifically, policymakers will need to clearly identify the specific constraints that the programs aim to tackle, given the multiplicity and heterogeneity of beneficiaries’ needs. This
will also make the profiling of beneficiaries and the tailoring of programs vital priorities. Given the still emerging state of the evidence on what works for whom, there will need to be continuous and robust evaluation of these programs.

**Labor regulations and institutions are also key to shaping economic opportunities and to providing workers with key protections in the labor market.** *De facto*, labor regulations and institutions apply to only formal workers, which means that most workers in low- and middle-income countries fall outside of their scope because of the ubiquity of informal employment in these countries. However, their influence can expand beyond the formal sector. For example, statutory minimum wages can also raise the wages of relevant workers in the informal economy (Boeri et al., 2010; del Carpio et al., 2019; Campos et al., 2020; and Gindling, 2018), while regulations can influence whether a firm decides to hire workers formally or informally (Neumark and Munguia, 2021 and Broecke et al., 2017). While their importance in protecting workers and shaping firms’ decisions is widely recognized, the exact shape that labor regulations should take remains contentious. In particular, there is widespread debate about how regulations should balance the need to protect workers’ earnings and working conditions with the need to provide firms with enough flexibility to manage their workforce at a reasonable cost (Kuddo et al., 2015). Emerging forms of work, such as the gig economy, are challenging the status quo.

**Over the last decade, the amount of evidence about the effectiveness of labor regulations has increased and deepened.** As this evidence has grown, policymakers have recognized that under-regulation of labor markets can be harmful, particularly in the context of informal labor markets and weak enforcement of existing regulations (World Bank, 2012c and World Bank, 2019e). About 15 countries still do not have any minimum wage at all nor any other mechanisms to enable collective bargaining over wages, leaving workers largely unable to express their collective voice (World Bank, 2019a). There is scope in many countries for the enforcement of regulations to be strengthened, even in the formal sector, given the weakness of the current inspectorates and workers’ limited access to the judicial system (Ronconi, 2019 and Kanbur and Ronconi, 2018). Countries are increasingly turning to technology to strengthen enforcement. In Zhejiang Province in China, for example, the Enterprise Wage Payment Online Supervision System has increased the efficiency of the local labor inspectorates in requiring employers in the construction sector to pay wage arrears, which has significantly benefited rural and migrant workers who are particularly affected by this issue (ILO, 2022a). This approach could be promising in expanding some much-needed protections for workers, particularly those who are informal and vulnerable. However, getting enforcement right is difficult, and care needs to be taken to avoid exacerbating inequalities, increasing unpredictability, and raising the costs of regulations through uneven and/or politically motivated enforcement (Almeida and Ronconi, 2016 and Ronconi, 2019).

**Recent experience has also made evident that the impacts of labor regulations on aggregate employment are often modest but very varied.** The evidence suggests that, particularly in cases where labor regulations avoid “extremes” or when only modest changes are
made, they have little or no impact on employment levels (World Bank, 2012a). However, the literature also makes clear that regulations can have complex and heterogenous effects. For example, in the case of minimum wages in developing countries, their impact is heterogenous but more consistently negative for low-wage workers, when minimum wage laws are strongly enforced, and in countries and periods where minimum wages are high relative to productivity (Neumark and Munguia, 2021). In general, the evidence from the last decade has supported concerns that labor regulations may worsen prospects for “outsiders” such as young people and women (Betcherman, 2015 and World Bank, 2012a). Partly in response to these concerns, countries are experimenting with relaxing regulations in order to lower the cost to employers of hiring these labor market outsiders. One example of this is apprenticeship contracts for young people that pay lower minimum wages than for regular workers.

Although on average the impacts of regulations are likely to be modest, there are some significant exceptions. In 10 countries, a study found that the minimum wage was higher than the average value-added per worker, making it likely that firms were reducing hiring or simply breaking the law (World Bank, 2019e). Severance pay is often so high that paying it would cripple a firm, particularly in difficult times when they need to have the flexibility to lay off workers. In contexts where the enforcement of regulations is weak, this means that severance simply goes unpaid, and workers are left with no protection in the absence of unemployment benefits or insurance (Kuddo et al, 2015). In Argentina in 2018, for example, of the 22.8 percent of workers who reported firm bankruptcy as the reason why they lost their jobs, only 33.1 percent actually received any severance pay (World Bank, 2020a). Also, nearly 40 percent of low- and lower-middle-income economies prohibit the use of fixed-term contracts for workers undertaking permanent tasks (Kuddo, 2018). In addition to the minimum wage and severance pay, regulations governing contract types and overall hiring and firing costs are at times also a concern for being too stringent (Silva et al, 2021 and Douval and Loungani, 2019).

Over the past decade, labor regulations have become more flexible in terms of allowing for more contractual diversity or reducing severance pay to better adjust to changing labor markets, while also increasing protections associated with leave and working conditions. Between 2007 and 2019, more than 100 countries have reformed their labor regulations (Kuddo, 2018 and World Bank, 2019e). Most of the reforms have been to the procedural requirements related to contract termination and to notification arrangements, fixed-term contracts, severance payments, annual leave, and working time arrangements. Approximately half of the reforms have made regulations more flexible, while the other half have made them more stringent. As COVID-19 hit, countries also rushed to amend their laws to accommodate more flexible work arrangements, reduced hours, reduced pay, or reduced social contributions to help workers to manage the impacts of the pandemic (de la Flor et al, 2021 and Silva et al, 2021). For example, in Ecuador, these measures included the possibility of changes in labor contracts by mutual agreement between workers and firms, the introduction of a shorter work week, and more flexible work arrangements on a
temporary basis. Yet despite significant amounts of legislative activity, the political economy of making labor reforms remains as difficult as ever. However, there are opportunities to take a balanced approach to reform (Kuddo et al, 2015). In Indonesia, while labor costs or protections have been reduced in some areas (such as decreased severance pay or increased flexibility in contracting practices), worker protections have been strengthened in other areas (such as the introduction of an unemployment benefit system).

D. Systems for Social Protection

To effectively contribute to the goals of equity, resilience, and opportunity, social protection programs need to work together as a system of complementary initiatives. At the policy level, the entire portfolio of programs should be coherently aligned to support national goals and social contracts. At the program level, the design and implementation of each program should complement and be coordinated with other programs aimed at similar groups but helping with different facets of their needs. At the administration level, delivery systems should be designed with the necessary capacity to facilitate programs' core business processes. These processes may be program-specific or shared across several programs, thus enabling a systems approach.

A clear strategic framework is important to guide the development of the SP system. The majority of countries now have social protection policies or strategies in place, with a large number adopting a system approach in recent years. For example, between 2009 and 2013, an average of 12 countries per year formulated a new policy or strategy, raising the total number of countries with a policy or strategy from 19 to 67 (World Bank, 2014b). This is much needed as the challenge of fitting together programs of different sorts for different risks for different kinds of people at different scales to meet the different objectives of social protection is inherently a multi-dimensional problem that requires a clear strategy in place to be achieved effectively.

Many countries are taking a range of different actions to merge their social protection programs into a coherent system. One action that some have taken is to incrementally shift funding from one part of the system to another by increasing social assistance coverage and making a series of parametric pension reforms, as discussed earlier. These actions have been frequent and of significant magnitude. Another trend has been to create new programming in areas with unmet needs such as creating savings and insurance mechanisms, often for the non-poor in the informal sector and developing productive economic inclusion packages for the poor in the informal sector, though these are not yet happening on a significant scale.

Ensuring that different programs cover different aspects of household needs can increase the coherence of the overall system. Programs can be layered together in ways that provide differentiated support to households across the income distribution. For example, in Malawi, the poorest 10 percent of households (classified as ultra-poor and incapacitated with no adults who are able to work) are eligible for a UCT and school feeding, while the
next poorest 15.5 percent (classified as ultra-poor with some members able to work) are eligible for public works and school feeding, and the next 26.2 percent (classified as moderately poor) are potentially eligible for various programs, including economic inclusion programs (Lindert et al, 2018). In Indonesia, just under 10 percent of the population fall below the poverty line, and more than 20 percent have incomes between 100 and 150 percent of the poverty line. The eligibility threshold for the conditional cash transfer program includes 15 percent of the population, the e-food voucher includes the poorest 22 percent, and premium subsidies for social health insurance cover the poorest 40 percent. Thus, the poor benefit from all three programs, the vulnerable benefit from two, and the aspiring middle-class benefit from just one (Holmemo et al, 2020). This layering of benefits is now routine in places where a single social registry exists to determine eligibility to various programs with different thresholds for different needs and vulnerabilities. The services provided by these programs may extend beyond income support or social protection to other areas of social policy, including programs that provide health insurance and support to fund utilities, housing, agriculture, and legal aid (Leite et al, 2017 and Lindert et al, 2020).

Although less common, some countries have moved past providing separate but complementary programs to providing bundled services to populations with multi-faceted needs. Programs such as Chile Solidario, Puente in Costa Rica, and Unidos in Colombia focus on the poorest, who constitute a small share of the population (see Hoces de la Guardia et al, 2011; Lindert et al, 2020; and Atanasio et al, 2011 respectively). In these bundled programs, social workers hold discussions with families to reach a family-specific diagnosis of their needs and to develop a plan of action. Social workers provide families with psycho-social support and help them to obtain basic paperwork (such as IDs and birth or marriage certificates) and access to programs for which the family may qualify, for example, cash transfers, subsidies for health insurance or utilities, programs to increase their employability and, if needed, social care services. As noted in Section IIC, income support and activation measures are also often provided together in high-income and upper-middle-income countries with more formal labor markets and relatively well-developed social protection systems. These services offer job seekers with different profiles a range of support, including self-service access to job listings, job search assistance and coaching, training in basic literacy and numeracy, vocational skills, and socio-emotional skills, wage subsidies or temporary public employment, and sheltered employment for people with severe trauma or disability or some combination of any of the above. Recipients of income support in the form of unemployment insurance or social assistance may be encouraged or required to use these services. The extent of support offered is based on the job seeker’s profile, including their age, skills, employment history, any barriers to employment such as language, the need to care for other family members, or health problems (Desiere et al, 2019; Barnes et al, 2015; and Loxha and Morgandi, 2014).

Delivery systems constitute the mechanics by which social protection benefits and services are administered and delivered to recipients. Social protection delivery systems have a number of phases that are common to most social protection programs. As a result,
they can be, and often are, shared by different programs, which promotes the integration of programs into a social protection system. In recent years, delivery systems have been improved by the rapid development and deployment of three types of digital tools: (i) identification systems; (ii) social registries; and (iii) payment systems. All three tools serve broader functions of government, not just the social protection system. Each has proven critical in different ways for improving the delivery of social protection. In many countries, social protection programs are not only the biggest users of these tools but have driven innovation as well as helping ensure their widespread adoption.

The capacity of social protection programs around the world has been growing and not only in terms of digital development. Their increasing coverage has required increases in staffing, equipment, and facilities. Many flagship programs have moved from being donor or sectoral initiatives to being established in law, which has increased the need for various kinds of accountability tools. For example, multiple channels (in person, via telephone hotlines, or electronic platforms) are increasingly being used for grievance redress mechanisms to ensure ease of access. Also, some well-established mechanisms are being run by the program itself or by the Ministry of Social Protection (as in Egypt, the Philippines, and West Bank-Gaza) or by independent agencies that take a whole-of-government approach (as in Ethiopia and Rwanda) (Lindert et al, 2020). These mechanisms can help to ensure that individuals receive the benefits to which they are entitled. At a wider level, it is now possible to measure program results and disclose them so that the public can track expenditures on social protection programs, their processes, and outcomes. A great deal of this information can be generated by countries’ increasingly sophisticated electronic management information systems. Although some of this measurement requires special-purpose field work and data collection that can only be carried out periodically, the global social protection sector has a strong track record in conducting program evaluations, with more than 10,000 studies having been produced since 2000 (Gentilini, 2019).

There has been a global revolution in terms of the increased use of foundational electronic IDs, which have proven to be pivotal in administering social protection programs. Widespread use of these accurate and reliable personal IDs that are unique to each individual can facilitate enrollment, recordkeeping, and contributions (in the case of social insurance and savings). They can also make it possible to cross-match individuals between different programs and data systems to determine their eligibility. Having an ID can make it easier for individuals to receive payments through the financial sector by helping clients fulfill “know your customer” rules (Guven et al, 2021). Between 1990 and 2017, the number of countries with electronic ID systems increased from less than 5 to more than 140. However, even well-developed ID systems often do not cover the entire population.14 Coverage tends to be lowest in lower-income countries. For instance, nearly

14 In the G-7, for example, an average of 8 percent of the population do not possess any form of proof of identity, according to 2018 data from the World Bank’s Identification for Development dashboard (ID4D) https://id4d.worldbank.org/.
one-third of the Sub-Saharan African population aged 15 and over have no national ID. This low coverage is partly due to the high costs to individuals of acquiring the identity credential itself and the transaction costs involved in producing the necessary documentation to obtain an ID (Guven et al, 2021). Many groups such as the poor, rural populations, the elderly, marginalized women and girls, people with disabilities, and refugees face significant economic and social barriers to enrolling in or using the ID system. Some social protection programs actively help potential clients get their IDs, or their existence can serve as incentive to do so (Pakistan and Peru are well-known but not the only examples), but there is a risk that unless the ID system and/or social protection programs help people to overcome these barriers, vulnerable population groups will continue to have low rates of coverage (World Bank, 2019b). Even as the coverage of these foundational IDs grows, it will still be necessary for programs to make provision for those who have no ID by providing them with a program-specific functional ID. Court cases in a number of countries including India have upheld the right of individuals to receive services without a foundational ID. 15

Social registries have increasingly been used as a common gateway for multiple programs to identify beneficiaries and assess their eligibility, especially for social assistance targeted to the poor. Social registries are information systems that support the outreach, intake, registration, and the determination of eligibility involved in one or more social programs. These digital platforms increase the efficiency of program administration and reduce transaction costs for clients by avoiding the need to collect the same information on the same people for different programs (Leite et al, 2017). As of 2013, 23 countries had social registries (World Bank, 2014a), but a more recent study found that this had increased to 60, though different definitions make it difficult to be precise (Grosh et al, 2022). In some countries, the social registry operates as a self-contained database management system with no links to other administrative systems in government agencies or to other levels of government. Self-contained social registries rely largely on self-reported information from clients, collected either through periodic surveys or registration forms. In other countries, the social registry operates more as part of a whole-of-government vehicle for managing information systems across agencies, with interoperability with other databases for data exchange being one of the main features (as in Chile or Türkiye). The spread of electronic IDs has greatly facilitated data-matching and increased the potential of interoperability (Lindert et al, 2020). These social registries can access data gathered by the government for purposes other than the provision of social protection and reduce the need for special purpose or repetitive surveys to collect data. However, in many cases, the data collected for other purposes tend to be related more to richer households than to poorer households (for example, income taxes, social security contributions, and registries of real estate or vehicles). As a result, in many countries, interoperability can enrich but not yet replace social registries based

on the collection of social assistance-related data. While countries have made notable progress in developing social registries or inter-operable information systems, their coverage continues to be limited (see Figure 11).

**Figure 11. Share of Population Covered in National Social Registries**

Social registries need to be open, dynamic, and able to identify households that are newly in need or newly formed or have relocated. While social registries have been an important innovation for increasing efficiency and reducing transaction costs, they were first developed as a tool to tackle chronic poverty, with the goal of identifying the poor only periodically instead of on an ongoing basis. Information for the registry was gathered by means of survey sweeps that reached out to all of the potentially eligible households in the included areas, but these sweeps happened only infrequently and often irregularly. However, there is increased recognition that a significant share of poverty is actually transient (see, for example, Dang and Dabalan, 2019 and Dang and Ianchovichina, 2016), which means that a better ongoing data collection mechanism is needed to determine eligibility for social assistance, preferably one that is available on-demand. The lack of such a dynamic data collection process is one of the major challenges related to delivery systems (see Lindert et al, 2020). Few social registries are designed to include such a data collection process, although there has been some progress in recent years in moving in this direction. For example, Colombia and Pakistan were early developers of large social registries and are both now moving away from periodic survey sweeps to more dynamic systems, supplementing the special-purpose gathering of data with data-matching from other government data sources. Also, if people are unaware of the existence of social protection programs, then they will not demand to be enrolled, so it is essential for social registries or programs...
themselves to perform outreach activities to ensure that people are aware of the services that are available to them. In a few countries such as Brazil and South Africa, program administrators or local officials deliberately and proactively reach out to people living in remote areas or vulnerable populations who may otherwise be overlooked or are unaware of the existence of social protection programs (Barca and Hebbar, 2020).

Delivery systems and technology play a key role in the efficient administration of social insurance systems and in linking different components of social protection. Given technological advances and the existence of unique IDs, both digital social insurance platforms and payment systems have the potential to increase the efficiency with which social insurance can be delivered, improving the experience for plan members, and reducing costs. Social insurance delivery systems that include the reliable collection of contributions and delivery of benefits as well as effective outreach and grievance and redress mechanisms have a direct bearing on public confidence in the system, which in turn can increase participation and compliance. Many countries have been working on improving the delivery of social insurance (for example, Croatia, the Maldives, the Philippines, Rwanda, and Türkiye). In Argentina, a reengineering of delivery processes reduced the time taken to determine pension eligibility from six months to under two months (ANSES, 2019). As a result of increased interoperability between social registries and social insurance systems, some countries are now able to determine individuals’ eligibility for social assistance by cross-checking their participation in social insurance.

**Figure 12. Share of Cash Transfer Programs Using Electronic Payment Instruments**

![Graph showing the share of cash transfer programs using electronic payment instruments from 2012 to 2018, with different income levels represented by lines of different colors.](source: World Bank (2018). Global Payment System Survey (GPSS).

The payment of benefits is a critical stage in the social protection delivery chain for many programs and is benefiting from rapid innovation. In recent years, many different digital government to person payment solutions have been developed and deployed to make social protection payments to beneficiaries. The quality of the mechanisms used
by governments to deliver payments to beneficiaries in social protection programs has a
direct bearing on the programs’ success or failure. The program’s impact and reputation
can be undermined if payments do not reach people at the right time and place and in
the right amount. As a result, the digitalization of cash payments has been growing rap-
Idly around the world. According to the World Bank’s Global Payment System Surveys of
2012, 2016, and 2018, the use of electronic instruments to make cash transfer payments
increased rapidly in low- and middle-income countries between 2012 and 2018 (see Figure
12). If designed correctly, digital payment methods can increase efficiency, transparency,
and client satisfaction. For instance, when the Bolsa Familia program in Brazil adopted
swipe cards and agent banking to make its transfer payments, this reduced administrative
costs from 14.7 percent to 2.4 percent of the total benefit value (World Bank, 2012a). In
Mexico, shifting to digital systems to pay civil service wages and social protection benefits
has saved the government nearly US$1.3 billion each year (Radcliffe, 2017).

Moreover, digital social protection payments have often been used as a gateway to
extend access to the financial system for the poor and vulnerable. Increasingly, ben-
eficiaries are being offered a choice of payment service providers, which enables them
to switch service providers and transfer accounts based on their own analysis of cost
and convenience (as is happening in Bangladesh, India, and Zambia, for example). The
result of giving recipients greater choice is that financial service providers start to see
recipients, rather than governments, as their customers and have a stronger incenti-
tive to improve the customer experience (Lindert et al, 2020 and Baur-Yazbeck, 2019).
Nevertheless, as with any digital systems, there is a need to ensure that the adoption of
these initiatives is inclusive, particularly of the poor and vulnerable and of groups who
may face obstacles to accessing financial services (Gelb and Mukherjee, 2020). As with
IDs, this may take a concerted effort to increase access to bank accounts and alternative
payment processes for those who do not have them.

The COVID-19 pandemic underscored the increasing need for robust and adaptive
social protection delivery systems that can leverage digital technology. The invest-
ments that many countries had made in their social registries before the pandemic sig-
nificantly shortened the time needed to roll out their response packages (as happened
in Brazil, Jordan, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Senegal, and Türkiye). However, even in some
countries with comparatively mature systems, weaknesses in their social registries and
payment systems undermined their ability to respond rapidly to the crisis, particularly
in terms of covering new beneficiaries (horizontal scale-up). For example, in Ethiopia,
although the existing Urban Productive Safety Net Program was used to provide top-
ups to existing beneficiaries, there were significant delays in expanding benefits to new
recipients. In the Philippines, despite the maturity and widespread coverage of the 4Ps
Program, the horizontal scale-up in response to COVID-19 was initially quite challenging
as beneficiaries had to be registered manually using paper forms as the social registry
was outdated. Moreover, efforts to cross-check data against other databases were hin-
dered by the lack of a national identification system.
The urgency and scale of the need arising from COVID-19 prompted innovations in social protection delivery systems, particularly in the adoption of nontraditional applications and verification procedures for targeting and payment systems. While some governments expanded coverage to existing social assistance beneficiaries, many looked for ways to provide emergency relief to new groups, particularly those in the informal economy in urban areas who were not covered by social assistance or traditional social insurance. Many governments used digital tools to register and pay beneficiaries for the first time, transitioning from the manual, paper, or office-based applications that they used before the pandemic. This included the use of USSD/SMS-based applications in Brazil, Egypt, Morocco, Namibia, Pakistan, South Africa, Togo, and Tunisia and of web-based application portals in Benin, Brazil, and Morocco. In several countries, satellite imagery and call records were used as proxies for poverty to determine eligibility in extending benefits to those in the informal economy (in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Togo). Mobile money emerged as the main method for paying emergency cash transfers (for example, in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Egypt, and Togo), and existing cash transfer programs made greater use of mobile money (in Lesotho, Malawi, Nigeria, and Peru) (Guven, 2021 and Anderson et al, 2022). Brazil, Namibia, Pakistan, South Africa, and Türkiye were able to screen applications against multiple criteria, using databases containing widely held national ID numbers. Rwanda drastically cut fees for digital payments, mandating zero charges on a wide range of transactions and tripling the limit on the value of mobile wallet transfers. In Kenya, when fees on mobile money transactions were reduced, the use of digital payments soared in the first two months of the crisis (Gelb and Mukherjee, 2020).

Digitalization provides opportunities to increase inclusion in social protection delivery systems, but success will require narrowing the digital divide and ensuring data security and privacy. Digital ID systems, electronic registration and payment systems, and inter-operable information systems between government agencies all have the potential to revolutionize both ongoing programs and crisis responses. However, despite the rapid development and deployment of new technology solutions in the last decade, there are still significant divides, both between and within countries in terms of mobile broadband penetration, smartphone adoption, and the capacity to connect to and use the Internet. These all perpetuate existing inequalities – rural versus urban, poor versus rich – that intersect with existing micro-level disparities between genders and ethnicities, among others (UNCTAD, 2021). As a result, while such technologies can offer the promise of more efficient and effective inclusion, more needs to be done to ensure that they benefit everyone (see Box 4 for a broader discussion of excluded groups and social protection). Also, with greater use of digital systems come increased risks to data security and privacy. There is an increasing recognition among policymakers of the challenges but much scope to improve current practices (Lindert et al, 2020; Enabling Digital and GIZ, 2020; Alston, 2019; Ohlenburg, 2020; and Sepúlveda Carmona, 2018).
There are a number of groups that suffer social exclusion because of their identity – those of a non-dominant ethnicity or religion, migrants, people with a disability, and members of the LGBTQ+ community, among others. Members of these groups may suffer from stereotypes, stigma, and structural barriers that reduce their participation in social, economic, and political life. Members of these groups may be stigmatized at school and drop out early, having learned less than their peers. They often have low labor force participation and, among those who work, low wages due to a mix of low skills and discrimination. Members of excluded groups are therefore more likely than average to be poor (World Bank, 2013b). While all of these groups suffer exclusion for different reasons and therefore different approaches are needed to mitigate this exclusion, there are some commonalities that can be useful to consider in exploring how to adapt social protection programming and systems to promote inclusion.

Social protection can work in many ways to foster inclusion of traditionally excluded groups. Some strategies will aim to integrate excluded groups into programs for the general population. Other initiatives will be targeted specifically to one or more groups to serve their special needs. The overall social protection system will need to ensure that both of these types of programs work together effectively.

To ensure that social assistance programs include the excluded requires delivery systems to be designed to remedy rather than reinforce differential access and its underlying causes. In Colombia, policymakers realized that the country’s proxy means test was linked to residence in a traditional dwelling and its characteristics and thus excluded homeless people. They then made alternate provision to register them in the social registry that is the gateway to many social programs. For many indigenous people, the lack of official registration at birth and, consequently, of identity documents remains a considerable obstacle to their access to social protection and social services (Thornberry and Viljoen, 2009 and ILO, 2017). One of the important factors to consider may be language – having social protection staff who speak the language of potential clients and having program materials or interfaces in multiple languages can increase inclusion. Hiring staff from the excluded groups may also help to build bridges and to reduce stigma or discrimination. In Brazil, some social assistance centers recruit Quilombolas as staff to encourage participation by Quilombola community clients, while Bulgaria makes an effort to use Roma staff to facilitate access by Roma clients.

The design of some social assistance programming may need to be modified to serve the needs of different groups. Increasing coverage of social assistance should benefit excluded groups, perhaps disproportionately because they are often poorer than average. However, design changes may also be needed to ensure equity and inclusion. For example, people with disabilities face higher costs of living (for medical care, assistive devices, transportation, and care services for example), with estimates on the order of 10 percent for the handful of developing countries with such figures, and substantially higher in high-income countries (Mitra et al, 2017). Thus, people with a disability could be eligible for support to cover these costs as categorical...
E. Financing for Social Protection

Global spending on social protection is significant, though much higher on pensions than on social assistance or labor market programs, with considerable variation among countries in each category. As can be seen in Figure 13, World Bank client countries spend an average of 3.7 percent of their GDP on pensions, 1.3 percent on social assistance, and 0.3 percent on labor programs.\footnote{Total expenditure for a country in the ASPIRE database is calculated by aggregating program-level data for the most recent available year. The composition of spending by income group is calculated using simple averages of country-level expenditure. Expenditures on non-contributory social pensions are counted as social assistance. Expenditures on unemployment insurance are included within the category of labor programs. Expenditure data on social insurance represents not only government spending from general revenues but also funding from contributions made by pension system participants during their working years. The amount of spending covered by contributions varies from country to country. Social protection spending is underestimated because ASPIRE does not include programs or as top-ups to benefit levels in poverty-targeted programs. In the same vein, welfare assessments such as means tests for poverty-related benefits should not count any benefits that people may receive related to the extra cost of living with disability (World Bank, 2021a). Displaced people, refugees, and asylum seekers face specific risks – often having lost their assets, housing, and livelihoods and often lacking work permits or being housed in camps or areas far from work opportunities and thus may need more support (at least initially) than would be provided by social assistance programs designed to provide top-up income for host communities with established livelihoods (Sabates-Wheeler, 2019). Rohingya people displaced in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, for example, are largely restricted to paid volunteer labor within the camps, whereas employment in agriculture is the most common livelihood in the host community (Raza et al, 2021).

Programs that support education, training, and job placements can be critical in overcoming exclusions in the labor market. As discussed in Section IIIC, coverage of such programs is low overall, so increasing their coverage, especially in ways that are sensitive to excluded groups, is important. And there are a number of ways in which programs can be designed to increase inclusion. In India, the Nai Manzil/New Horizon program for members of minority religions combines active outreach to the targeted population, income support, second chance formal education, skills training, and livelihood support. It serves poor minority youth, with at least 30 percent of places reserved for women (although 50 percent of those served are in fact women) and 5 percent for people with disabilities (World Bank, 2015a). The education component is meant to ensure that participants achieve at least the minimum qualification required for many short skills courses and reacquaints participants with their basic reading and writing skills, which also facilitates success in the skills component, both reinforced by the program’s messaging on aspirations and social norms (Clarke et al, 2021).}
try income. In upper-middle-income countries, average spending on pensions is nearly seven times higher than in low-income countries, twice as high for social assistance, and three times as high for labor market programs. There is also enormous variation and some prominent country outliers in each category. For example, although upper-middle-income countries spend an average of 4.3 percent of their GDP on pensions, spending in Gabon is less than 1 percent, while in Serbia it is more than 12 percent of GDP. In the case of social assistance, upper-middle-income countries spend an average of 1.8 percent, with Türkiye spending only 1.1 percent of GDP and South Africa 4.1 percent. For labor market programs, upper-middle-income countries spend an average of just 0.4 percent of GDP, but Dominica spends over 2 percent of GDP, while Kosovo spends just 0.04 percent.

Countries have increased their financing for social assistance over time in accordance with increases in coverage. It is possible to trace expenditures for different countries over different lengths of time in the ASPIRE database. Using an unbalanced panel of countries over the longest possible period, the data show an average increase in expenditure on social assistance from 0.9 percent of GDP in 2003-2005 to 1.3 percent in 2010-12 to 1.5 percent in 2016-2019.17

**Figure 13.** Average Global Spending on Social Protection, by Income Groups and Categories


---

17 The unbalanced panel had 43 countries during the first time period, 62 during the second, and 51 during the third. Following a sample that contains only the countries for which trends can be tracked (47 countries) would have shortened the time period from 2010-12 to 2016-19 but would have yielded similar absolute levels and trends of spending.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, countries implemented very significant, mostly temporary increases in social assistance spending. An analysis of 41 countries showed that spending on pandemic-related social assistance responses averaged 1.11 percent of GDP in low-income and middle-income countries. In low-income countries, this response was entirely externally financed. In lower- and upper-middle-income countries, 37 percent and 47 percent respectively was financed domestically. In those countries where domestic resources were used, the most common approach was to restructure spending or re-prioritize budget lines, but nearly half of the countries incurred domestic debt and deficit spending, while others tapped state reserves, contingent funds, and fiscal savings (Almenfi et al, 2020).

Aside from the pandemic, in almost all countries there is pressure to raise social protection spending over the medium to long term, both to accelerate progress towards USP and to deliver on past pension promises. As was discussed earlier, to accomplish USP will require making substantial increases in the effective coverage of social assistance and labor market programs, covering pension deficits, and, in some cases, budgeting for additional subsidies to promote the expansion of social insurance to those in the informal sector. Different authors have developed different visions of what comprehensive social protection might cost. Three studies with different approaches to achieving USP came up with similarly high-cost projections. Filgueira and Espindola (2015) emphasized basic income transfers for children and elderly in Latin America, while ILO-UNICEF (2019) emphasized universal child grants, and Packard et al (2019) discussed a comprehensive vision of social assistance and insurance. All of these studies estimated that the cost of implementing the suggested approaches in most countries would be well in excess of the 1.5 percent of GDP that is currently being spent on social assistance programs, and sometimes several times higher. For example, Duran et al (2020) estimated that expenditures on child allowances and maternity, disability, and old age benefits would amount to 8.5 percent of GDP in low-income countries, 3.4 percent in lower-middle-income countries, and 3.2 percent in upper-middle-income countries. In the case of social insurance schemes, a substantial amount of the fiscal pressure is structural as a result of population aging. In Latin America, pension spending would need to double between 2015 and 2045 unless reforms change the current parameters of pensions (Rofman and Apella 2020). In OECD countries, pension spending grew from an average of 6.6 percent

---

18 With regard to the covered population, the analysis considered children aged between 0 and 5 years for the child allowance. The maternity benefit was calculated based on women aged between 15 and 49 with newborns, and the number of beneficiaries was calculated based on observed country-specific fertility rates. For disability benefits, the study only considered people with a severe disability on the assumption that participation in employment might be challenging for them and might require specific support such as transportation allowances. The size of this eligible population was obtained from country-specific disability estimates from WHO’s Estimated Years Living with Disability database. For old age, the potential beneficiary population was defined as people aged 65 and over. As for benefit levels, for children, the benefit was defined as 25 percent of the national poverty line. For the maternity benefit, the cash benefit was set at 100 percent of the national poverty line during four months around childbirth to protect the critical period when mothers and newborns are most vulnerable. For disability and old age pensions, the amount of the benefit was 100 percent of the national poverty line.
of GDP in 2000 to 8.0 percent in 2015 and is projected to rise to 9.4 percent by 2050. Of course, these illustrative averages hide country to country differences. Nevertheless, broadly speaking, the long-term fiscal pressure from pension financing is being felt by countries all across the globe (OECD, 2019). Moreover, this issue has been exacerbated in many cases by the holidays on contributions granted as part of COVID-19 response packages and, in some cases, by provisions for early withdrawal (de Marco and Stewart, 2020).

Figure 14. Tax Revenue as a Share of GDP, by Region, 2000-2018

A country’s ability to finance social protection depends to a great extent on its ability to mobilize domestic revenue, which increases only slowly in normal times but falls fast in a crisis. As can be seen from Figure 14, overall increases in tax revenue have been modest since the turn of the century, with the greatest increases having been in LAC and MENA. The IMF considers that increasing the tax-to-GDP ratio by 5 percentage points of GDP over the next decade is an ambitious but reasonable target in many developing countries (Gaspar et al, 2019). However, given the many additional pressing needs in these countries, this suggests that it will be a battle to win sufficient fiscal space for social protection. Also, the difficulties are much more acute in the wake of the pandemic, with both government deficits and debt having significantly increased. The decrease in revenue alone is daunting. There has been a decline of more than 1 percentage point of GDP in low-income countries and a more than 3 percentage point decline in emerging markets (IMF, 2021a). Nearly 50 countries have activated escape clauses or suspended their fiscal rules since the onset of the pandemic. Countries are now determining how to get back on a path to fiscal balance and debt sustainability (IMF, 2021a and 2021b).
Because the objectives of social protection include reducing poverty and inequality, the distribution of transfers and the taxes that support them must be considered together. It is possible to achieve redistribution with flat (uniform) benefits if the taxes that support them collect (absolutely) more from individuals with higher welfare than those with lower welfare. To achieve a given level of redistribution, the more sharply progressive taxes are, the flatter benefits may be and vice versa. Although that point is conceptually obvious, there has been little study of this in low- and middle-income countries until recently. As a result, tax and transfer systems have not been considered in tandem as a matter of course, though this is now gradually becoming more common.

In advanced economies, the tax and transfer systems reduce income inequality significantly although the trend over time has been towards less redistribution. In advanced economies, on average, direct taxes and transfers reduce income inequality by about one-third (from a Gini of .49 to .31), with three-quarters of this reduction being achieved through transfers, which reduce inequality more at the bottom while taxes do so more at the top (IMF, 2017). In recent years, redistributive efforts have been declining in some advanced countries, despite increasing inequality in labor incomes (IMF, 2017 and Bastagli et al, 2012). The erosion of progressive taxation is a theme picked up in a recent study of the social contract in both Western and Eastern Europe (Bussolo et al, 2019). The authors showed that, from the early 1980s until just before the 2008/9 global recession, the share of those in the top income bracket grew, while the top rates of personal income tax and corporate tax fell sharply. In the OECD, the top tax rates for personal income, dividend income, interest earnings, and corporate income each fell on the order of 20 percentage points (IMF, 2021a).

In developing economies, fiscal redistribution is much more limited than in advanced economies because of their lower revenues and less progressive taxation mix. Total tax revenues determine the level of public spending, including spending on redistributive policies. As Figure 15 shows, the tax revenues of advanced economies are equivalent to around 25 percent of GDP. In developing countries this percentage is significantly lower, with all non-high-income countries together averaging considerably less than 20 percent (Fuchs et al, 2021). Moreover, in developing countries, the mix of taxes that generate these revenues is often less progressive than in advanced economies, where over one-third of all revenues come from personal income taxes, which are the most progressive, while over half are from other progressive direct taxes such as property, payroll, and corporate income taxes. Instead, in both developing countries and non-OECD high-income countries, indirect taxes on consumption (such as value-added taxes and excise taxes) make up most of the

---

19 Note that on the transfer side the term “flat” is used in an absolute sense, which means that everyone gets a benefit of US$20. On the revenue side, it tends to be used to refer to percentage rates of tax. Therefore, a “flat” tax could collect 10 percent of income from everyone. If a person had US$100 in income, it would collect US$10. If a person had US$300 in income, it would collect US$30. Thus a “flat” benefit of US$20 financed by a “flat” tax of 10 percent could, on a net basis, redistribute income to the first person (who pays US$10 in taxes and gets US$20 in transfers) from the second (who pays US$30 in taxes and gets US$20 in transfers).
tax revenue base. Such taxes, which usually impose the same flat rate on all purchasers of goods, are more regressive than income taxes.\textsuperscript{20} Even when exemptions and lower rates are placed on staples consumed more by the poor, richer households still enjoy more of the savings due to their higher consumption.

\textbf{Figure 15. Composition of Tax Revenues, by Income Category, 2018}
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\caption{Composition of Tax Revenues, by Income Category, 2018.}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: IMF World Revenue Longitudinal Dataset.}

In recent years, the Commitment to Equity (CEQ) project has been gathering evidence on the joint impacts of tax and transfer systems in developing countries. This evidence has revealed quite a varied and cautionary picture. Inchauste and Lustig (2017) compiled comparative evidence from 17 low- and middle-income countries. During the years being studied, the effect of taxes and transfers on the Gini was quite limited, less than 4 Gini points in all countries, with the only exception being South Africa (7.7 Gini points).\textsuperscript{21} Rodriguez and Wai-Poi (2020) examined fiscal redistribution in 42 developing countries and found that only in seven countries had there been a reduction in inequality of 5

\textsuperscript{20} Their regressivity can sometimes be overstated in developing countries, and they may even occasionally be progressive (although not as progressive as income taxes). This is because poorer households buy more from informal locations and so pay less tax than those buying at formal locations (Bachas et al, 2020 summarizes the informality Engel curve for 31 countries).

\textsuperscript{21} There is an unresolved methodological question in the field about whether contributory pensions should be treated as deferred income or transfers. The CEQ presents all results with both calculations. Here we report those for contributory pensions treated as deferred income so as to focus more squarely on the non-contributory part of the social protection system where the debate over universal versus targeted benefits is most heated. If pensions are treated as a transfer, Georgia’s fiscal system would reduce both the pre- and post-fiscal Gini by 11.2 points.
Gini points or more, with the average reduction being only 2.8 Gini points. In contrast, the average for the OECD is 18 Gini points and for the EU, it is 21 Gini points (Bussolo et al, 2018). When the focus is on poverty rather than inequality, the CEQ results are even more modest. Taxes and transfers reduced the poverty headcount in only half of the countries studied in Inchauste and Lustig (2017). In the other half, poverty actually increased after direct and indirect taxes, even after taking into account the benefits of direct transfers.

The tension between the need to increase resources to make progress towards achieving USP and the constraints on fiscal space has raised the profile of the topic of financing within social protection dialogue. Prominent institutions now advocate for governments to take concerted action to increase their tax revenues. For example, IMF, OECD, World Bank, and UN, 2016 urges countries to increase the funding available to support achievement of the SDGs. The ILO (Ortiz et al, 2017) has recommended that countries should try reallocating public expenditures, increasing tax revenue, expanding social security coverage and contributions, lobbying for aid and transfers, eliminating illicit financial flows, using fiscal and foreign exchange reserves, managing debt, and adopting a more accommodative macroeconomic framework. In the April 2021 Fiscal Monitor (IMF, 2021a), the IMF argued that progressivity and revenue performance could both be improved through broader tax bases, more progressive personal income taxation, more neutral capital taxation, improvements in the design of value-added taxes, more and better use of carbon, property, and inheritance taxes, adopting digital innovations, and strengthening the capacity of revenue administrations to implement and manage these tax reforms. Each option has different advantages in terms of revenue potential, ease of administration, and distributional outcomes (see Table 1).

In keeping with general public finance theory, social assistance and labor market programs are mostly financed from general revenue, but governments sometimes find it convenient to associate or even earmark specific sources of revenues with social protection programs, especially as part of tax reform packages. Raising taxes is rarely popular per se, so showing that the money will be used for purposes that society values can ease the path of reform although this is not always deemed good practice from a public finance perspective. Brazil instituted a tax on financial transactions, which by 2007 accounted for 1.4 percent of GDP, which was sufficient to cover the cost of the country’s conditional cash transfer and other non-contributory social protection programs (Chowdhury, 2016). However, this tax has since been discontinued. Bolivia used revenues and taxes from natural resources to fund old age pensions and child grants. Mongolia did the same to finance family and child grants between 2010 and 2016 and since then has moved to using general

---

22 The EU redistribution effect does not include indirect consumption taxes and indirect price subsidies (for example, for food and energy, which are prevalent in many developing countries). However, the average reduction in equality from pre-fiscal (market) income to consumable income (accounting for indirect taxes and subsidies) is also 2.8 points, so the discrepancy in fiscal redistribution between high-income countries and the developing world remains.
revenues, but in 2022 it resumed the practice by financing the Child Money Programme from mining revenues. Algeria and Mauritius use tobacco taxes to supplement their social security revenues, while sin taxes in the Philippines, which accounted for 1 percent of GDP in 2015, financed the extension of subsidized health insurance to 40 percent of the population as well as insurance coverage for the elderly (Duran-Valverde and Pacheco, 2012). The association need not be a firm earmark. Colombia’s 2019 tax reform package included both decreases in VAT exemptions and additional cash transfers as a compensation for the increase in taxes, moves that were expanded faster than had been foreseen as part of the country’s pandemic response (Londoño-Velez and Querebin, 2022).

**TABLE 1. Potential Financing Sources for Social Protection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REVENUE SOURCE</th>
<th>REVENUE POTENTIAL</th>
<th>GROWTH FRIENDLINESS</th>
<th>REDISTRIBUTIVE POTENTIAL</th>
<th>COST OF ADMINISTRATION</th>
<th>COST OF COMPLIANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal income taxes</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium/High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate income taxes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium/High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General consumption taxes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excises</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property taxes</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium/High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc. Security contributions</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green taxes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
<td>Medium/High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User fees</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalties</td>
<td>Medium/Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Payroll taxes are the workhorse for funding contributory insurance, but few countries have room to increase them, and a number of studies have suggested their decrease might be desirable, if difficult (for example, Packard et al, 2019; Pages, 2017; and OECD, 2011). The predominant role played by payroll contributions in funding social insurance came about because, in the first wave of countries to industrialize, the state could rely on employers to observe wages and collect related contributions. Policymakers, pensions administrators, and unions see the payroll tax as a relatively independent and secure revenue source, separate from the annual political budget cycle. Moreover, workers see the link between the contributions taken from their wages and their eventual benefits as an acquired right, which creates a powerful force for stability. However, there are some disadvantages to payroll taxes. One is the risk of making labor more expensive relative to...
capital, particularly when combined with highly restrictive labor regulations. Another is the unbreakable link that it creates between the provision of social insurance benefits and the nature of the worker’s engagement in the labor market. This inherently limits the potential of social insurance to cover the informal sector. Finally, there is a risk of creating incentives for workers to remain in the informal sector, particularly where the link between contributions and benefits is not viewed favorably by workers. This latter effect may be especially relevant to women whose interrupted careers may make it difficult to reach the minimum number of years of service needed to accrue a pension but who nevertheless contribute. In the 33 OECD countries that have mandatory specified pension contributions, the total effective pension contribution rate for an average earner was 18 percent of wages as of 2018 (OECD, 2019). Contribution rates exceed 20 percent in a number of countries – in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia in Eastern Europe and in China and Vietnam in East Asia and the Pacific (OECD, 2013). Latin America is notorious for its high social insurance contribution rates, not just for pensions but also for health and unemployment insurance. In Argentina, these amount to over 45 percent of wages, while in Brazil, the figure is about 36 percent, and in Peru, it is 22.5 percent.\(^23\) Given these already high rates, there have been far fewer increases in contribution rates than other types of pension reforms worldwide – only 41 out of the 291 parametric reforms in the decade from 2010 to 2020 (ILO, 2021).

Reducing inefficient expenditures is always desirable, and general subsidies, especially those for fossil fuels, are a common target for reform. Globally, budgetary subsidies for fossil fuel and related products in 2017 were estimated at US$296 billion, or nearly 0.37 percent of global GDP (Coady et al, 2019),\(^24\) and in a quarter of developing countries, they cost more than social assistance (Mukherjee et al, 2021). In Sub-Saharan Africa, energy subsidies are about double the levels spent by countries on social assistance spending (Beegle and Christiaensen, 2019). This is despite the fact that energy subsidies are markedly regressive and contribute to pollution, congestion, and, ultimately, climate change (Arze de Granado et al, 2012; Coady et al, 2015; and Parry et al, 2021). As was discussed in Section IIA, when countries abolish their energy subsidies, they often have to provide poorer households with compensation through social assistance. Subsidies on fertilizer and other agricultural inputs were largely phased out in Africa in the 1980s and 1990s as they produced limited improvements in yield, were not pro-poor, and crowded out other expenditures in agriculture or allied sectors such as social protection. In recent years, however, they have been re-established in a number of countries that together account for 60 percent of Africa’s population and costing over a billion dollars in total (Beegle and Christiansen, 2019 and World Bank, 2021f). When individual countries review their expenditures, they often find other targets for


\(^{24}\) This accounting of subsidies uses the measure of pre-tax subsidies, reflecting differences between the amount consumers actually pay for fuel use and the corresponding opportunity cost of supplying the fuel. This concept more directly relates to short-term fiscal space. In contrast, a broader measure, post-tax subsidies, reflects differences between actual consumer fuel prices and how much consumers would pay if prices fully reflected supply costs plus the taxes needed to reflect environmental costs. By that accounting, fossil fuel subsidies would have amounted to US$ 5.2 trillion in 2017.
reform. For example, in 2016, Brazil instituted a strict fiscal expenditure ceiling and sought to reduce expenditure in ways that were efficient and equitable. Among the candidates identified for reform were some in social protection, notably pension reform, but also civil service wages, which were higher than in comparator countries, and several programs categorized as “support to business” that had had little discernible impact on job creation or productivity (World Bank 2017b). In Greece, tax expenditures within personal income and excise taxes were flagged as regressive and a good place to make savings (World Bank, 2016a). Reducing military spending to create space for social spending played a pivotal role in enabling funding for universal health care many years ago in Costa Rica and two decades ago in Thailand. In Georgia, a reduction of 3.6 percentage points of GDP in military spending was reallocated to health and other social expenditures (Ortiz et al, 2017 and World Bank, 2014a).

Because of shortfalls in domestic revenue relative to government’s ambition to provide social protection, many countries, especially low-income countries, rely on external financing to a large degree. Figure 16 shows the considerable extent to which social assistance in Africa relies on external financing. It is not unusual for new programs to be financed externally initially, even in middle-income countries. A very high share of Colombia’s conditional cash transfer Familias en Acción was externally financed (by the Inter-American Development Bank and the World Bank) for its first decade, but by 2012, it was entirely domestically financed and has remained a centerpiece of the country’s social assistance programming ever since (World Bank, 2013a). Ethiopia’s Rural Productive Safety Net Program was initially funded externally, but the government has been increasing its share, despite the country’s fiscal constraints and high vulnerability to macroeconomic instability, from 3 percent in 2015 to 27 percent in 2019 (World Bank, 2020c). Building on this experience, Ethiopia’s Urban Productive Safety Net Program, received around a third of its financing from the government’s budget from its launch.

The use of external financing is sharply constrained by availability. Overseas development aid (ODA) for social protection almost doubled between 2007 and 2008 (rising from US$1.2 billion to US$2.3 billion) at the time of the global financial crisis. After spiking in 2010, funding has been broadly stable over the last decade but at a significantly higher level than before the global financial crisis. In 2019, the amount of ODA allocated to social protection came to US$2.4 billion, which constituted 1.2 percent of total ODA (McCord et al, 2021). However, divided by the number of people in extreme poverty (those living on less than US$1.90 per day), that amounts to about US$3 each.25 Because humanitarian assistance needs are growing faster than budgets, the shortfall in humanitarian appeals grew from less than US$2 billion in 2000 to over US$11 billion in 2017 to US$17 billion in 2020 (UN OCHA, 2018 and 2021).

25 The World Bank accounted for 50 percent of total ODA to the social protection sector in 2019 and almost 80 percent of multilateral ODA to the sector (McCord et al, 2021).
In conclusion, the constraints on fiscal space explain many of the challenges touched on in the preceding discussion. The low coverage and adequacy of social assistance programming can result from a limited consensus among policymakers and stakeholders about the role that it should play in the social contract, but even governments wishing to expand such programming are confronted with the prosaic realities of limited fiscal space. Parametric pension reforms and energy pricing reforms are often necessary in their own right but can be driven, at least in part, by a desire to reduce the associated fiscal subsidies. The adoption of digital technologies can increase transparency and accountability but also, importantly, can reduce administrative costs. The strong emphasis on evaluating social protection interventions grew in part to inform innovations but also reflected the need to show concrete results in the battle for fiscal space for the sector. While strategic priorities for moving towards universal social protection abound, creating the necessary fiscal space for doing so will be remain a *sine qua non* for achieving progress.

**Figure 16. Share of Social Assistance funded by Donors in Sub-Saharan Africa**


Notes: Countries from ASPIRE are based on administrative data from 2010-2019. Total social assistance expenditure for a country is calculated by aggregating program-level data for the most recent available year.
The World Bank’s work over the last decade has yielded much valuable experience to inform our future work. Over the last decade, the World Bank has provided multi-faceted support to countries to help them develop their social protection programs and systems. The World Bank currently provides support in the sector, through lending, analytical work or both, in over 118 countries in all regions of the world and at all income levels, with a strong track record of delivering results. The World Bank has a current portfolio of US$ 29.5 billion in financing, covering an estimated 880 million people, including US$ 18 billion through IDA, which is the World Bank fund for the poorest. Driven by the urgent needs created by the pandemic but reflecting this broad global dialogue, new World Bank commitments for Social Protection and Jobs reached US$ 9.6 billion in FY2021, up from an average of US$ 3 billion annually in the period FY2016 to FY2018. While in previous periods the World Bank’s work had been concentrated first on pensions and then on social assistance, recent years have seen a significant expansion of its work on delivery systems, labor and economic inclusion, and, most recently, a renewed focus on social insurance.

The World Bank’s advisory and analytic activities support creating the evidence base for policy action both at the country and global levels. The World Bank’s advisory and analytic work in social protection seeks to not only inform its own lending but to build the knowledge base to inform country policies and programs. It covers a wide array of activities, from support for the design and implementation of social protection policies and programs at the country level (through, for example, specific technical assistance activities, policy reform simulations, and delivery system assessments) to analytics such as public expenditure reviews, labor market diagnostics and impact evaluations. At the regional and global level, the World Bank seeks to build, curate, and share global knowledge. This includes reports with both regional and global scope, support for knowledge exchanges.

26 The World Bank places a strong emphasis on robust monitoring and evaluation within its projects, which has helped to underpin a sound track record of achieving results, particularly in its social protection projects according to the Bank’s Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) in 2021. The percentage of social protection projects with a “substantial” or above M&E rating from the IEG has increased from 14 percent (on average in the period FY2005-07) to 75 percent (on average in the period FY2018-20). World Bank projects with higher quality M&E have had statistically significantly higher outcome ratings than otherwise similar projects (World Bank, 2021c).

27 As of the end of FY 2021.
and study tours, and support for global public goods that help countries to benchmark the performance of their own social protection systems through tools such as the Atlas of Social Protection Indicators of Resilience and Equity (ASPIRE).

**Working in partnership and collaboratively with others is essential for the World Bank to support countries effectively.** In order to deliver to clients, the World Bank works closely with external partners to leverage knowledge, technical assistance, and implementation support. At the global level, the World Bank has worked with partners to further build the evidence base for effective social protection. The World Bank has coordinated efforts through the Global Partnership for Universal Social Protection (USP2030) and the Social Protection Inter Agency Cooperation Board (SPIAC-B), which are platforms for coordinating global action, developing tools to assess social protection systems, programs, and delivery mechanisms, and providing a forum to exchange knowledge. The World Bank will also continue to work to improve analysis, spur innovation, pilot new programs, and support the scaling-up of social protection activities globally through specific partnerships (on migration, economic inclusion, and youth employment)\(^{28}\) and through the Jobs Umbrella Trust Fund and the Rapid Social Response Adaptive and Dynamic Social Protection Umbrella Trust Fund. These Umbrella Trust Funds, supported by a large number of partners, and other collaborative activities will continue to provide essential resources to enable the World Bank to respond to evolving demands, whether in nutrition, gender, migration, fragility, youth employment, economic inclusion, or other urgent concerns. At the country level, the World Bank works closely with governments, donors, civil society, and the private sector to strengthen national social protection systems.

**Following the discussion in Sections I and II, five broad areas have emerged as priorities for the support provided by the World Bank to countries for social protection.** The framework for achieving USP as well as evidence on the progress and remaining challenges, as presented in the previous sections, provide guidance for the World Bank’s social protection work in the years ahead. Five key areas have been identified that, while not exclusive, encompass the crux of the World Bank’s ongoing work as well as emerging new policy priorities on which it will be critical to make progress in order to achieve USP. In some cases, the evidence base on what works is well established, and work is already underway at scale in a large number of countries. What is required is continued effort to increase the scale and improve quality. In others, country experience is more limited, and hence the focus is more appropriately on exploring innovation, piloting, and evaluation. The broad areas of work include the need to: (i) build strong foundational social protection systems; (ii) increase coverage and promote greater inclusion; (iii) build more resilient, adaptive, and dynamic programming; (iv) scale up more effective economic inclusion and labor systems; and (v) create more fiscal space for
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\(^{28}\) The specific partnerships include the Partnership for Economic Inclusion (PEI), the Global Knowledge Platform for Migration and Development (KNOMAD), and Solutions for Youth Employment (SAYE). In addition, the SPJ GP has collaborated with donors in country-specific trust-funded activities, notably in Liberia and Nepal.
universal social protection. Under each of these broad areas, this section will identify several strategic priorities. Women’s and girls’ empowerment and climate change are also identified as important cross-cutting issues. Table 2 provides a summary of the areas of work and strategic priorities. These are then discussed in detail in the rest of Section III.

### Table 2. SPJ Compass: Strategic Priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Build Strong Foundational Social Protection Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Develop a clear, coherent vision to guide the development of the social protection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Design programs that work together to support individuals and households effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure strong institutional arrangements and client-facing capacity for delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leverage common digital delivery systems to enable the broader systems agenda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Address the Coverage Gap: Increase Coverage and Promote Greater Inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Expand coverage, while ensuring adequate support for the different risks faced throughout the lifecycle and across the income spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop new social insurance instruments to support the “missed middle”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Continue to expand coverage in fragile, conflict-affected, and vulnerable contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Account for the specific needs of groups that face barriers to accessing social protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Address the Flexibility Gap: Build More Resilient, Adaptive, and Dynamic Programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Promote adaptive social protection systems and programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure dynamic entry into and exit from social protection programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthen unemployment benefit systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D. Address the Opportunity Gap: Scale-Up More Effective Economic Inclusion and Labor Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Increase the scale and quality of labor market and economic inclusion programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tailor labor and economic inclusion programs to meet the specific needs of program participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leverage labor and economic inclusion programs to support green, resilient, inclusive development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthen social protection programs and collective bargaining processes to foster regulatory reforms that will better balance the needs of workers and those of firms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. Address the Fiscal Gap: Create More Fiscal Space for Universal Social Protection

- Develop the empirics for evidence-based spending
- Continue to innovate, monitor, and evaluate
- Reform pension systems and reduce regressive subsidies to promote fiscal sustainability
- Strengthen financing through appropriate tax reforms, domestic resource mobilization, and the harmonization of donor funding

A. Build Strong Foundational Social Protection Systems

A1. Develop a clear, coherent vision to guide the development of the social protection system.

In order to develop fiscally and politically sustainable USP systems that are fit for purpose, establishing a longer-term vision for the social protection sector that serves to guide the necessary institutional and program development is an important step. Having clarity of vision can help governments to move their countries towards USP in a coherent, incremental fashion and to avoid taking steps that might otherwise ultimately undermine its achievement.

- A vision for the social protection sector should start from first principles by defining the role of key actors in the system – individuals and households, firms, and government. It should develop a clear logic for each public intervention, whether that may be to address market failures or to achieve other societal objectives such as redistribution or poverty reduction. It should form a coherent part of the country’s broader development policy, ensuring that the social protection vision is compatible with and complementary to efforts in other key sectors. Policymakers can then define the most appropriate type of public intervention needed, such as regulation, financing, direct service provision, or a combination of these. The choice of an appropriate institutional and program framework should then flow from that definition.

- As countries move towards USP, the shape that social protection institutions take in each country will vary significantly. Although there is no single blueprint, two key inter-related functions at the highest level are critical. First, institutional arrangements are needed that support a strong policy-making function across the social protection sector in order to promote the necessary system-wide thinking. Second, given that social protection programs are often organizationally complex and involve multiple government actors and systems, additional institutional arrangements are needed for ensuring coordination at both the policy and program levels. This includes
both horizontal coordination (across national government) and vertical coordination (across levels of government). While both the policymaking and coordination arrangements could be executed in a number of different ways (a strong social protection agency, a central planning or finance agency, and/or additional inter-agency coordination institutions), it is crucial for defining and implementing the long-term vision to ensure that these functions can be carried out effectively.

- The achievement of this social protection vision will necessarily take time, but most countries will not be starting from a blank slate. As countries seek to increase coverage, they will need to consider some complex trade-offs. On the one hand, there is urgency to increase coverage today with their existing programs, but these may be small-scale, fragmented, or with structural weaknesses related to efficiency or incentives. On the other hand, there is scope to build more effective and sustainable programs and systems for the long-run, but doing so often requires politically or institutionally complex reforms, which will inevitably create both winners and losers. Understanding the dynamics of the country’s political economy will be key to determining when and where there may be opportunities for step-changes in the institutional architecture supporting the USP vision.

A2. Design programs that work together to support individuals and households effectively.

As has been noted repeatedly throughout the Compass, social protection systems need to consist of a coordinated suite of programs designed to support individuals and households effectively throughout the lifecycle and across the income spectrum. Government intervention often needs to be layered across instruments and in different ways for different population groups in order to meet the goals of the social protection system. Ideally, the social protection system should offer pathways for individuals and households to connect them with the different benefits and services that they need, adjusting that program offer over time as their needs change and evolve.

- Programs and services in social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care are complementary. Tying them more closely together can improve outcomes by eliminating co-existing constraints to access and exploiting synergies in delivery systems. Much of this already takes place in programs focused on the poor, such as economic inclusion programs (although their scale is often limited), or in middle-income countries that may, for example, provide dedicated labor market support to the registered unemployed in addition to providing them with unemployment assistance. Coordination between programs is particularly needed to tackle complex or multisectoral challenges (such as reducing malnutrition, or promoting early childhood development) or to help groups that may face multiple constraints (such as people with disabilities or women and girls).
• Social protection systems need to be designed coherently in a way that takes into account the positive and negative incentives that they can create to either encourage people to seek out better income-earning opportunities or dissuade them from doing so. This often relates to how the entry and exit criteria for social assistance and social insurance programs are determined, for example, when passing an income threshold can mean losing access to means-tested income support, and when taking a formal sector job involves an obligation to contribute to social insurance. Programs should support people to move out of social assistance or certain insurance programs, as appropriate, and to move from no or low-productivity jobs to more productive, often formal, jobs. Labor and economic inclusion programs are an important complement to other social protection programs in supporting these movements.

• There is scope to promote coordination and integration across programs well beyond the social protection sector. Social protection programs connected by common delivery systems are increasingly being used to support interventions in other sectors by linking beneficiaries to such services as health insurance, scholarships, fee waivers for utilities, housing benefits, and financial services. Labor programs need to be coordinated among all relevant ministries and relevant actors on both the supply side and the demand side of the labor market as well as with social partners. Strong private sector engagement is critical for ensuring that workers are trained in the skills that are in demand and to support their transitions into the labor market and when moving between jobs.

• Coordination can be greatly strengthened by adopting appropriate institutional arrangements. In many countries the ad hoc institutional development of social protection programs has meant that many different institutions and levels of government are responsible for implementing often similar programs. Consolidating these programs under the jurisdiction of a lead social protection agency will use limited capacity more efficiently and reduce transaction costs for beneficiaries. In some cases, this may be a precursor to merging programs with similar objectives as well as to the development of common core delivery systems across programs.

• The coordinated delivery of programs can be thought of as a continuum, with policymakers choosing the degree of coordination that is desirable in their particular country in accordance with the objectives of each program as well as the institutional arrangements and available budget resources. The process of coordination can be begun simply by providing program beneficiaries with information about other complementary programs. Other steps might include creating one-stop locations where all programs and services can be based within the same office, integrating the intake procedures of several programs, or taking a case management approach to provide ongoing intensive support to beneficiaries that includes referrals to other relevant services and programs. It is important to pay due attention to the operational considerations for effectively achieving coordination in order to reduce transaction costs, foster inclusion, and maximize positive impact.
A3. Ensure strong institutional arrangements and client-facing capacity for delivery.

The institutional arrangements for the delivery of social protection are highly context-specific and operate within the broader macro institutional environment shaped by policies, regulations, inter-agency incentives, and most importantly, history and path dependency. Promoting the most optimal institutional arrangements for social protection within each specific country context is key to ensuring effective and efficient program delivery.

- The basic tenets of public finance suggest that social protection should largely be financed at the national level, which is the case in most countries. However, the delivery of services has to take place at a level that is closer to clients and thus requires the involvement of local offices of the central government, local governments, non-governmental service providers, and/or the private sector. These local actors can be called upon to fulfill specific functions in the delivery chain (such as outreach, beneficiary identification, and enrollment in the case of social assistance) as well as providing core services (such as training and intermediation in the case of labor programs). The advantage of shifting responsibility for program implementation to a level closer to beneficiaries is that it facilitates more direct and personal transactions with clients and allows for greater knowledge of and responsiveness to local needs and preferences, which can strengthen the program's accountability. This is particularly true for social protection programs and services targeted to the poor or vulnerable groups, who are more likely to be excluded because of costs and other barriers to access (see Section B4 below). However, separating the responsibilities for financing and implementation between levels of government or between the public and private sectors requires that duties, capacities, and financing and information flows are clear and congruent and address institutional incentives so as to ensure that service providers are held accountable for program outcomes.

- In addition to the ability of the central government to provide program financing, support, and an adequate incentive structure, the quality of delivery depends on the capacity of the local actors directly in charge of providing services. It is important to provide an extensive network of local offices where clients can go to enroll in programs and consult with program administrators. The staff of these offices need to be adequate in numbers relative to the caseload and to be well trained in the rules of the relevant programs, in the technology systems used, in the functions that they provide (whether simple administrative functions like registration or payments or more complex functions such as social work or training), and in client service and codes of conduct. Adequate physical infrastructure, ICT, transport, and equipment will also be needed. The development of delivery capacity should be seen as dynamic, as capacity needs will evolve as staff leave and are hired, program rules and structures change, and expectations rise over time.
A4. Leverage common digital delivery systems to enable the broader systems agenda.

Prior to the pandemic, many countries had made sustained investments in their social protection delivery systems, particularly in basic digital infrastructure such as national ID systems, digital payment systems, and integrated management information systems and social registries. As discussed earlier, these underpinned the responses to the COVID-19 pandemic in many countries as well as foreshadowing further widespread and rapid innovation in these areas as countries scrambled to scale up their social protection programs. Around the world, the social protection response was most effective when countries had an integrated and operational digital ecosystem with IDs, social registries, and payment systems. Having this digital capacity that enables countries to mount a rapid, system-wide response to crises will become increasingly important in the future given the prospect of increasing climate change crises and the need for adaptive social protection.

- Building on the lessons of the pandemic, it continues to be vital for countries to invest in digital infrastructure. In many countries, there is still much to do to put even the basic building blocks in place, and there is significant scope to expand the foundational systems that are critical for well-functioning social insurance, labor and economic inclusion, and social assistance and care interventions. Having common delivery system components across these three social protection domains will make it easier to develop integrated pathways for beneficiaries. Integration of databases enable program implementers to have an overview of an individual or household across all services and programs, which will give them a greater understanding of the different dimensions of their clients’ well-being and make it easier to identify the types of social protection support that they need.

- There are several innovations that have the potential to increase the speed and accuracy of eligibility determination as well as the capacity to interact with clients and to tailor services for them. First, the capacity of management information systems and social registries could be expanded by promoting greater interoperability with other administrative databases such as tax records, property data, and social insurance schemes for the informal sector. Second, there is potential for using real time data sources such as satellite imagery and call detail records to support more traditional approaches as complementary data sources to make programs more inclusive. These can also be particularly useful in contexts affected by fragility, conflict, and violence (FCV). Finally, other aspects of the delivery chain, such as outreach and communication, intake and registration, and grievance and redress, could also be enhanced by using digital tools.

- The population without access to digital technology is disproportionately female, rural, poor, older, and/or with limited education and low literacy. Thus, an increasing dependence on digital solutions for key parts of the social protection program delivery chain risks reinforcing the exclusion of the poorest and most vulnerable. In order to address this reality, policymakers need to actively support the expansion of digital
technologies to these populations (for example, by coordinating the enrollment of clients in national ID systems as part of their registration into social protection programs) while also ensuring that alternative non-digital mechanisms are available to these clients (for example through in-person meetings or outreach services).

- Finally, basing social protection delivery systems on interconnected data ecosystems raises significant risks related to data privacy. Social registries and integrated management information systems consolidate large amounts of personal and socioeconomic information. Therefore, it is essential that adequate legal frameworks are put in place to protect this information, not only to ensure the sound functioning of the system but also to foster credibility and trust. Thus, governments should develop social protection information systems within a digital governance framework that covers issues such as access to information, cybersecurity, data security, data confidentiality, privacy standards, and personal data protection.

B. Address the Coverage Gap: Increase Coverage and Promote Greater Inclusion

B1. Expand coverage, while ensuring adequate support for the different risks faced throughout the lifecycle and across the income spectrum.

Given the large numbers of people around the world who are still not covered by social protection, expanding effective coverage of social protection programs must be a paramount objective in the drive to progressively achieve USP. However, while the priorities for expanding coverage will vary in each country, limitations in fiscal and institutional capacity mean that a number of trade-offs will need to be made, at least in the short to medium term.

- While governments may be working towards increasing fiscal space over the longer term, public resources are currently insufficient in a large majority of countries to meet all the needs of the population for social protection. Therefore, governments will need to decide who should be prioritized for coverage in the short term. An important principle from public finance theory is that in situations where expanding coverage involves the need for government financing (rather than putting in place regulations or mandates), this financing should be reserved for achieving goals of redistribution or poverty reduction or for expenditures that have clear positive externalities beyond the individual recipient.

- While for social assistance and services such as social care ensuring support for the poorest is widely agreed to be a high priority, there are also many reasons why governments may want to extend such support beyond the poor to those further up the income ladder. These reasons may include ensuring that protection is provided for different types of vulnerability and pursuing broader objectives of redistribution among the population. Beyond this, there are significant needs for social insurance
and labor market programs across the whole income spectrum that differ in design and need for public finance according to the nature of the household or individual and their particular vulnerabilities. While it is impossible to be prescriptive here about country priorities, ensuring that large groups of the population are not left without access to programs salient to them is important. At the margin then, it would make sense for governments to prioritize the most significant unmet needs in their countries for support.

**•** As countries seek to expand coverage, they will also need to identify which types of programs are the most appropriate to implement and scale up. As noted in the sections above, there are a variety of ways in which this can be effectively achieved. However, the attributes of a sound social protection system discussed in Section I provide a useful guide. Programs should be adequate in the support they provide, tailored in their approach to the needs of the intended population, dynamic in being able to respond to needs as they change, efficient in the use of public resources, sustainable both politically and fiscally, incentive compatible in that they promote positive and productive behavior, and inclusive in their approach. Identifying which programs within the current social protection system best meet these criteria is a helpful way to approach the decision about where to expand coverage. It will also provide a guide to making reforms to any programs that are not meeting the mark.

**B2. Develop new social insurance instruments to support the “missed middle”**.

Providing support to the workers who constitute the “missed middle” remains an enormous challenge. These are workers in the informal sector or whose forms of work do not provide them adequate insurance (such as the self-employed or those on temporary contracts). The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the scale of the challenge as many countries had to scramble to come up with *ad hoc* responses to support this population during the crisis. The expansion of formal sector employment would enable more of this population to find formal jobs and thus receive coverage through social insurance, but this seems unlikely to occur at the necessary speed or scale, particularly in low and middle-income countries. In the absence of this, three complementary approaches have been identified as having the potential to expand access among this group.

**•** First, governments should ensure that the social assistance system provides both adequate coverage of the poor and scope for dynamic entry to programs. By design, workers in the informal sector who are not poor do not qualify for social assistance designed for the poor. Nevertheless, these workers may be at high risk of falling into poverty if their incomes are volatile and if they are not covered by adequate insurance mechanisms. If shocks occur, they may then be in need of social assistance programs, which should be able to provide them with timely and appropriate support (see Section C2 on dynamic entry). The response to COVID-19 in many countries provides a clear example of how this could be done in practice.
• Second, governments should support the scaling up and broader adoption of savings schemes targeted to the informal sector. These are schemes that cater both for short-term savings, which can be withdrawn during spells of unemployment or other short-term household shocks, and for long-term savings for protection in old age. They are flexible about the payment of contributions, taking into account the irregular, unpredictable earnings of many workers in the informal sector. These savings instruments can be beneficial to people across the income distribution. They can benefit the self-employed who are not part of a formal sector scheme or formal sector workers who want to save beyond their existing social insurance. They can also be relevant for social assistance beneficiaries. The schemes, which have become increasingly viable as FinTech has led to rapid reduction in transaction costs, can also potentially have the positive spillover effect of increasing financial inclusion. Moreover, by leveraging these voluntary instruments, there may be scope for governments in the future to connect people with other risk-pooling instruments. However, there is not much experience to draw on in this area, and several challenges are already evident. It is still unclear how much financial protection can be achieved by promoting voluntary saving alone. Government subsidies may be needed to incentivize increased saving and to reach scale.

• Finally, governments could develop alternatives to the traditional social insurance model that would expand the system to cover informal workers. While progress in this regard has been limited, some reform options have surfaced that might hold some promise. For example, one option might be for governments to subsidize the provision of a minimum package of social insurance to cover catastrophic losses from certain contingent risks (longevity, ill health, and long-term risk of unemployment) for everyone (whether working formally, informally, or not at all), with the potential of reducing subsidies for beneficiaries higher up the income scale.

B3. Continue to expand coverage in fragile, conflict-affected, and vulnerable contexts.

Given both the increasing concentration of extreme poverty in fragile and conflict-affected countries as well as the very acute needs of the populations affected by fragility, conflict, and violence, the extension of social protection coverage within FCV contexts remains a high priority. Social protection programs can build resilience, restore livelihoods, and protect the poor and vulnerable. However, it is exactly in FCV contexts, where the need for such support is often greatest, that the capacity of the state to provide effective social protection is most limited and where building the needed capacity can be a highly complex task.

• Due to the complexity and intersectoral nature of crises, close coordination and partnerships are key to providing effective social protection programming in FCV contexts. An important development in this context has been the increasing commitment to
linking humanitarian assistance with longer-term adaptive social protection programs and systems as demonstrated by The Grand Bargain agreed between donors and humanitarian organizations in 2016. In FCV contexts, such an approach has the potential to reduce response times, avoid duplication between agencies responding to a crisis, deliver predictable support through established, often cash-based channels, support local economies, build or strengthen national systems, and offer a gradual exit strategy from humanitarian aid.

- Efforts to link humanitarian assistance with longer-term social protection programs need to balance the delivery of vital support in FCV contexts in the short term with developing an institutional environment, administrative capacity, and core delivery systems so that the implementation of long-term programming becomes viable. Thus, in places where conflict is intense, government-led social protection is absent, or it is not possible to use government-led systems, efforts should be focused on providing immediate relief with a focus on promoting peace. However, when conflict is less intense or no longer happening but public infrastructure has been destroyed, then recovery and reconstruction should be a priority alongside relief efforts. And in places that have nascent social protection systems and where violence does not impede people's livelihoods or prevent the delivery of services, focusing on programs that build human capital and livelihoods may be more appropriate, with the long-term aim of the government leading the provision of social protection programming.

- Traditional social protection programming may need to be made more flexible or adapted to respond to the particular vulnerabilities generated by FCV. First, social protection programs must comply with the principle of “do no harm.” For instance, policymakers should carefully consider which groups should be prioritized for support to ensure that this decision does not further erode trust or exacerbate existing internal conflicts. Second, they should prioritize programs that not only mitigate the immediate impacts of FCV but also contribute, to the extent feasible, to addressing its underlying causes. Some types of programs are more useful than others in this respect. For example, public works provide participants with direct income support but also rebuild local infrastructure and involve community-level cooperation that, if designed right, may help to restore trust and reduce tensions. Finally, adaptations to the delivery chain may be needed to recognize the unique vulnerabilities of certain population groups impacted by FCV and to minimize the potential for exclusion. For example, refugees may not have access to the identification documents that are needed to enroll in programs or to the financial services needed to receive social protection payments (see also Section B4 below).

---

29 The Grand Bargain was an agreement between some of the world’s largest donors and humanitarian organizations in which they committed themselves to getting more means into the hands of people in need and to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of humanitarian assistance.
B4. Account for the specific needs of groups who face barriers to accessing social protection.

Social protection programs are all too often designed with a one size fits all approach, with insufficient attention given to the barriers faced by different groups in accessing them. When thinking about extending coverage it is important to recognize that, without specific adaptations or additional interventions, many groups may not be able to access these programs. The groups most likely to have access problems include: (i) children, youth, women, and the elderly; (ii) groups defined according to their socioeconomic status, such as the poor, people living in isolated and remote areas, the homeless, refugees, immigrants, IDPs, or indigenous people; (iii) people with disabilities; (iv) the illiterate and low-skilled; and (v) vulnerable individuals and families facing social risks.

• For governments to be able to make progress towards achieving USP, they must give serious consideration to the barriers that may lead to the exclusion of different groups. Human-centered design (HCD) can be a useful tool in this respect. HCD is the process of continually understanding and meeting user needs through program design. Various HCD tools can be used to assess the quality of user experiences in social protection programs, including journey maps, which trace client experiences throughout the delivery chain. Given that programs are often designed with the “average” client in mind, HCD can be particularly important for ensuring that social protection programs are adapted to meet the needs of those at risk from exclusion. Some examples of simple but critical adaptations include using local languages in program communications, using visuals to convey information to those with literacy challenges, hiring staff from excluded groups to build trust and reduce stigma, adapting the location and times of service provision to maximize access, facilitating access to other documentation (such as IDs) that may be needed to register for programs, and adapting IT system requirements (such as offering alternatives to the requirement to give a postal address) to meet the unique circumstances of certain groups.

• Programs need to be adapted from the beginning of the delivery chain onwards, starting with outreach. Outreach constitutes deliberate efforts to reach and inform intended populations and vulnerable groups about social protection programs in ways that they can comprehend so that they are aware, informed, able, and encouraged to engage. There has been some promising use of “active search” methods in some countries, whereby program administrators, local officials, or others deliberately and proactively reach out to people living in remote areas or vulnerable populations who may otherwise be overlooked. Similarly, providing incentives to service providers to ensure the participation of disadvantaged groups, has also been effective in increasing inclusion.

• Integrated service approaches are particularly relevant when supporting poor and vulnerable clients who face multiple risks and constraints and, therefore, need a range of coordinated interventions. Supporting these clients starts with conducting a multi-dimensional assessment to identify the complex needs of the individual or household, followed by the provision of a bundle of benefits and services sequenced appropriately.
and intensive monitoring and support from a dedicated cadre of staff. Other than social protection benefits and services, the bundle may also need to include social work services, social care services, and specialized and preventive services. As noted earlier, care services can be particularly important for not only supporting those who need care, for whom such support can be vital, but also to lessen the responsibility of care that usually falls on women, limiting their opportunities in other areas.

• Strengthening grievance redress mechanisms (GRMs) is critical for reducing exclusion as well as for monitoring all aspects of service delivery and governance. Strong GRMs can increase the accountability of program managers and, therefore, strengthen the trust and involvement of beneficiaries in the program. They can also help to hold implementing authorities to account at all levels and, thus, curb corruption. They can identify any operational problems with the program and help to standardize the program’s performance by identifying differences in performance across geographic areas. GRMs should be one part of a suite of tools all designed to take account of beneficiaries’ voice and feedback. Other useful instruments in the suite might include social audits, citizen report cards and community scorecards, and beneficiary surveys.

C. Address the Flexibility Gap: Build More Resilient, Adaptive, and Dynamic Programming

C1. Promote adaptive social protection systems and programs.

ASP is integral to the advancement of the USP agenda. Investing in more effective coverage, particularly in social assistance and labor and economic inclusion programs, provides the foundation for building household resilience. Yet it is notable that many countries that are at high risk of covariate shocks, and are therefore those who most need to build household resilience, have social protection systems with especially low coverage. ASP as an approach was born out of work on building capacity to respond to droughts, but the approach is just as relevant in the context of other slow-onset or rapid-onset covariate shocks. The economic shock resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic vividly demonstrated the importance of having adaptive social protection systems in place. While the details of ASP in each country will be highly context-specific, investments in preparedness tend to be concentrated in four key areas; (i) programs and their delivery systems; (ii) data and information systems; (iii) finance; and (iv) institutional arrangements and partnerships.

- Programs and their delivery systems: First and foremost, adaptive social protection programs can help to build resilience at the household level so households themselves are better able to cope with and adapt to shocks. This will become increasingly relevant in the face of the impacts of climate change. Adaptive social protection programs can help households to find more productive and resilient livelihoods by building their assets, savings, and diversifying their livelihoods, by supporting them in accumulating human capital through training and re-skilling, and by building resilient
community assets that address sources of vulnerability in the community. While these investments can sometimes be costly, evidence indicates that they are broadly offset by the avoided cost of an ex-post response should a shock occur. Also, relatively small adjustments can often be made to the design of programs that may help, where appropriate, to build resilience. These start with considering adjustments to targeting approaches in advance (where pre-existing vulnerabilities can be identified), integrating risk and household vulnerability into eligibility criteria and the selection of beneficiaries, or adjusting benefit amounts, types, or timing (for example, providing them to rural communities during the agricultural lean season).

- Social protection programs and their delivery systems need to be prepared to scale up to help households cope in the aftermath of a shock. The type of response that will be needed varies enormously depending on the scale and scope of the shock, but broad coverage of the poor and vulnerable provides a foundation from which programs can scale up, either vertically (to provide additional resources to existing beneficiaries) or horizontally (to support more people). To be able to respond in a timely way, flexibility needs to be an integral part of the design of programs before a shock occurs. Contingency planning can be used to identify which programs within the social protection system might best be harnessed as part of an ASP response and the specific adjustments needed along the delivery chain to facilitate their scale up.

- **Data and information:** The timeliness of response is particularly important when a shock occurs. Therefore, robust early warning systems are needed as a basis for predicting needs and prompting responses based on predefined triggers and thresholds for action. Many innovations in technology, such as high-resolution satellite imagery and big data, can be used to facilitate this process. While some countries are starting to adopt early warning approaches, there is scope for many more to do so. Social registries and interoperable information systems can be useful sources of data to inform rapid responses to shocks. Taking advantage of existing social registries, as opposed to collecting new data through post-disaster needs assessments, may be the fastest way to identify individuals in need, depending on the scale and nature of the shock and on what capacity exists to collect data after the shock.

- **Finance:** In order to enable governments to respond quickly and effectively, pre-planned risk financing that channels resources to social protection programs to enable them to scale up can be essential. As a first step, financial modeling can be used to forecast the costs of responding to a range of different shocks. Based on this forecast, policymakers can develop a risk financing strategy. No single financial instrument can or should cover all risk financing requirements. Risk layering involves using a menu of financial instruments to meet the costs of response, including budgetary instruments such as reserve funds, contingent financing, and market-based insurance instruments, with the possibility of also exploring risk-pooling at both the national and supranational levels. After a response is triggered, it is vital that adaptive payment mechanisms (in the case of cash support) are already available so that payments can be channeled to households in need without delay.
• **Institutional arrangements and partnerships:** Coordination is required among the broad range of actors who are engaged in building the resilience of vulnerable households and the myriad actors who are mobilized after a shock has hit. To be effective, ASP requires the adoption of policies that acknowledge the role of social protection in responding to shocks. These policies and associated organizational mandates and coordination mechanisms can create an environment that enables the necessary leadership and coordination between social protection programs, the disaster risk management sector, agencies in charge of climate change adaptation initiatives, and humanitarian aid agencies. Post-shock assistance will benefit from detailed contingency planning covering how specific collaborations between different relevant actors will work in practice. This planning should be multi-sectoral in nature to ensure a coherent, comprehensive, and efficient response.

C2. Ensure dynamic entry into and exit from social protection programs.

ASP focuses on the ability of social protection programs to respond to large covariate shocks. Additional to this, social protection programs need to have the ability to respond to the idiosyncratic shocks of individual households. In many countries the focus in recent years has been on increasing the coverage of programs that focus on reducing chronic poverty. The identification of households that are eligible for these programs has tended to be determined by occasional surveys or census-sweeps by program administrators, which temporarily increase capacity to identify and register households *en masse* in a program. However, this approach involves a high risk of incurring errors of exclusion and inclusion. Newly formed households or those whose situations have changed may have to wait a long period of time before the next wave of registration if it occurs at all. Risks of exclusion increase when social registries that are rarely updated are used. Exclusion risks are multiplied when such registries serve various programs as nonregistered households risk being left without access to multiple programs, not just one.

• Dynamic inclusion, which is the principle that anyone who needs assistance can access it at any time, is a core tenet of USP and should be increasingly adopted by countries as they seek to build their social protection programs. This can be facilitated by creating a permanent and extensive network of local offices (such as local social welfare or employment offices) where clients can go to apply for benefits or update their information at any time. Digital windows can offer additional lower-cost options for increasing capacity for on-demand registration. This network for client interface needs to be developed both within individual programs as well as within social registries where these are used to assess eligibility for a number of programs. This can often require significant coordination among different levels of government (as discussed under Section A3).

• In tandem, the financing of programs needs to be sufficiently flexible to enable them to serve new entrants as soon as they become eligible. This means that budgets will need to be designed to expand or contract in response to increased or decreased
needs. Many countries that face hard budget constraints still operate on-demand systems, but introduce other rationing criteria such as waiting lists with a priority ranking. However, given that waiting lists often do not guarantee eventual incorporation into the program, this may be inconsistent with a truly inclusive approach.

• Another key aspect of dynamic inclusion is the need for benefits to be portable, which is typically more feasible with on-demand than with administrator-driven approaches. Social protection programs should support people moving from one location to another or, in the case of pensions, from one employer to another by ensuring that their benefits can move with them. This is critical to supporting individuals and households in their quest to seek out alternative, more viable livelihood opportunities and can also foster a dynamic labor market.

• Dynamic approaches should also be applied to how beneficiaries exit programs. As countries move towards on-demand approaches, there is increasing scope to reassess the needs and circumstances of beneficiaries on a regular basis to see if they still meet program eligibility conditions. This regular recertification can be done either by requiring more frequent self-declarations from beneficiaries or by leveraging interoperability of government databases to automatically update their information. This would make it possible to remove benefits from those who may have exceeded program thresholds for eligibility, making space, if fixed budgets are binding, for new clients to be identified and enrolled based on need.

• Finally, dynamic exit approaches should be included in a program’s design. Many social assistance programs provide support, behavioral nudges, or services aiming to increase the employability or earnings of their clients. As noted in Section A2, some programs, especially means-tested income support programs, may need to give extra attention to remediate any unintended disincentives that are stopping individuals and households from making efforts to improve their welfare or seek out better livelihood opportunities. When designing programs, it may make sense to include a gradual tapering of benefits based on earned income (which would enable beneficiaries to avoid steep marginal effective tax rates) and to defer removing benefits once beneficiaries exceed program thresholds for eligibility (which would minimize their concerns about the immediate loss of benefits if they were to find employment).

C3. Strengthen unemployment benefit systems.

In many countries, workers have no or only weak protections against the risk of unemployment or significant loss of labor income. Only 32 low- or middle-income countries have a national unemployment protection scheme. In most of them, not only do a large segment of workers not have access to these schemes because they work informally, but there are also workers in the formal sector who may not be covered because they work on part-time or temporary contracts or have not accrued sufficient tenure or contributions. The COVID-19 pandemic and past economic crises have made evident that income losses from these
events can be significant and last a long time. Combined with the risk of idiosyncratic shocks such as unemployment or loss of labor income, it is evident that income protection tools are critically needed. A main challenge is to expand these systems to informal workers given that, for many, more than loss of employment, there is a risk of significant loss of labor income. However, it is difficult to verify incomes and job losses in the informal sector, and there are no formal employers who can complement workers’ contributions.

• Countries with no unemployment protection schemes, a majority, can start building national unemployment protection schemes gradually. In some countries, the appropriate approach would be to rely solely or mainly on insurance savings accounts that extend income protection to both formal and informal workers. To ensure that the benefits provided are adequate, these schemes will probably require contributions from employers in the case of formal workers. For both wage workers and self-employed in the informal sector, means-tested government subsidies are likely to be necessary in addition to workers’ own contributions to ensure the adequacy of benefits and to encourage participation. In countries that do not have unemployment protection schemes but have severance pay, employers could be required to pay a severance or dismissal tax that could replace the existing severance pay, provided that adequate protection is then provided through an unemployment benefit scheme. The revenues from this dismissal tax could contribute to finance subsidies that may be needed within the new unemployment benefit system.

• These unemployment benefit schemes would probably need to be complemented with instruments that support workers in the case of large aggregate shocks, like the COVID-19 pandemic. This could take the form of an unemployment benefit fund financed from general taxation or of social assistance payments that are triggered when such events occur. These could provide support to informal workers as well as to formal workers if support is needed beyond the time or generosity afforded by the unemployment insurance system.

• In countries where national unemployment protection schemes already exist, the main aim must be to increase coverage. The parameters of existing programs can be reformed in some cases to promote coverage (for example, where the minimum required contributory period is long). However, to significantly expand coverage, existing schemes would need to be complemented by other mechanisms that draw on individual savings such as unemployment insurance savings accounts.

• To increase efficiency, the design of any income protection scheme needs to balance the provision of income support to unemployed workers with incentives to encourage them to find jobs. This is particularly important when the government is subsidizing contributions or payouts, but it is also relevant in cases where benefits are self-financed to avoid moral hazard. This need for incentive-compatibility needs to be considered when deciding the level of benefits, their duration, their structure, and associated obligations. It is also necessary to complement income protection schemes with labor market programs and employment services to help unemployed workers to find suitable employment.
D. Address the Opportunity Gap: Scale-Up More Effective Economic Inclusion and Labor Systems

D1. Increase the scale and quality of labor market and economic inclusion programs.

For the millions of working poor, those who are not poor but work in low-productivity jobs with few protections, and those outside of the labor market altogether, economic inclusion and labor market programs can provide much needed support to access better economic opportunities and increase earnings. Yet, with some notable exceptions, most programs are small and fragmented. Importantly, their quality needs to be significantly improved. Progress will be needed in four areas.

• First, coverage needs to be expanded to make sure that labor market programs and services are available to everyone who needs them. The role played by labor programs is especially important where—even when the economy is growing—markets and institutions fail, such as in remote rural areas, FCV contexts, and across international borders, as well as for the most vulnerable and under-served groups such as youth, people with disabilities, older workers, and women. There are many diverse and unmet needs for support, so there is significant potential for well-designed and implemented labor programs to improve outcomes. Larger and better labor market and economic inclusion programs are also needed to support a more sustainable and equitable recovery from COVID-19 as well as to respond to the challenges and opportunities presented by technological change, global economic integration, demographic shifts, and decarbonization.

• Second, in expanding the scale of labor market programs, policymakers should extend the range of services and workers that they serve. In some contexts, labor market programs are arguably too focused on the more productive firms and workers, often in the formal sector; in others, too little is done with this segment and most programs support low-productivity activities, often in the informal sector. In each country, the right balance is likely to be different and will depend on existing constraints, the nature of the labor market, the country’s capacity, and the preferences of policymakers. Given that fiscal and administrative capacities are limited, however, trade-offs will become more significant as programs expand.

• Third, the design of programs can be improved by building the evidence base and embracing some program features that have shown some promise. For example, involving the private sector in designing, implementing and monitoring programs, particularly skills training; providing tailored support to women (e.g., to cover childcare or family responsibilities, or in terms of mentorship, or addressing constraining social norms); combining in-classroom with on-the-job training in skills programs; paying attention to cognitive and socio-emotional skills in addition to technical skills in training; and working with experienced master craftsmen in the context of informal apprenticeships. These are among the lessons emerging in improving how programs work.
• Finally, scaling up labor market support will require moving from individual programs to shared and integrated delivery systems, akin to the reforms that have been made to social assistance programs in recent years. In most low-income countries and several middle-income countries, employment support is provided in the form of independent programs, many of which are temporary and externally financed, and which are not linked to each other. This fragmentation means that there is little possibility of tailoring interventions to the needs of clients. Building these integrated delivery systems will require building the foundational systems discussed earlier and integrating them with the rest of the social protection system and with other relevant policy areas. Improving the quality of client-facing points of service, as is beginning to take place in many social assistance systems, will also be critical.

• In the case of economic inclusion programs—aimed more strictly at the poorest and with an even more comprehensive set of coordinated multidimensional interventions, scaling up builds on an already promising evidence base. However, this evidence does not yet go far enough in resolving ongoing debates about which types of programs work best for whom, which is critical given the cost of many of these programs. As a result, going bigger and becoming better will mean addressing remaining knowledge gaps (especially about cost effectiveness and sustainability), financing gaps and political economy trade-offs involved in the adoption and scale up of these programs.

D2. Tailor labor and economic inclusion programs to the needs of program participants.

One of the important lessons from the past decade is that the needs of program participants, whether they are individuals, households, or firms, are many and varied, which explains at least partly why many programs fail to meet their objectives. In many contexts, policymakers need to pay more attention to the needs of women, older workers, people with disabilities, and the unskilled. As discussed earlier, emerging evidence on economic inclusion and labor programs suggests that a comprehensive suite of interventions has a greater and more sustained impact than individual programs and that a program’s effects tend to vary significantly among different participants.

• It is important that policymakers invest in better understanding the needs of program beneficiaries and the multiplicity of constraints that they face in income generation. This multiplicity of needs is likely to be most significant among the poor. Take the case of skills programs for disadvantaged youth in urban areas. Several evaluations have shown that a range of skills (cognitive, technical, and socio-emotional) are needed to find employment and maximize earnings, but for young people, who are likely to lack the necessary experience, on-the-job training is also likely to be required. However, evidence shows that many of these young workers, particularly women, drop out before completing the training, so it is important for policymakers to understand why this happens and to provide appropriate incentives to service providers to prevent it from happening in the
future. Once young people complete the training, they may need further differentiated support depending on if they seek wage employment or self-employment or if they seek to move to new labor markets within the country or abroad. Finally, young people with disabilities will need the training to be adapted to meet their various particular needs (for example, by making facilities and learning materials accessible) and will also require tailored support when they enter the labor market.

- Tailoring labor and economic inclusion support to the specific, but multiple, needs of different clients requires substantial investments in delivery systems such as those necessary for outreach, determining program eligibility, program enrollment, monitoring and evaluation, and case management. These systems enable program staff to get to know clients, triage them to different interventions, and tailor packages and pathways of support to meet their needs. This alignment of programs and intended beneficiaries cannot be taken for granted and developing the tools and knowledge to do this more effectively will be critical. However, there are trade-offs in terms of the increased costs and complexity implied in developing adequate capacity to provide these functions.

- Improving the tailoring of support will also necessitate the modernization of labor market services. Many countries arguably underinvest in public employment services. An extensive network of local offices that serve as a link to the local economy and as coordination hubs for labor services can improve outreach and outcomes if costs are managed well and if staff are appropriately trained and supported. It is particularly important to focus public resources on ensuring equitable access to services as well as to prioritize functions that have a significant public good element including profiling, labor market and skills diagnostics, and establishing links with employers. Technology and new types of data promise to reduce costs and increase returns to these investments. However, the risk that must be avoided is to blindly copy the institutional arrangements and functions of employment services in more advanced economies. The reality of labor markets in developing countries, with widespread informality and limited formal wage employment, means that services need to go beyond intermediation with formal employers and training for wage employment. This, no doubt, makes the task more challenging. At the same time, the use of platforms, big data, machine learning, among other technologies, continue to open possibilities for leapfrogging longer-established systems using new, more relevant, and more timely data to inform the provision of labor market services.

D3. Leverage labor and economic inclusion programs to support green, resilient, inclusive development.

Many labor and economic inclusion programs explicitly aim to help participants to prepare, cope with, and recover from shocks, a feature that is likely to become increasingly important in coming years. Transitioning to new technologies and to greener activities is likely to benefit some workers while displacing or reducing earnings for others. In particular, while
likely to be a gradual process, it will benefit workers who have the skills and capital to make the necessary transitions and to adapt to changing needs but may hurt those that rely on carbon-intensive activities or who work in locations more susceptible to climate change.

- Countries need to invest in foundational skills and gradual upskilling to support a green economic transformation with a focus on the development of skills needed in new emerging sectors. They will first need to invest in building the necessary tools and data in order to identify and anticipate demands for green skills and in training programs that meet those demands. The experience in more advanced economies suggests that many of the skills needed for greener jobs are transversal in that they can be used across many different sectors and occupations.

- The challenge presented by this economic transformation is formidable, especially for the most vulnerable. Decarbonization will hurt employment and earnings prospects in certain sectors and locations impacting a very heterogeneous group of workers: from coal miners made redundant after mines are closed, to farmers who live in coastal areas vulnerable to flooding. These workers may need to relocate (internally or internationally) and find new jobs, possibly very different from the jobs that they held before. Therefore, labor and economic inclusion programs will need to go beyond skills training to provide job search and mobility support to connect workers with earning opportunities in emerging green sectors or in less climate-affected regions or countries.

D4. Strengthen social protection programs and collective bargaining processes to foster regulatory reforms that will better balance the needs of workers and those of firms.

Many labor regulations that exist today in low- and middle-income countries were adopted, sometimes wholesale, from more advanced economies that had and continue to have very different labor markets. As a result, these regulations are often not fit for purpose, given the high informality and weak enforcement that prevail in developing countries. The changing nature of work adds urgency to the need for reforms in some areas and provides an opportunity to increase the extent to which regulations protect more workers while at the same time supporting firms as they adapt in response to evolving labor markets.

- Countries need to continue to invest in regulatory reform where under-regulation or over-regulation exists. Priority needs to be given to establishing enforceable laws that provide fundamental protections—against abuse, discrimination or child labor, or that ensure the right to organize and collectively bargain. The aim should be to expand their application and enforcement to all workers, regardless of who they are, and where or how they work. In cases where specific regulations harm job creation or the employment and earnings prospects of particular groups, labor market reform continues to be necessary. Given the intrinsic difficulties and trade-offs involved in identifying which labor regulations should be reformed and how, broader societal
interests may be best served by combining evidence on impacts with more effective collective bargaining, probably with elements at both firm and industry level depending on what is appropriate in the local context, covering all relevant parties. Collective agreements would enhance protection beyond regulations that provide some basic protections to all. The priority needs to be to discover the features needed for a given collective bargaining system to generate the required degree of representativeness, coordination, and trust between bargaining parties.

• To facilitate reform and improve outcomes, it is necessary to consider reform efforts in tandem with broader reforms to social protection systems. The objective of protecting workers, not jobs, is increasingly relevant given high informality rates in most developing countries and the expected implications of long-term trends. However, regulations are not always the best instrument to achieve this goal. Considering labor regulations in tandem with social protection systems (and probably other regulatory areas such as competition policy) can help policymakers to identify the best tools for compensating for the underlying market and institutional failures that labor regulations are designed to address. To do this, however, it is necessary to go back to first principles, recognizing that many regulations in low- and middle-income countries were designed for more advanced economies, that had and continue to have very different labor markets. For example, in the case of severance pay, reform can not only become easier but also enhance workers’ protections if it takes place alongside the establishment or strengthening of unemployment benefit systems, ideally in ways that cover all workers and account for the different nature of idiosyncratic and covariate shocks (as discussed under Section C3).

• A key challenge for policymakers moving forward will be to accommodate changes in the labor market while avoiding increasing segmentation and exacerbating distortions that can cost jobs, particularly formal jobs, and slow the pace of the country’s economic transformation. Particular caution is needed with regulations that extend important protections to certain workers such as those protections around contract types, minimum wage, and hiring and firing costs, but that may also affect job prospects or risk creating segmentation. There are new forms of work emerging that blur the line between employers, employees, and own-account workers. Labor reallocation between different firms and between different forms of work is also expected to increase in response to many of the broader trends discussed earlier. This will change the nature of employment and of employer-employee relationships. Current approaches that aim to fit nonstandard forms of employment within the existing regulatory frameworks run the risk of not only increasing segmentation in the labor market but also of reducing innovation and job creation.

• Technological advances are increasing the opportunities available to countries to strengthen the enforcement and the overall functioning of labor regulations. Technology, including the use of big data, can be helpful, for example, in facilitating and improving risk-based inspection systems, strengthening the voice of different stakeholders who do not always have a seat at the negotiating table, or changing
incentives for compliance with regulations (through, for example, the use of social media or broader whistleblower systems). These investments would need to complement more traditional investments in enforcement, an area in which many low- and middle-income countries continue to lag.

E. Address the Fiscal Gap: Create More Fiscal Space for Universal Social Protection

E1. Develop the empirics for evidence-based spending.

When developing strategies to increase coverage of social protection systems, policymakers need to start from a sound understanding of what is currently being spent and what that spending is achieving. The social protection sector in many countries is fragmented, with social protection expenditures being incurred by several different ministries, agencies, and levels of government. These expenditures are rarely assessed and evaluated together, leaving policymakers with little understanding of the scale, scope, efficiency, and effectiveness of the social protection system. Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of existing spending should be a key component of any strategy for increasing fiscal space for social protection.

• Most governments have no established framework for regularly accounting for and monitoring the social protection system, and some parts of the system, such as certain subsidies, are often not included at all in accounting exercises, making it hard to make transparent the trade-offs that are implicit in given budget allocations. Without a comprehensive picture, it is difficult for policymakers to assess the efficiency of the components of the social protection system, to decide where reallocations may be possible or where the highest priorities for incremental expenses exist. What is needed in the sector are public expenditure reviews, comprehensive sector budgeting exercises, and medium-term expenditure planning to enable more informed policymaking. To facilitate these exercises, basic statistics and performance indicators on all social protection programs should be made public regularly using a consistent methodology.

• One of the most necessary tasks in this regard will be to quantify the present and future financing obligations of pension systems. In the pension sector, the implications of policy decisions today can have significant fiscal implications for decades in ways that are almost unique in public spending. Regularly gauging the sustainability of the pension system and assessing contingent liabilities should be a priority. However, the work is complex, often made more so by the fragmentation of pension systems between different levels of government and different cohorts of retirees, which can require the use of specialized tools to ensure robust analysis.

• Household surveys are an important tool for assessing how social protection programs affect the population, including their distributional impact. In some regions of the world such as LAC and ECA, social protection programming has been well captured
in surveys in a number of countries, particularly those where programming has been significant in size and stable in structure over time. As social protection programming is increasingly consolidated in other countries, they will need to make sure that their survey instruments are able to keep up. In a broad range of countries, supplemental samples may be warranted of groups of particular interest for social protection policymaking.

**E2. Continue to innovate, monitor and evaluate.**

Generating data on how programs perform is important not only for understanding if programs are working and at what cost but also for identifying opportunities for increasing efficiency. This can help to maximize the impact of limited fiscal resources. Moreover, being able to demonstrate that resources are being well spent is vital for making the case for more financing.

- There is a growing literature of rigorous evaluations of social assistance, economic inclusion, and labor programs that help policymakers to understand the potential impacts of these investments. Continuing to focus on program evaluation is important for contextualizing findings from other settings to the specifics of a program in a given time and place and for supporting learning within programs. Evaluation can also help to robustly demonstrate the positive impact of and value for money represented by social protection so that programs can claim budget space in the constantly renewed fiscal and political cycles.

- As countries work towards greater integration of their social protection programming, the resulting programs can become increasingly large and complex in their design. While the evidence shows that this is the right direction to move in, (for example in labor market programs or the move to add extensive ‘plus’ or service elements to social assistance), it can be difficult for policymakers to know which elements are most important, in which contexts, and why and for whom. This suggests the need to continue to pilot programs and to invest in robust monitoring and evaluation systems to gather evidence of which elements of the program’s design and implementation are most crucial for producing positive outcomes.

- Monitoring a program’s implementation along the whole delivery chain should be a priority. Monitoring can provide feedback on program-wide design and implementation, as well as more disaggregated information across geographical areas, administrative units, or types of beneficiaries. This can help program administrators to understand where a lack of capacity, error, fraud and corruption, or other challenges may be undermining outcomes or reducing efficiency. Programs can leverage a variety of monitoring tools; from systematic assessment of program administrative data to periodic reporting from visits, spot-checks, or audits, to *ad hoc* studies (both qualitative and quantitative) on issues of particular concern or interest. Opportunities for incorporating feedback directly from beneficiaries, as discussed under Section B4, should
be a priority. Most importantly, monitoring generates information that then needs to be used as part of a feedback loop to drive continuous improvements in the design and implementation arrangements of programs.

- Consideration of cost should be a central part of the monitoring and evaluation system. Cost-benefit analysis can enable policymakers to assess the efficiency of each program and, therefore, make more informed comparisons between programs. For often budget-constrained social protection, being able to better relate cost (or the value of benefits and service packages) to the different impacts achieved can help policymakers better understand the tradeoffs between the extent of coverage, the level of benefits, and program impact and thus help to increase the efficiency of existing spending.

E3. Reform pension systems and reduce regressive subsidies to promote fiscal sustainability.

As noted above, since fiscal space is precious, it is important that all programs in the social protection sector are meeting their stated objectives as efficiently and effectively as possible. Wherever this is not the case, there is scope to reallocate funds to programs with a better performance record. Within social protection, two items of spending are particularly problematic. First, some countries use subsidies from general revenues to fill deficits in pay-as-you-go pension systems. These subsidies can be large and contribute to the countries’ growing contingent liabilities. Second, some countries have introduced price subsidies, which are not routinely regarded as part of the social protection system but are often justified on the grounds that they meet social protection objectives such as equity or resilience. In both cases, spending on these subsidies has had a tendency to grow over time for demographic, political, or other reasons, can be highly regressive, with the majority of benefits being captured by the better-off, and non-transparent in how they are handled in the budget. The size of these subsidies can often crowd out other priority programs and, given their nature, undermine the ability of other parts of the social protection system to meet their objectives.

- Pension systems in many countries are facing an existential challenge. They often provide too little effective coverage or income replacement for certain groups, and yet sizable public subsidies are needed to keep paying current pensions. The aging of the population is likely to exacerbate both of these problems, in some cases unsustainably. Therefore, there is a need to find the right balance between the adequacy and coverage of pensions (considering the needs of both men and women) on the one hand and fiscal sustainability on the other. Reforms will be most needed where either current or future financing obligations are highest or most regressive. Sound management of pension reserves, where they exist, and efforts to minimize administrative costs (both asset management and operational costs) can also contribute to fiscal sustainability. Finally, many countries have achieved remarkable gains in life expectancy due to the rise in living standards and increased access to healthcare, but as people...
live longer, they may need to be encouraged and supported to work later in life both to compensate for the shrinking labor force in many countries as well as to reduce the fiscal pressure involved in financing pension systems.

- Civil service pensions are often a significant component of public-sector remuneration. In a number of countries, they absorb a relatively high proportion of public spending in covering a small (and sometimes relatively well-off) group although in some cases schemes seek to compensate for low salary levels in the public sector. Nevertheless, the practice of financing such pensions, usually from general revenues, means they often become fiscally unsustainable but also too politically complex to reform. Reforms to civil service pensions should be considered as part of a wider national pension reform with the intention of bringing them into alignment with schemes for private sector workers. Integrating public and private schemes in this way has the potential to reduce labor market distortions, promote increased labor market mobility, and reduce administrative costs. In the case of systemic reforms, for both civil service and private sector pension schemes, policymakers need to take into account transition costs as well as any potential differences that may arise between the retirement benefits of those from the old system and those of the new system, which can potentially undermine reforms.

- Energy subsidy reform can be motivated by climate change, fiscal pressure, or desire to make spending more equitable. Combined, these motivations make a powerful case for change. Yet, reforming energy subsidies is a multi-dimensional, and politically complex process. This is also true for other types of subsidies, most notably those for food and agricultural inputs, which are also substantial in some countries. Specifically designed or adapted social assistance or labor programs can facilitate energy reform by compensating those who lose from such reforms and thereby improve prospects for a successful reform process. The growing number of cases of such compensatory cash transfers being used around the world suggests that this can be a successful strategy. Beyond the reform process itself, savings from the reform of food and energy subsidies, sometimes representing a very considerable amount of revenue, can be channeled through the social protection system in ways that more effectively achieve redistribution.

**E4. Strengthen financing though appropriate tax reforms, domestic resource mobilization, and the harmonization of donor funding.**

Despite some progress in mobilizing resources for social protection and the options considered above for re-prioritization in the sector, there are very significant gaps in coverage and adequacy of programs that remain, creating a long road to travel from current provision to achieving the vision of USP. This implies a need to spend significantly more resources on the sector. However, fiscal space is scarce in developing counties and will increase only slowly, while some sources of revenue inherently limit the scope to sustainably expand the social protection system.
• Undoubtedly, it will be necessary to mobilize more domestic resources in almost all countries in order to achieve USP. There are a variety of ways to do this, including broadening the tax base, improving the design of value-added taxes, making personal income tax more progressive, making capital taxation more neutral, making more and better use of carbon, property, and inheritance taxes, and leveraging digital technology and strengthening the capacity of revenue agencies to enable them to implement and manage these tax reforms.

• Decisions about how best to increase domestic resources to finance social protection should be part of a joint consideration of the broader tax and transfer system. Although these domains interact to shape the distribution of income and wealth through the distributional impact of transfers and taxes, it continues to be common to discuss social protection and taxation separately. Moreover, taxation and tax reform too often are discussed primarily in terms of revenue-generating potential, with limited consideration of their distributional implications. Thus, in order to develop a coherent policy of redistribution through the government fiscal system of which social protection is a part, it is critical for this to be discussed within an analysis of the broader tax-transfer system.

• A key component of the tax-transfer system as it relates to social protection is the payroll tax, which is often used to finance the mandatory contributions to social insurance systems required from formal sector workers. In many countries, this practice has some key limitations, including a design that inherently makes it difficult to expand coverage to the informal sector and the potential for creating incentives to work informally, particularly when workers consider that the benefits received are not commensurate with contributions. This suggests the need to tightly link mandatory contributions to tangible, accessible benefits. It also suggests that the objective of redistribution, (when taxes on some workers are used to subsidize coverage of others), which are often pursued through the payroll-financed system, would be better achieved through taxes with a broader base.

• In order to be sustainable, social protection systems will need to be financed from domestic resources in the long run. However, in countries where fiscal capacity is particularly limited or when they face significantly increased short-term needs due to covariate shocks, international financial resources will continue to be needed. Much international financing for social protection continues to flow outside of government systems, which often misses opportunities for building long-term capacity of social protection systems within government. This is almost entirely true for humanitarian assistance but also to some extent for longer-term social protection financing. Where appropriate, and in line with international commitments, partners should increasingly seek opportunities to harmonize approaches and bring financing on budget within government systems.
While relative emphasis will vary, countries across the globe need to move forwards on multiple fronts outlined above. As discussed throughout the Compass, countries vary enormously in terms of their political, social, institutional, and economic contexts. Therefore, as countries move forward towards the goal of USP, the emphasis that each country places on the various strategic priorities highlighted above will differ significantly. Most countries are still a long way from achieving USP, and much still needs to be done in multiple areas. In others, where programs and systems are already more developed, the social protection system still must continually adjust to meet the needs of the population in an ever-evolving global and national context. All countries can seek to make their social protection programs more inclusive, better able to respond in flexible ways to risks in a rapidly changing world, and more effective at helping their populations to become independent and productive. These goals can only be achieved with social protection systems that work in a coordinated and increasingly integrated way.

The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly proved to be a major catalyst for increasing the world’s focus on social protection. As countries begin to emerge from the pandemic, the unprecedented crisis that it caused as well as the immediate emergence of new global shocks have dramatically illustrated the need for social protection. There is an increased appreciation of the importance of the sector, while lessons have been learned about the deficiencies in programs and systems, and much know-how has been generated on what worked in the crisis response. Looking forward, countries will have the opportunity to leverage this experience to reach a new equilibrium; one that represents a deeper commitment to more and better social protection based on a long-term, evidence-based vision for the sector.

The World Bank stands ready to help our country clients in this endeavor, supporting them in defining country priorities that help move progressively towards the realization of USP. In determining its own priorities for providing support at the country level, the World Bank will be guided primarily by the country context, by client demand, and by evidence. Social protection programs and systems need to be country-led and country-implemented, with a strong focus on the necessary country capacity. For this to be effective, engagement must be grounded in a well-informed and realistic assessment of political economy issues, from awareness of the opportunities for reform presented by crises, to sensitivity to how difficult it is to mobilize scarce resources given competing spending priorities. The World Bank will continue to work with governments and other country stakeholders to build both the “architecture” and the “engineering” of country-specific social protection systems, from diagnostic analysis and evaluation to strategy formulation to advice on policy, financing, and the design and delivery of programs.
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